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The new King 2000 has more 
features than 5 leading professional trumpets.

This comparison of professional trumpets illus
trates a few reasons why you should consider 
the new King 2000 as your 
next trumpet. Model for 
model, feature for feature, 
in light of the competition.

When you’re in the. 
market for a trumpet of this 
calibre, we think it’s only 
fair that you should have 
all the information necessary to make rhe 
wisest choice. So, here it is.

Now, on the outside chance that this hasn’t 
completely sold you on the new King 2000, we 

invite you to remove this 
page and take it to your near
est music store. Make your 
own comparisons. Then 
play the new King 2000.

It’s the surest way we 
know to convince you.

Pay up to a King.
KING MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. INC. 33999 Curtis Blvd., Eastlake, Ohio 44094



INTRODUCING HÖHNER ELECTRICS
MME OF WHAT YOU WANT...F0R LESS.

Hohner has a reputation for high quality instruments 
at affordable prices. And our new handcrafted 
Electrics are no exception. We’ve taken the details 
that make a great electric great and added a few 
innovations of our own. Classic appointments 

blended with advanced solid state electronics make 
these guitars sound as good as they look. But the 
ultimate test is playing one. After you do, we’re sure 
you’ll agree that at any price it’s hard to beat a 
Hohner electric guitar.

WHEN YOU’RE LOOKING FOR THAT RIG BREAK, 
HOHNER CAN RE INSTRUMENTAL.
M Hohner Inc , Hicksville. NY • Hohner Canada Inc . Don Mills. Ontario \f\ /
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Tappan Zee Records. 
The artist’s label.

‘Richard had hesitated to do 
a solo album because he 
was afraid he'd be forced to 
do what some record execu
tive wanted. But I let him 
know from the start that this 
would be his album. And it 
is. It's a cross section of a 
lot of different aspects of his 
talent and reveals his totally 
unique combination of 
gospel, rhythm & blues and 
boogie-piano styles’.1 
Produced by Bob James.

‘Wilbert Longmire was rec
ommended to us by George 
Benson. And we’re very 
glad we took George's ad
vice and signed him. Be
cause when we went into 
the studio for the first time 
we discovered that not only 
is he a great guitarist, he 
also has a fantastic voice" 
Produced by Bob James and Jay 
Chattaway.

‘I fell in love with Mark's sax 
solos when he was a side
man with Maynard 
Ferguson’s band. He's a 
good example of Tappan 
Zee’s approach to music 
because he draws from a 
lot of elements. Straight 
ahead jazz roots are com
bined with a strong sense 
of funk"
Produced by Joy Chottowoy.

Tappan Zee; * are trademarks of Tappan Zee Records. Inc 

Distributed by Columbia Records.

‘This album involves a de
parture for me. All the 
pieces are my own compo
sitions. I felt that it was time 
for me to assert myself on 
my own, make my own state
ment. I shifted the music 
into an acoustic vein and 
worked with people like 
Ron Carter, Hubert Laws 
and Ralph MacDonald. And 
interspersed with that 
sound are elements of large 
orchestral writing!’ 
Produced and arranged by Bob 
James. Associate Producers: Jay 
Chattaway and Joe Jorgensen.

Mongo has performed with 
¡ust about every famous 
jazz musician. They know 
that he’s a great catalyst for 
making hot things happen 
with those around him. And 
now he's making them hap
pen with a great young 
new band. On this new 
album they go in a disco 
direction while still combin
ing the jazz and Latin 
worlds"
Produced by Jay Chattaway. 
Executive Producer: Bob James.

We plan to make only as many records as we can do right’’
— Bob James, President Tappan Zee Records

‘Tappan Zee was created from a musi
cian's standpoint. Our most important 
concern is to understand what the 
artist is about. Then we take what he 
does best and develop it.

“.... And we develop it with the other 
artists on the label. Since most of our 
people have been sidemen, they know 
about working together. So we've been 
able to establish something of a 
repertory group.

“.... And I think we’ve proven 
that a musician running 
a record company 
can work'.’

June 7 □ 5



education in jazz
-------------------by James Williams

James Williams, pianist, arranger-composer 
from Memphis, TN; former Berklee instructor, 
now touring with Art Blakey. Current album with 
own group, Flying Colors (Zim), with Slide 
Hampton.

Unlike many of the musicians who have 
contributed to this column, I was not a stu
dent at Berklee although I learned a great 
deal there as a teacher.

Gary Burton recruited Pat Metheny and 
me for the Berklee faculty about the same 
time. Gary heard me 
play at Memphis 
State University 
where 1 also con
ducted and wrote 
for several jazz 
groups. Naturally, 1 
was flattered when 
Gary asked me to 
teach at the school 
where he and Quin
cy Jones, Keith Jar
rett, and so many 
others had been students.

I realized too that Berklee and the Bos
ton musical environment could be one of 
the best roads to New York and a place in 
the professional music world. And that’s 
just what happened.

Teaching made me form and articulate 
my musical ideas. Playing and hanging out 
with faculty musicians such as Bill Pierce, 
John LaPorta, Dean Earl, Andy McGhee, 
Greg Hopkins, and Bill Thompson—plus 
working around Boston with my own 
group—put my previous experience into 
perspective. (When I wasn’t teaching or 
playing, 1 would be in the Berklee library 
reading their great collection of jazz 
scores.)

So, after three-and-a-half happy years at 
Berklee, I got to New York—and be
yond—on a first class ticket. However, 
one never stops learning, so this past year 
with Art Blakey is the best possible post
graduate course; and I get to associate with 
top musicians in the entertainment field.

When I am asked, here or abroad, to 
recommend a place to learn, Berklee 
heads my list—not only for its outstanding 
curriculum and faculty but for the whole 
Boston music scene. That’s where much of 
it came together for me.

„_____ I ArrNe S 
LM

for catalog and information write to:

BERKLEE COLLEGE OF MUSIC
Dept. D

1140 Boylston Street, Boston, MA 02215

For those who cannot attend Berklee 
at this time ... a special

CORRESPONDENCE COURSE includes
• Modern Harmony
• Improvisation
• Arranging
• Jazz Composition, etc.

For information write to:

BERKLEE PRESS PUBLICATIONS, Dept. D 
1265 Boylston St., Boston, MA 02215

the first chorus
BY CHARLES SUBER

“TJL don't know if it occurred to you, but 
most of down beat’s readers are students. The 
reason I’m willing to do an interview in the 
first place is because you’re dealing with the 
educational market.” This is Gerry Mul
ligan—"clever, witty, and saucy” Gerry Mul
ligan—talking in this issue about his music, 
his bandsmen, and his and their contribution 
“to the learning process of musicians." Also 
involved in this process are two other band 
leaders discussed in this issue: Stan Kenton 
and Mel Lewis.

These three musicians—Kenton. Lewis and 
Mulligan—typify the concern for jazz educa
tion by virtually all currently active big band 
leaders. But of all the leaders. Kenton has 
been the one most closely associated with the 
school stage band movement (which is not the 
same as the school jazz movement). He is also 
the one most responsible for the unfortunate 
polarization that now exists between two fac
tions of jazz educators.

One faction of jazz educators (not neces
sarily the older ones) idolizes Stan Kenton as 
The Holy Sound Maker—with Maynard Fer
guson and the late Don Ellis as latter day 
saints—with all the musical implications 
therein. Their doctrine calls for screaming 
unison brass, ultra dynamics, precision before 
improvisation and tight arrangements with 
solos sublimated to The Sound. And these 
educators send their students to Kenton’s 
band clinic to get off watching Stan The Man 
rehearse his troops.

The other faction, a fast growing majority, 
appreciates what Kenton has been—especially 
during the halcyon days of Johnny Richards, 
who was to Kenton as Billy Strayhorn was to 
Ellington. But their first loyalty is to the indi
vidual jazz player and his right of improvised 
expression with a large or small ensemble. 
They feel comfortable with a black and blues 
heritage, with a more egalitarian music. These 
are the educators who encourage their stu
dents to attend combo/improvisation clinics 
run by the original National Stage Band 
Camps which gave Kenton his first exposure 
to the school jazz world.

Some educators seem to forget that their 
mission is to train and inspire students, not to 
build shrines to a past that was, at best, pe
ripheral to the mainstream of jazz. This could 
not have happened if the Old Guard had emu
lated Kenton’s most characteristic attitude: 
don’t look back, don’t do anything the way 
you used to. If only the elders could break out, 
dissolve the cult, set their students free and let 
the good times roll!

Next issue examines the rocky side of jazz 
with Randy and Mike Brecker, Tony Wil
liams, Phil Manzanera (hot rock guitarist with 
Roxy Music), a photo/essay of the New Or
leans Jazz Festival; Profiles of Valery Pona- 
marev, Muscovite trumpet player with Art 
Blakey, and George Goldsmith, Detroit 
drummer; and more.

One more 1979 deebee award: $1000 Berk
lee College of Music scholarship to Todd 
Linn (Denver Education Center), winner for 
Best Engineered Studio Recording—H_S. Div.

db

Pearl
■ T.M.van-set

It’s not just a 
better holder...
It’s a whole 
better system!

With the vari-set adapter you can 
now create your own customized 
set-up. Add tom toms, cymbals, 
concert toms, or even timbales to 
your outfit. Put them where YOU 
want them to be... and Pearl's 
unique lock system and pat
ented arms keep them there until 
YOU'RE ready to change.
No slip...no wobble!
Visit your Pearl dealer today and 
see how vari-set can add com
fort, flexibility and stability to your 
set... or better yet, try it on a set of 
Pearl! With innovations like this, 
perhaps it's time to take a closer 
look! We've got your sound, too!

Another Quality Product from Norlin 
For additional information, write: 

Norlin Music. Advertising Dept DB-7 
7373 N. Cicero Avenue. Lincolnwood. Illinois 60646 

In Canada 51 Nantucket Boulevard. Scarborough. Ontario

(Norlin^
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Music by Matrix. 
Sound by Bose.

Matrix. Warner Bros, recording 
artists. A hard-driving fusion group 
with lots of brass, percussion and 
electronics. And all 32 channels, 
including a wide variety of mics, 
pickups, and line feeds, are amplified 
by Bose 1800 power amps and Model 
802 loudspeakers.

Matrix. A group with talent and 
taste. “A band that cannot fail,” says 
the LA Times.

Matrix chooses Bose for all their 
needs. Main PA, electric bass, 
synthesizers, acoustic and electric 
piano, and all stage monitors.

Why?
Because with Bose, Matrix

sounds like what they really are.
Trumpets sound like trumpets. A flute 
sounds like a flute. Even the drums
I-------------------------------------------------------------------
। Bose Corporation Dept. DB
। 100The Mountain Rd.

Framingham, MA 01701
Please send me a copy of the Bose 
Professional Products Catalog and a

! complete dealer list.

I Name _________________________

| Street _________________________

। City___________________________
j State Zip

! Tel.( )---------------------------------  

sound live, not canned. The sound is 
clear. Clean. Natural.

And the modular nature of their 
Bose system gives Matrix the versa
tility and flexibility of performing 
virtually anywhere. From clubs, 
auditoriums and gyms to outdoor 
festivals with audiences of 10,000 
people.

If you’re interested in a system 
that sounds like the band that’s using 
it, check out Bose.

Bose for Pros
Stage courtesy Berklee Performance Center. 
Model 802 patent rights issued and pending.



CHORDS AND 
DISCORDS
A note from Manfred Eicher

In his analysis of the music of Pat Metheny 
(db 3/22), Neil Tesser makes reference to 
ECM as “an esthetically respectful environ
ment for white improvisers.” We would like to 
make it quite clear that we have never made 
any selection of musicians on a basis of race, 
nationality, philosophy, religion, sex, politics, 
colour or astrological sign, and Mr. Tesser’s 
theories on "white and black schools of musi
cal thought”—it might be revealing to hear 
him attempt to further define these 
“schools”—are entirely his own.

And, by the way: If Metheny's music is “un
questionably jazz” how can it then be “deter

DIZZY DIGS @
What does Dizzy Gillespie know about Conga drums? Lots! The late, 
great Chano Pozo taught him all about things like Qpngas, Bongos, 
Cowbells and the like.

Visit us at NAMM, Booth 7074 — Atlanta

So when Dizzy digs LP® he knows what’s good and you might do well 
to follow his example.

minedly white” and “upper middle class”?? 
Mr. Tesser should bear in mind that not all 
musicians and not all record companies are as 
preoccupied with racial division and class dis
tinctions as himself.
Manfred Eicher Munich, Germany
President, ECM Records

Mr. Tesser replies:
For a company that prides itself on (among 

other things) clarity, ECM’s willful misreading 
of my words and intent is rather astonishing. 
Nowhere did 1 suggest the label was a respectful 
environment for only white improvisers; the ar
ticle's very next line, “There is no racism in
tended here," provided that clue to those who 
were listening. Most people correctly understood 
me to be commending ECM for its openness to 
nontraditional improvisers.

I understand ECM’s sensitivity on this subject; 
over the years, many critics have used the label's 
choice of musicians as a club with which to at
tack the music. It would do the folks in Munich 

well to remember, however, that I have not been 
one of them.

We really mean it, we’re 
serious, this is the last

Here’s one more final Weather Report let
ter. I’d like to commend down beat for al
lowing this whole dispute to transpire. It is a 
credit to the editors for providing the many 
opposing viewpoints on the subject. Whether 
the reviews are just or not; whether Zawinul is 
the best or not; and whether we like the band’s 
attitude or not, are all open for discussion. I 
do think everyone will agree that db deserves 
applause for supplying the means to argue in 
print. Thank you.
Robert M. Polito Philadelphia

Two for Pat Metheny
Dear Pat,

Your music is so beautiful and your ability 
as a guitarist is so awe inspiring 1 was truly 
amazed to learn what a shallow and egotisti
cal person you really are. For you to be so pre
sumptuous as to tell another aspiring musi
cian, “You have what it takes,” is a most out
rageous broadcast of your own ignorance ... 
and it only takes you six notes to tell??? Much 
to my displeasure, you are in a position to 
greatly influence the lives of many musicians 
and as such have an obligation to weigh very 
carefully every word. You have a right to your 
opinion, as do I, but I must say that you great
ly disappointed me. Do you think those gui
tarists at Berklee are stupid? I don’t want to be 
Pat Metheny and I know a lot of great guitar
ists who don’t want to be you either.

Little boy, I hope you grow up soon because 
you might even be a better player than you are 
now, and you might then make a contribution 
to the world of art, other than your present 
course of self indulgence. Hang on to that arti
cle in down beat [3/22/79] and read it when 
you are 30 and have a good laugh.
John Dougherty Wilmington, Delaware

Congratulations on your fine feature on Pat 
Metheny and his group. I am 41 years old and 
have been listening to jazz for years. I had the 
pleasure of seeing the Pat Metheny Group in 
Seattle last February. I am thoroughly re
freshed by this young man’s talent and ap
proach. You are to be commended for giving 
him the recognition he deserves.
Robert O. Smith Vashon, Wash.

Grover Washington 
straightens the record

Thanks to down beat for including an arti
cle (4/19) written by Steve Bloom from an in
terview conducted at my home. However, I 
wish to correct a few errors and make a couple 
of comments that 1 feel are necessary.

1. Charles Earland is responsible for my 
first date on Prestige. I recorded with Johnny 
Hammond on that label later. Johnny Ham
mond and Rudy Van Gelder were responsible 
for my initial relationship with CTI.

2. I have never recorded with Lonnie Lis
ton Smith, as written; it was Lonnie Smith.

3. The guitarist on my last two albums, and 
my upcoming album, is Richard Steacker, not 
Streaker.

4. CTI and Motown did not belong to co
nt

in
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POTPOURRI
New guidelines for National 

Endowment of the Arts Music 
Program grants raise to 
$15,000 the aid available to 
established composers/per- 
formers of jazz, up from $2500. 
Grants for study are up to 
$5000; organizations and en
sembles may receive $2500 to 
spend as matching money, and a 
new grant category, for jazz re
lated activities, is intentionally 
open-ended. For applications, 
call 202-634-6390, or write the 
NEA at Columbia Plaza, 2401 
Virginia Ave., N.W., Washington, 
D.C. 20516. But hurry—due date 
is June 1. •

Tenorist Gene Ammons would 
have been 54 April 15, when a 
Birthday Memorial Tribute orga
nized by Katherine Cox was held 
at St. Peter’s Lutheran Church in 
New York City. Music and 
memories were provided by 
Frank Foster, Amina Claudine 
Myers, Eddie Bert, Harold Vick, 
Bob Porter, Howard McGhee, 
Ajaramu, and many others.•

Red Rodney, Carl Fontana, 
Zoot Sims, Al Cohn, and Jake 
Hanna will play at the Kansas 
City Jazz Olympics, June 1-3 at 
the Radisson Muehlebach Hotel 
in two ballrooms—one for danc
ing, one for concerts.•

Jay McShann is the topic of a 
documentary biography, 
Hootie's Blues, 30 minutes in 
color, aired by Nebraska Educa
tional Television, financed by the

______________ FINAL BAR______________
Drummer Donald MacDonald died March 21 in New York City at age 

41. Ill health had forced him to retire from performing, and he was re
siding in Woodstock, New York, at the time of his death. First studying 
percussion at Fredonia State Teachers' College, he played in Florida 
for several years. MacDonald worked and recorded with Jackie Cain 
and Roy Kral, Tim Hardin, Richie Havens and Gary McFarland, but was 
probably best known for his membership in Jeremy Steig's early jazz
rock band the Satyrs, which included Warren Bernhardt, Eddie Gomez 
and Adrian Guillary; he was also in the White Elephant Band led by 
Mike Mainieri. MacDonald is survived by four children and his wife, 
who wrote db that a Final Bar "seemed the most fitting way for me to 
let all the musicians that he played with over the years know that he 
has passed on."

Pianist-composer-arranger Mel Henke, best known to jazz fans 
through his association with the West Coast jazz movement of the 
1950s and a number of albums made at that time for Contemporary 
Records, died of a stroke at his suburban Los Angeles home in Canoga 
Park on March 31. He was 63. In addition to his jazz club and recording 
activities of the '50s, Henke was pianist with the John Scott Trotter 
Orchestra on The George Gobel Show television series, and for many 
years served as pianist-accompanist for TV personality Garry Moore. 
His last jazz album, done for Warner Bros, in the late '60s, was La 
Dolce Henke. For the last two decades Henke had been active in ad
vertising as a jingle writer and, in partnership with graphic artist 
Eyvind Earle, produced of a number of critically acclaimed film trail
ers. Henke is survived by a son and daughter.

Lincoln Jazz Society, and avail
able from co-producers Bart 
Becker and Mike Farrell at 2724 
Sumner, Lincoln, NE 68502.

May was Jazz Month in 
Nevada: Monk Montgomery, 
president and founder of the Las 
Vegas Jazz Society and Jacquie 
Belmont, of Reno’s “For The 
Love Of Jazz," worked up some 
30 free public shows, with Gus 
Mancuso’s band, Supersax, 
Russ Vines’ Nevada Contempo
rary Music Ensemble and Dave 
Matthews’ youth band playing.

•
Readers wanting Newport 

Jazz Festival show and ticket in
formation are advised to write: 
P.O. Box 1169/Ansonia Sta- 
tion/New York City/10025. Fest 
HQ: Suite 2159; N.Y. Sheraton.

Composers John Carisi and 
Terry Riley received 1979 
Gugenheim fellowships. Frank 
Zappa will appear in Austria 
with the Vienna Symphony on 
June 13, playing Bogus Pomp 
and other works. We wonder if 
Woodstock II, set for August 
15-17 will present any impro
vised American music.

Bassist Slam Stewart got a 
plaque at Boston’s Berklee Per
formance Center for having “fos
tered and encouraged the ap
preciation, study, creation and 
performance of jazz."

NEWS
Bassist Red Mitchell Tours U.S. 
An Exile After Communication
NEW YORK —Latest jazz 

expatriate to return to the U.S. is 
bassist Red Mitchell. Mitchell's 
third and most extensive visit 
since his departure to Stock
holm in 1968 teams him with pi
anist Tommy Flanagan and Nils 
(Nisse) Sandstrom, the Swedish 
tenor saxophonist, in a touring 
trio dubbed Communication.

Just after opening at the Vil
lage Vanguard, Mitchell told db, 
"I’m at a crossroads in my life. I 
think it’s time to recycle myself. 
There seems to be a new, much 
more wide open jazz audience 
here, due in part to the fact that 
so many people have become 
players. Literally millions of peo
ple have taken up guitar and 
learned the blues, so they identi
fy as players." His plans call for 
three cribs—in Stockholm, New 
York and Los Angeles—and 
three basses, to save on contra
bass air fares.

Mitchell's leave taking of the 
States was politically motivated. 
Engaged in active opposition to 
the Vietnam war, Mitchell split 
“because my efforts added up to 
little. I was contributing more to 
the opposition through paying 
my taxes. I didn’t want to pay 
taxes any more and I didn’t want 
to go to jail, either. I also didn’t 
want to continue doing movie 
and TV music which I felt was 
contributing to the atmosphere 
of violence here. From the begin
ning, I have to take my share of 
the blame. I was playing on the 
Peter Gunn show in the late '50s, 
which was the first in a long se
ries of shoot-'em-ups that used 
jazz in the background.”

After moving to Sweden, 
Mitchell decided to "put all my 
eggs in one basket, and try to 
learn how to improvise words 
and music at the same time—do 
what they do in the West Indies 
as a tradition, but in a jazz way." 
Thus far, Mitchell's explorations 
have resulted in 35 originals, 
works and music which have 
been recorded by Swedish sing
er Alice Babs, Norwegian vo
calist Karin Krog and Mitchell 
himself on the album Blues For A 
Crushed Soul (Sonet), dedi
cated to film director Ingmar 
Bergman, who at the time of re
cording was having tax prob
lems himself.

Happy to return home and play 

the music he loves best ("the 
kind of jazz that has a balance 
between the planned and the un
planned; in other words, there's 
a lot of freedom and a lot of ac
cumulated knowledge in it”) 
Mitchell reports a new musical 
movement in Europe, which he 
characterizes as "free European 
improvised music.”

"It's an attempt to establish 
the identity of a European impro
vised music which is not Ameri
can,” he explained. “And there is 
some anti-black feeling in
volved." Originating in Germany 
and performed by classically 
trained European musicians, 
"Continentism” is, according to 
Mitchell, the brainchild of some 
European record companies and 
critics. Some of the "free Euro
pean improvising musicians” 
have put down Sandstrom, the 
37 year old tenorman who has 
played with Mitchell for six 
years, as "too American."

There have been several ver
sions of Communication since 
Mitchell and Sandstrom started 
working together; the group has 
included other horn players and 
expatriate pianist Horace Par
ian. After a gig at Bradley's in 
'78, where Mitchell worked in 
tandem with the soft spoken 
Flanagan, the Detroit born pi
anist was chosen for the tour.

"We've known each other 
since '54, when I met Tommy in 
Detroit," said Mitchell. "It’s al
ways been easy to play with him, 
it’s always felt like home. I can’t 
play with him often enough." The 
bassist’s empathetic approach 
to his colleagues is apparent on 
a recently issued Artists House 
LP he shares with guitarist Jim 
Hall.

On May 29, Communication 
opens at Concerts by the Sea, 
near Los Angeles; June 7 they 
are at the Paradisio in Santa 
Cruz; June 8, the Great Ameri
can Music Hall, San Francisco; 
June 9-10, Peter Douglas’ 
Beach House in Half Moon Bay; 
14-16, Parnell’s in Seattle, and 
June 17 they play Portland, Ore. 
They open for a week at New 
York's Sweet Basil June 19, and 
will play a Waterloo Village con
cert at the Newport Festival, 
with hopes of visiting Boston and 
Chicago thereafter.

—bret primack 
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Hank Garland Plucks Again 
After 18 Years of Silence

Oscar's Suite For Homeland Filmed
Canada's Splendors On Screen

BOILING SPRINGS, S.C.—Gui
tarist Hank Garland, his personal 
country-jazz fusion silenced 
since a 1961 car crash, will re
cord again and may be profiled 
in a film.

Recording is scheduled to be
gin within two months in Spartan
burg, S.C., as Garland weighs an 
independent producer's offer to 
film his life story, according to 
his manager, brother Billy Gar
land.

"I musta did some good some
where," Hank Garland says of 
his re-emergence.

The recording, for a self pro
duced project to be sold through 
mail orders, will end a painstak
ing recovery from the accident 
which left Garland with massive 
brain damage and memory 
lapses. He spent three months in 
a Nashville, Tenn., hospital, did 
not play guitar for five years and 
did not conclude therapy in Flor
ida until last autumn.

Garland immediately returned 
to his family and the area of 
South Carolina where he began 
playing banjo as a child.

In his early teens he had 
switched to guitar and headed 
for Nashville, starstruck. "He 
was away when he was sup

posed to be in high school,” re
members his father, Jay. In the 
country music capital, Garland 
played with Paul Howard, Jim 
Reeve, Eddie Arnold and Elvis 
Presley (on Blue Hawaii and sev
eral other albums).

But that was only one side of 
his artistry. Influenced by Django 
Reinhardt, Barney Kessel and 
Tai Farlow, Garland formed one 
of Nashville's first homegrown 
jazz groups, the Nashville All
Stars. They appeared at the 
1960 Newport Jazz Festival.

The car crash interrupted 
steady gigging at New York's 
Roll Club and combo work with 
then-fledgling vibist Gary Bur
ton. Garland led Burton's first 
date, Jazz Winds From A New Di
rection. Columbia’s 1962 The 
Unforgettable Guitar: Hank Gar
land was his last release.

To hear Hank and his family 
tell it, he is back to his old pin
nacle, thanks to three hour daily 
rehearsals.

“He's doing great," said broth
er Billy. "I don't think there’s no 
one around who can top him."

"I’ll just play what I want to," 
says Hank. "I started out country 
and when I wanted to play jazz I 
did it as well as I could."

TORONTO—"My profession 
has taken me to every part of the 
world, none more beautiful than 
where I live." So Oscar Peter
son, a 1979 Grammy winner, pre
faced the Canadian Broadcast
ing Corporation's presentation 
of his Canadiana Suite, televised 
in March.

The hour-long program com
bined a filmed studio perform
ance of the suite by Peterson 
and a 37 piece orchestra with 
footage of the areas of Canada 
which inspired the work's dozen 
sections—among them, the 
Rocky Mountains in Land Of The 
Misty Giants, the Maritimes in 
Ballad To The East, Toronto in 
Hogtown Blues, and the Montreal 
neighborhood in which the pi
anist grew up in Place St. Henri.

Producer-director Durnford 
King used a split screen tech
nique effectively, so the musi
cians could be seen alongside 
the natural and urban splendors 
of Canada. An interpretive 
dancer, Pat Miner, was filmed on 
location around the country.

Unforgivably, credit was given 
among the musicians only to 
Rick Wilkins as arranger; the es
sential contributions of drummer 
Jerry Fuller and especially

bassist David Young were not 
publicly acknowledged.

Peterson composed the Cana- 
diana Suite in 1964 and re
corded it with his trio later that 
year. A big band version was 
orchestrated by Phil Nimmons in 
1970 and recorded (but never 
released) by the CBC in 1973. A 
third recording of the work is 
planned for 1979. —mark miller

LISTEN FOR 
THE QUALITY.

Rico Royal reeds. Nature’s finest cane, 
aged with patience, cut with precision, to 

give professionals and students a truly 
regal response from their instruments.

Thè Rico Corporation 
P.O. Box 3266 
North Hollywood, Ca. 91609
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. Preacher., 
A stereo guitar.

With all the solid body guitars on the market, it’s become
' ♦ difficult to tell the originals from the copies: the same shapes,

6 x the same electronics and pretty much the same sound.
Now there’s a solid body guitar with the standard features 
professional guitarists demand: a balanced shape, hotter 

pickups and a wider tonal range. The Preacher by Ovation.
Imagine the possibilities of stereo.

A mono/stereo jack lets you plug the Preacher into two 
amplifiers or into both channels of a single amp. 
The stereo jack splits pickup output. That means 
you can set the fingerboard pickup with a warm, 

throaty tone in channel one. In the other channel, 
you can set the bridge pickup with a strong, 

dirty lead tone. Preset the volume, tone,
reverb or tremelo on each channel -1

a

ox
©X

For information, see r or write to:
Ovation Instruments Inc., Dept. DB, New Hartford, Ct. 06057.

Ovation
A Kaman Company

___ ’readier uses a standard cord 
there’s for mono output: a stereo cord with 

whole palette of tonal colors to choose________________ two mono cords
from. Just by switching pickups. p

The Preacher has other refinements as well: unique double coil pickups that 
are 20db quieter than most humbucking pickups, a full two-octave neck that 

is glued and bolted for added sustain, individually adjustable brass saddles 
for perfect intonation, jumbo frets for smoother 

action and easier string bending.
The Preacher. It’s the first solid body electric 

guitar to make stereo a reality.



erry Mulligan in his pince-nez reading 
glasses, shuffling through the New York Times 
for a review of his Carnegie Hall big band 
concert, makes me feel like a child tugging a 
negligent father’s shirtsleeves.

“I like to read certain critics, because you 
can learn from some of them,” he offers oblig
ingly.

“This might be a good place to start,” I ven
ture. “Have critics ever affected you very 
12 □ down beat
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much?”
“I can’t really recall,” he mumbles disinter

estedly. “I’m not really thinking about that at 
the moment. I have to disagree. That’s not 
such a good starting place.”

Perhaps Gerry Mulligan has overdosed on 
interviews. He emits bored sighs and mumbles 
brusque answers into his newspaper. His right 
foot begins pounding the floor regularly as I 
ask after a chord progression which he spoke 

about with his pianist before the Carnegie 
concert.

“I don’t remember that,” he says. Silence. 
He answers some new questions superciliously 
and turns to the crossword puzzle.

Mulligan puts the paper aside, glasses off 
now—at last!—but he looks away with an icy 
stare, foot pounding.

“He’s very stand-offish and always has his 
defenses up,” a long-time friend of Mulligan’s 
would say days later, with affection. “As he 
gets to know you he lets them down, but even 
then it’s only to a certain point. He’s like a 
faucet: he runs hot and cold all the time.”

Gerry looks for a cigarette. “I’m not in love 
with your questions, man. I hope they pick up 
as you go along.”

The topic is Gerry’s pianoless quartet, but 
he offers little.

“Why haven’t many people used that format 
lately?” I ask.

“People? What people?” he asks.
“At the time, many jazz groups imitated 

your band.”
“Did they? I didn’t notice. No, 1 didn’t no

tice whether they did or didn’t.”
“At times, Gerry would have fits of anger 

and maybe frustration,” Alan Dawson tells me 
later. Dawson was Dave Brubeck’s drummer 
from ’68 to ’74, years when Mulligan fre
quently performed with Brubeck. "Naturally I 
found him a very emotional person, but also a 
very caring person.”

“You seem very edgy,” I say to Mulligan.
“Something about the implications of the 

questions you’re asking,” he says. “I also have 
other things on my mind. To have to stop to 
think and talk about what I’m doing and what 
I have done is ... I’m doing this because Mel 
Torme kept saying you’ve got a deadline. I 
said all right, but I’ve got a lot of work to do. 
So that’s really more to do with my being edgy 
than anything else. And ... I don’t really en
joy talking about what I’m doing all that 
much. Never have.”

“Mulligan grew up in what he feels was a 
narrow, conventional and authoritarian Irish 
Catholic home,” Nat Hentoff wrote in Jazz Is. 
In 1944, at age 17, Mulligan left high school 
and his home. And perhaps this was also what 
made him nestle so deeply in the warmth of 
music.

Mulligan’s many talents bloomed fast. By 
the age of seven he was composing and copy
righting songs, and after basic piano studies he 
taught himself to play saxophone. At 17 he 
left home to tour with Tommy Tucker’s big 
band as an arranger. In 1946, at 19, he moved 
to New York and until 1951 wrote arrange
ments and tunes for the big bands of Gene 
Krupa, Claude Thornhill, Elliot Lawrence, 
Stan Kenton and others. About this time he 
switched from tenor to baritone sax and some
times performed with the bands for which he 
wrote.

Gerry got into trouble with many of his em
ployers because of the wicked tongue lashings 
he would give a band if its performance level 
was less than he expected.

Krupa’s band had little time to rehearse be
cause it toured so much and Gerry felt their 
playing had become lax—and it had. After 
one set, within earshot of the audience, Mulli
gan lit into the band and Krupa in no uncer
tain terms.

“I told them all to go to hell,” he says. He 
was fired the next day.

ComposerAheorist George Russell knew 
Gerry then. “He was clever, witty and saucy, 
the way he is now,” says Russell. “Gerry had a



chip on his shoulder. He had more or less the 
same difficulties that made us all bitter and 
hostile. He was immensely talented, and he 
didn't have enough of an opportunity to exer
cise his talent.”

It was Gerry’s lucky association with Gil 
Evans’ circle of New York musician friends 
that enabled him to get in on their momentous 
joint venture, the unusual Miles Davis nonet 
of 1948—whose reception was so cool it per
formed only one gig, a three-week stint at the 
Royal Roost—and waxed Birth Of The Cool 
recordings. These classic “cool jazz” sides 
changed the course of jazz and even now the 
Capitol reissue album is one of jazz’s steadiest 
sellers.

Mulligan played baritone and wrote some 
of his best tunes and arrangements for this 
band, the originals Rocker, Venus De Milo and 
Jeru besides charts for Godchild and Darn That 
Dream. Although neither the most advanced 
nor adventurous of the nonet writers, at 21 he 

dom exciting and seldom dull; his usual avoid
ance of ballad playing. (He started performing 
also on soprano sax about five years ago, but 
it’s not yet as natural as his baritone playing.)

In fact, even by the late ’50s he had fallen 
behind the mainstream. His Concert Jazz 
Band and sextet in the ’60s were lost in the 
flood of new and exciting jazz artists.

“Pipe and slipper jazz is what I want,” he 
explained in 1954. “Just lazy, 1 guess . . .”

This attitude still seems to hold him back. 
“I’m not concerned with changes in my style 
or techniques,” he says now. “What I’m con
cerned with are the ideas that I’m working on 
now, and I don’t think about whether they’re 
different or the same as old ideas. It’s not a 
consideration to me.”

But later in the interview he says wistfully, 
“I might have been able to accomplish more 
had I been more ambitious, more something, I 
don’t know. ... But I don’t know if a person 
can do things differently. We do what we can 

Guadaloupe Club Med and an 18 show Kool 
Super Nights tour, accompanying Mel Torme 
for half their set, with Sarah Vaughan’s act 
closing the show.

The band, which looks fresh out of college, 
is full of excellent musicians whose potential 
is better revealed by the expansive charts 
Torme provided the band for the tour than by 
its standard fare of professional, slick Mulli
gan tunes and arrangements. The wide dy
namic palette, varied moods and instrumental 
combinations, and extended, dramatic writing 
in Torme’s arrangements allow the players to 
exhibit their deep sensitivity.

“The reason for putting the band together is 
that I want to write,” says Mulligan. “I want 
to hear my music. In my old Concert Jazz 
Band I wound up doing damn little writing be
cause I had to do the business end of it. 
Eventually, I didn’t have the time nor inclina
tion to write anymore.” Ideally, the Willard 
Alexander agency will handle business now.

“I’m concerned about the ideas that I’m working on now, and I don’t think about whether 
they’re different or the same as old ideas.”

had an exceptional talent. The patented Gerry 
Mulligan sound is epitomized in Jeru: smooth, 
slurred chord changes, voice leading and 
subtle harmonic colors. Polyphonic commen
tary behind solos, making solos part of the 
music’s fabric. Witty use of rhythm and meter, 
alternating between 3/4 and 4/4—doing one 
4/4 idea variation in 3/4—and twice extending 
a tail motive by repetition, making the phras
ing irregular. And an upbeat tune, of course, 
but always gentle.

Even in his youth, Mulligan was conserva
tive.

“Gerry,” says George Russell, “was impa
tient with anything that moved too far away 
from the mainstream.” He was popular as a 
band writer, in fact, because he made jazz in
novations accessible to the public. He even 
wrote a few arrangements of his tunes for 
Charlie Parker’s strings.

Mulligan’s pianoless quartet, formed in 
1952, spread his name worldwide. The quartet 
originally had Chet Baker on trumpet, Mulli
gan on baritone, Bob Whitlock on bass and 
Chico Hamilton on drums, and became so 
popular it made Time magazine.

Gerry came to maturity as a baritone saxo
phonist in that quartet, and his popularity 
meant the baritone became a less freakish 
solo jazz instrument. The musical identity of 
Harry Carney—the prototypical baritonist— 
had been subsumed by the personality of the 
Ellington band. Serge Chaloff, more sophisti
cated and accomplished on baritone than 
Mulligan, tried in the late ’40s and early ’50s 
to make the big horn a more prominent solo 
instrument as did Leo Parker, but it was Mul
ligan who broke through and liberated the 
baritone from its accompanist image.

Like his writing, though, his baritone sax 
playing—stylistically and otherwise—has 
changed remarkably little since the ’50s: the 
gritty, constricted bass clarinet-type tone, 
punctuated with honks; the many solo phrases 
with a short, simple motive he permutates un
til the tail end; the solos that seem chained to 
middle register; the well-crafted lines—sel- 

do. What we can do is try to organize our pres
ent and future priorities, but we still have to 
accomplish what we’re doing with the equip
ment we have.”

For a period in the late ’60s and early ’70s 
he worked on and off as a guest performer 
with the Brubeck trio, and for the first time 
since 1951 there was no Gerry Mulligan band, 
big, small or in between. “It’s easy work,” he 
said at the time. They rarely rehearsed and 
Brubeck took care of the bookings.

About this time, also, his music—tunes, ar
rangements and solo improvisations—was 
branded “unadventurous” by critics in such 
publications as down beat and Jazz and Blues. 
He still wins some jazz fan popularity polls— 
he’s held a down beat monopoly since 1953, 
usually with a dearth of competitors—but he 
felt he was ignored by some media.

He told Leonard Feather in December 
1973, “I’ve noticed in recent years my name 
was not even placed on the nomination list in 
the Playboy poll in the voting for bandleader 
or combo leader or composer. For a couple of 
years my vanity was kind of piqued. I felt left 
out, hurt. ... Then they did it again this year 
and 1 really got mad. Even if they didn’t no
tice what 1 was doing in previous years, how 
could they not have known about Newport? 
Readers may look at these lists and assume 
I’m not active.”

He returned as a band leader early in the 
'70s, but the bands were short lived and made 
little impact. There were moderately success
ful reunion concerts with Chet Baker in '74 
and '75, but these were like bittersweet mem
ories, the "Remember me?” comeback at
tempt of a star who hadn’t changed with the 
times. Indeed, they were a reminder of the un
fulfilled promise that is Gerry Mulligan.

Mulligan deserves praise, though, for his 
ability to survive solely as a jazz performer 
and for never compromising his musical in
tegrity.

This past year, Mulligan has been working 
hard with a new 14 piece big band. So far the 
band has played Newport, StoryTowne, the

ulligan is proud of his band, and he has 
a right to be. His 13 young musicians are 
Laurie Frink, lead trumpet; Barry Ries and 
Danny Hayes, trumpets; Keith O'Quinn, Da
vid Glenn and Alan Raph, trombones; Ralph 
Olsen, Ken Hitchcock, Gary Keller and Eric 
Turkel, saxophones; Mitch Forman, piano; 
Richard de Rosa, drums; and Mike Bocchic- 
chio, bass. His sax players double on clarinets 
and flutes for color, and all his soloists— 
which includes Ries, Hayes, Hitchcock and 
Forman—have distinctive and exciting instru
mental voices. The driver of the band is 
drummer de Rosa, a subtle but powerful time
keeper who takes an occasional solo himself.

It's hard getting such a ponderous, big
money operation off the ground and the band 
is still on shaky ground. The only sure gigs 
lined up at presstime were two Newport Festi
val spots. There are plans to make a record. 
The band was off through April.

Their biggest potential market right now is 
the college and high school circuit—concerts 
and clinics—which would make them itiner
ant professors.

"The last statistics I saw—it was a long time 
ago, but 1 can't imagine it’s gotten any 
smaller—there were at least 13,000 college
level courses on jazz and jazz bands and 
25,000 or more high school courses,” says 
Mulligan. (Mulligan refers to old figures for 
courses; there are now about 16,000 high 
school jazz bands and 1500 college jazz bands 
in the U.S.)

“I’m not really anxious to spend a lot of 
time in a school situation again—1 did that 
once and didn’t like it. But 1 enjoy doing this 
with the band. We can contribute to the learn
ing process of music students. All my musi
cians are products of the school programs that 
grew up in the last 25 years or so and they’re 
aware of the students' problems.

"My problem now is just booking the thing 
and working it the ways 1 want to; to get work 
in areas I want to play and to keep the band 
members happy so the band will be their first 
call of duty. If I can keep our working pro- co
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Mel Lewis Orchestra
THAD JONES ROAMS 
BUT NOBODY MOANS

by BRET PRIMACK

nationally prominent as touring and recording 
groups, both black and white; territory bands; 
radio broadcast bands; college and high 
school ensembles; chart toppers like Miller, 
Dorsey, Goodman and Shaw; the bebop big 
bands of Eckstine and Gillespie—America 
had big band fever1.

Although there are many fine rehearsal, 
high school and college big bands throughout 
the country today, there are but a handful of 
professional big bands working consistently. 
Disco and our wretched economy, among oth
er things, make it difficult lo keep a big band 
together. But we still have Woody Herman, 
Count Basie. Maynard Ferguson. Stan Ken
ton. Mercer Ellington. Buddy Rich. Sun Ra. 
Toshiko/Tabackin, Frank Foster's Loud Mi
nority. And Mel. Mel?

In 1966 a superb brass man and arranger 
and a loquacious drummer with heavy big 
band chops pul together a big band slocked 

nights at the Village Vanguard—a tradition 
that survives—the Thad Jones/Mel Lewis Jazz 
Orchestra quickly gained a reputation as the 
meanest big jazz band in the land. For 12 
years, critics and listeners applauded their 
straightahead sounds. But late last year, for 
reasons still unclear. Thad split for Copen
hagen, Denmark, to write for and lead the 
Danish Radio Orchestra. Mel didn’t miss a 
beat; he recalls thinking, "There are other 
people in this world and I’ve got to take care 
of 17 of them.”

For a 1979 taste of big band operations. I 
recently joined Mel Lewis and the Jazz 
Orchestra for a one nighter. Once ihe band as
sembled in front of the Vanguard we were off 
for Cherokee High School in Marlton. New 
Jersey. Mode of travel—a band bus. Because 
of the economics of group travel, the band had 
just returned from a late winter seven week 
Midwestern tour on this very vehicle. The tour 

band lours.
Pianist Jim McNeely told me something 

about touring. "On the road, the pace can get 
monotonous. It’s concert after concert, Holi
day Inn after Holiday Inn. It’s very hard to 
have any contact with people. You can meet 
someone the one day you’re in a town and 
hang out, bul that’s il. Every day is a new kind 
of experience, which is kind of disorienting, 
and the camaraderie of the band on the bus is 
the only thread that keeps going throughout a 
tour. The bus becomes your little home. Ev
eryone has their own area on the bus. And ev
eryone hangs out, parties when they can and 
tries to support everyone else. To me. that's 
what helps carry each individual through a 
tour, that group spirit. If it wasn't for that . . .

"Il would be different if we were playing 
gigs where we had two weeks in one place, bul 
the way it is, you check into a motel and 
you’re (here for seven or eight hours al the 
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most, then you run right out and move on.”
I asked lead trumpeter Earl “Big Bird” 

Gardner about the effect of big band touring 
on the chops. “It’s a grind when you first go 
out. If you haven’t been doing much gigging, it 
usually takes about a week to get your chops 
into some kind of shape,” he answered.

"You also have to learn to adjust to a lot of 
different situations. Like getting off the bus 
and running in to play, then finishing the gig 
and getting back on the bus and going to the 
next gig. Sometimes you don’t have a chance 
to warm up before you go on to play. You 
have to learn how to deal with these things out 
there on the road if you're going to make the 
gig. Sometimes you’re on the bus a whole day. 
We did one bus ride of 22 hours; everybody 
was flipped out after we got off the bus. It’s 
hard physically, very draining. It takes a lot 
out of you to go and play like that.

“On the last tour, when we were going into 
Little Rock, there was a report of a sniper on 
the interstate we were traveling. It was the 
only road i.i and out of Little Rock; if you 
were going into Little Rock, you had to go on 
this road. Somewhere outside of Little Rock. 1 
told our bass trombonist Jim Daniels, ‘Hey 
man, we’re on the outskirts of town, we better 
get down.’ Daniels and I got down on all fours 
and crawled up to the front of the bus. Every
body was looking around like: are we going to 
get shot at?”

Lead trombonist John Mosca said, “Let’s 
face it, last winter’s tour was the pits as far as 
the traveling. We did as much distance side
ways as we did going straight ahead on the 
bus, with all the sleet and snow.”

Most big band players cite the excitement 
of big band playing as justification for the 
road dues. Trumpeter John Marshall, who 
spent three years on the road with Buddy Rich 
before joining Mel, agreed. “If you have a few 
days of real hard traveling, you start to tell 
yourself it isn’t worth it. But then the band 
might slow down. It might not be so rough the 
next week. Then you know it’s worth it!”

Jim McNeely: “It’s rough when you have all 
one nighters, situations where you leave early 
in the morning, or where the weather is so 
cold that the bus breaks down. It’s a pain, but 
when I think back to accounts of cats in bands 
in the ’40s, especially the black bands travel
ing through the South—man, they really paid 
some dues. So if we have to wait five minutes 
for our hotel room key to be ready, that’s not 
so bad. A lot of cats have paid a lot more dues 
than we have.”

“I remember the time we slept in the Rome 
airport,” John Marshall said. “We had no ho
tel. We played this gig out in the country and 
then spent the night in the airport. That was 
memorable. The plane didn’t leave ’til nine or 
ten in the morning.”

John Mosca explained, “When you’re on 
the road and living together, your lifestyle is 
invariably reflected in the performance. If it’s 
an uptight scene all day, it’s not possible to get 
on the stand and be relaxed. That’s an area in 
which this band excels; because of Mel’s per
sonality. this band is a party all the time. It’s 
not like that on some bands. The cats in this 
band dig each other. We would do anything 
for each other. Bread, anything. When we get 
up on the stand at the gig, that’s the high point 
of the day.

“I’ve been on bands where the cats dread 
the gig, but with us. it’s really fun to get up 
there. We’re anxious to play. The music 
swings and everything's relaxed. Every cat 
feels he has a say in what happens, musically

The bus driver had to stop for directions. “The hunt!” 
shouted one band member, and lifting an imaginary trumpet 
to his Ups sounded the call. The band responded with loud 
barking—a chorus of hunting dogs.

and otherwise. The music of this band is so 
great that no matter what part you play, you 
feel that yours is the most important part out 
there. You really get close to the music and 
close to each other as a result. To really make 
music sound good, you have to be tight with 
the other cats. There has to be a lot of con
sideration for each other.”

Big band stories about group conflict are 
common. Leader vs. sideman. Boring music 
complaints. Not so with Mel’s band. Trom
bonist Lolly Bienenfeld enthused, “Playing 
with this band is the best thing that’s ever hap
pened to me—musically and in a lot of other 
ways. It's an education all the way around, 
from talking to the guys in the band and hav
ing their enthusiasm about music rub off on 
SELECTED THAD JONES/ 
MEL LEWIS ORCHESTRA
DISCOGRAPHY
THAD JONES/MEL LEWIS AND THE JAZZ 

ORCHESTRA—Solid State SS 18003
THAD JONES/MEL LEWIS AND THE JAZZ 

ORCHESTRA WITH JOE WILLIAMS-Solid State 
SS 18008

LIVE AT THE VILLAGE VANGUARD-Solid State 
SS 18016

THAD JONES/MEL LEWIS AND THE JAZZ 
ORCHESTRA WITH RUTH BROWN—Solid State 
SS 18041

MONDAY NIGHT LIVE AT THE VILLAGE 
VANGUARD-Solid State SS 18048

CONSUMMATION—Blue Note BST 84346 
CENTRAL PARK NORTH—Solid State SS 18058 
THAD JONES/MEL LEWIS AND THE JAZZ

ORCHESTRA—Blue Note LA 392-H
POTPOURRI—Philadelphia International KZ 

33152
SUITE FOR POPS—Horizon/A&M SP-701
NEW LIFE—Horizon/A&M SP-707
LIVE IN MUNICH-Horizon/A&M SP-724
THAD JONES/MEL LEWIS AND THE JAZZ 

ORCHESTRA WITH RHODA SCOTT-Barclay 
GP 3084

MANUEL DeSICA WITH THAD JONES/MEL LEWIS 
AND THE JAZZ ORCHESTRA—Pausa PR 7012

LIVE IN TOKYO—Nippon CBS 4P-7046N
me, to playing with Mel. Everyone in the band 
is sensitive, sensitive people who are a plea
sure to be around."

Said trumpeter Larry Moses, also a veteran 
of the Buddy Rich experience: “Everybody’s 
learning. That’s why I dig this band. Every
body’s very positive about the music. Even if 
they bring a chart in Thad didn’t write, there’s 
a way the band sets it up, plays it so it still gets 
that same feel, which is really hip.”

Lee Robertson, a trombonist who has 
worked in Air Force big bands, explained why 
Mel’s band is different. “Things get opened up 
on this band. If you’re playing a solo and it’s 
happening, Mel lets you play. It’s not like 
some other band where the leader says, 'You 
got two choruses here and two there.’ Mel 
knows when a cat’s happening. He lets you 
stretch out. That’s the thing about this band: 
it’s a small group a lot of the time as well as a 
big band.”

Mel Lewis emphasized this point. “When 
we first started as a band, we got criticized. 
Too many solos, not enough ensembles. Actu
ally, it was just that we were playing four min
ute arrangements ten minutes long. Our idea 
was that the impact would be greater that way. 
Besides, we are a jazz orchestra, featuring jazz 
musicians. The cats got to play. It’s got to stay 
that way. I wouldn’t change that for any
thing.”

And Marshall concurred. “Every solo you 
take, the band is swinging. You’re grateful to 
play in something like that. Even if you only 
get one spot a night, you know it's going to be 
swinging because we’ve got a swinging drum
mer and a mean lead trumpet player. They set 
you right up.”

Originally a band of seasoned New York 
players, the average age of Mel’s band (ex
cepting the leader himself) is now 27.

“When 1 joined the band, it was going 
through a transition,” said Mosca. “It had 
been a band made up of New York studio mu- 
sicans. Gradually, the band turned over to 
younger cats who were willing to travel 
more.”

For many younger players, big bands have 
been institutions of higher learning. Trum
peter Gardner agreed. “1 was playing third 
trumpet when I joined the band. Al Porcino 
was playing lead. Now, 1 always wanted to be 
a lead player. I used to listen to Porcino on 
records. But when I joined, Porcino was play
ing lead and 1 was really freaked out about 
that. 1 listened to him as much as I could and 
then six months later / was playing lead. It 
happened so fast—1 never thought it would 
happen that fast. I started copying what Por
cino did, until 1 understood the music a little 
better. I’m still trying to figure out the music.”

Tenorman Richie Perry, a veteran of the 
Glenn Miller band under the direction of 
Jimmy Henderson, spoke of his teachers: 
“When 1 came on this band, 1 was sitting be
tween Jerry Dodgion and Pepper Adams. That 
was school. That’s where I really learned how 
to play in a section. I joined the band and two 
weeks later we were in Europe on an eight 
week tour. 1 played every night sitting be
tween Pepper and Jerry.”

Robertson: “The tradition is being main
tained in this band today. Nobody knows who 
most of us are but we’re all aware of the re
sponsibilities of the tradition of this band.

“Mel’s got his own personality, and the 
band reflects it. There isn’t another big band 
that can be as loose as we arc on the stand. But 
when it’s time to play the music, we don’t 
screw around.”

Although the reasons for former co-leader 
Jones’ departure are something of a mystery 
to the band’s personnel, there is no question 
about the band staying together. “Now, the 
band is really roaring,” Mosca asserted. “It’s 
the best brass section since I've been on the 
band. Earl and I have been together for two 
years so we really communicate. He's the best 
lead trumpeter of his generation and that real
ly makes the band’s sound—outside of the 
drummer, he’s the most important cat. We’ve 
got the best big band drummer, too. We also 
have a lot of soloing talent. I’m enthusiastic 
about the future.”

“In a way, I’m looking forward to a Thad- 
less band,” McNeely said, “because it’s going 
to give some of us other guys an opportunity to 
write and contribute to the band’s musical 
shape. It’s an opportunity for the band to take 
another direction. The music right now is so 
dominated by Thad’s personality; maybe if 
enough of us start writing, we can go in anoth
er direction, still keeping Thad's tradition, 
which would be the groundwork. I think it co
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STAN 
KENTON
Restless 
Emperor of a 
Creative World 
by john mcdonough

'’Ji he sands of time are richly etched with the 
footprints of Stan Kenton and his orchestra, 
an institution in the history of jazz that has 
never been quite content to live within the 
bounds of big band customs and traditions set 
by others. The story of the Kenton era has 
been one of a man primarily concerned with 
expanding his limits and trying out new ideas, 
regardless of where they might take him. 
Often they’ve led him if not exactly beyond 
jazz, at least aside from it. This in turn has 
often led to a certain critical bewilderment on 
the part of writers who, upon hearing some of 
his more ambitious work (and a Kenton per
formance is almost by definition ambitious) 
from a critical viewpoint built on Ellington, 
Basie and Herman, have found only pompos
ity and ponderousness.

But Kenton has heard something much dif
ferent: an endless series of textures, tempos 
and contrasts. The possibilities of 15 or 20 
trumpets, saxes and trombones, not to men
tion another dozen or so french horns and 
strings, presented him with unlimited fascina
tion. They must be explored, regardless of 
what the jazz writers might think. So around 
1947 Kenton brought forth into the world 
"Progressive Jazz.”

If Woody Herman’s second Herd (the Four 
Brothers band) answered bebop by adapting it 
to the big band sound, then Kenton's Progres
sive Jazz response was to create an entirely 
distinct counterproposal. It was Ellingtonian 
in the sense that it sought to create an entire 
ensemble entity rather than a simple back- 
drop for a string of solos. But there the simi
larity ended. No one could confuse even the 
most extensive concert works of Ellington 
with the 20th century classical European in
fluences Kenton was exploring.

Band leaders Boyd Raeburn and Earl 
Spencer were contemporary pioneers of the 
new orchestral frontiers, but somehow they 
failed to develop a commercial backbone to 
sustain the new adventures. Kenton survived; 
they did not. After a period of temporary re
tirement in 1949, Stan came back, this time 
with what he called his “Innovations” orches
tra, a lumbering 42 piece behemoth that came 
as close to symphonic jazz as any orchestra 
had since Paul Whiteman’s Rapsody In Blue

Although Stan Kenton is impressed by the fidelity of direct- 
to-disc recording, he wonders whether it isn't a step back
wards. "That's the way we used to do it," he says, and Kenton 
is not a man who likes doing anything the way he used to.

experiment in 1924. New bands, new arrang
ers and new sounds continued to come 
through the '50s and '60s and, as recent rec
ords attest, into the '70s. The cumulative re
sult has been body of work that exists in its 
own world and is rooted in its own traditions, 
never fully accepted by the mainline jazz 
community, and what’s more never really in
terested in winning such acceptance. When 
you talk about Stan Kenton, jazz is often be
side the point.

Kenton today, at 67. is still very much an 
object of contemporary interest, although 
since May, 1977 his activities have been re
stricted somewhat due to a skull fracture 
(there was never a stroke, as some reports had 
it) he received in a fall while in Reading, PA. 
Several blood clots on the brain were surgi
cally relieved, and the long period of recovery 
began. After about a year he grew restless and 
decided to return to action, but it was a medi
cally premature decision. He wasn't ready. 
His speech and memory had been affected by 
the accident, and his faculties had not entirely 
mended, although the lapses were generally 
not evident to audiences and certainly didn't 
affect his music. Now, however, he is about 
98% recovered, and probably soon able to re
sume a normal schedule.

But the period of prolonged relaxation has 
evidently become habit forming. He is com

fortably settled into his Hollywood home of 
three years, and for the first time in a long, 
long time, he has had time to concentrate on 
composing and arranging. At least two new 
pieces are ready and will surely appear in his 
future repertoire.

A national lour had been scheduled for this 
summer and fall, but was recently canceled, a 
circumstance from which arose further rumors 
of a deteriorating physical condition. But ac
cording to sources close to Kenton—Kenton 
himself declined to be interviewed—all is 
well. Willard Alexander, who books the band, 
spoke to him several weeks ago and reported 
that he sounded perfectly normal and in good 
health. According lo Tom Cassedy of the 
Alexander office, the tour was canceled be
cause “he didn't feel up lo it and because 
whenever he comes back he wants to do it first 
class." In the meantime, he prefers to relax 
and continue writing.

Another kind of writing he continues to 
avoid, however—the literary' kind. He will 
never do an autobiography, says Kenton’s per
sonal manager Audry Coke; he simply has no 
interest. Other writers do, though, and several 
biographies are in the works. Dr. William 
Lee, Dean of Music at the University of 
Miami, is well along on a major volume, with 
Kenton’s full cooperation. It is scheduled for 
publication this November by Putnam. Pre- co
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ECM

Art Ensemble 
of Chicago 
Nice Guys

Nice Guys. Lester Bowie, Trumpet. Joseph 
Jarman, saxophones. Roscoe Mitchell, 
saxophones. Malachi Favors, bass. Don Moye, 
drums, percussion. "The Art Ensemble of 
Chicago plays an unbeatable combination: 
music, drama, tone pictures, avant garde 
adventurism, traditional jazz improvisation ... 
above all, an overwhelming sense of vitality, 
expansiveness and sheer, joyful fun." 
(San Francisco Chronicle) ECM-1-1126

Pat Metheny
New Chautauqua

New Chautauqua. Pat Metheny. Metheny's 
first solo record (plays electric 6- and 12-string 
guitar, acoustic guitar, electric bass). "Metheny 
produces bright, ringing chords and solos that 
dazzle with melodic and harmonic ingenuity.” 
(Robert Palmer, New York Times). Fourth album 
for ECM following Bright Size Life, Watercolors, 
Pat Metheny Group. Current Metheny band 
voted top new jazz group in Billboard, Record 
World, Cash Box and High Fidelity polls. 
ECM-1-1131

Cherry/ 
Walcott/ 
Vasconcelos 
Codona

Codona. Collin Walcott, sitar, tabla, percussion 
and vocals. Member of Oregon. Prior ECM LPs: 
Cloud Dance and Grazing Dreams. Don Cherry, 
trumpet, flute and vocals. Played with Ornette 
Coleman and others. Current quartet with 
Dewey Redman, Charlie Haden and Eddie 
Blackwell. Nana Vasconcelos, berimbau, 
percussion and vocals. Recorded with Egberto 
G¡smonti on ECM (Panca Das Cabecas and 
Sol Do Meio Dia). ECM-1-1132

John Abercrombie 
Quartet
Arcade

Arcade. John Abercrombie, guitar. Work with 
Dreams, Billy Cobham, Ralph Towner, Jack 
DeJohnette’s Directions. Two solo LPs: 
Timeless, Characters. "Its awesomeness is one 
of sublime constancy, spoken by a master of 
his instrument.” (Jazz Magazine). Richie 
Beirach, piano. ECM LPs: Eon, Hubris.
George Mraz, bass. Peter Donald, drums. 
ECM-1-1133

Leo Smith
Divine Love

Divine Love. Leo Smith, trumpet, flugelhorn, 
steel-o-phon, gongs, percussion. Dwight 
Andrews, alto flute, bass clarinet, tenor saxo
phone, triangles, mbira. Bobby Naughton, 
vibraharp, marimba, bells. Charlie Haden, bass. 
Lester Bowie, trumpet. Kenny Wheeler, trumpet. 
ECM-1-1143

ECM

EM Zlt^i On ECM Records and Tapes.
Manufactured and distributed by 

NX Warner Bros. Records Inc.
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RECORD
REVIEWS

***** EXCELLENT ! **** VERY GOOD ! *** GOOD / ** FAIR ! ★ POOR

ANTHONY BRAXTON 
¿^rFOR FOUR ORCHESTRAS—Arista A3L 

8900: One composition with schematic title by
A Anthony Braxton.
Personnel: four orchestras drawn from the Con

servatory of Music, Oberlin College; individually 
conducted by Kenneth Moore, Gene Young. Robert 
Baustian, Murray Gross.★ ★ ★ ★ ★

The music of Anthony Braxton has created 
a storm of controversy ever since his works 
were first documented by Dehnark Records 
over a decade ago. Since then a substantial 
amount of music has been issued on a number 
of labels foreign and domestic, in an ever 
evolving variety of mood, form, and instru
mentation—from solo saxophone recitals to 
duets, trios, quartets, quintets, on up to what 
had previously been Braxton's largest ensem
ble, the “big band” which recorded Creative 
Orchestra Music 1976 (Arista). Braxton’s de
tractors have held his Catholicism against 
him; by claiming he has “sold out” the jazz 
community, by claiming his music doesn't 
“swing,” by claiming that his name-dropping 
of European composers is merely a backward 
attempt to obtain classical respectability.

At the very least it should by now be ob
vious that Anthony Braxton knows exactly 
what he’s doing. His music swings when he 
wants il to; often, however, he has gone out on 
a fragile, unfamiliar limb in an attempt to ex
pand not only his own musical vocabulary 
but ours as well. This is what he has done with 
the work designated For Four Orchestras, and 
despite the diversity of his previous work, 
nothing he has done could have predicted the 
sound spectrum which he has created in this 
most ambitious of his endeavors.

To begin with, this work sounds nothing at 
all like Creative Orchestra Music 1976. Those 
six pieces drew on such diverse influences as 
Ellington, the Orient, and Sousa. For Four Or
chestras is based upon an atonal harmonic en
vironment given structure not through a 
mathematical progression of a particular tone 
row, as Schoenberg might have done, but 
rather through a complex series of spatial 
modifications of Braxton’s material—“spa
tial” in this sense meaning the process of 
sound development through and around a 
physical space, involving an extremely large 
number of instrumental and gestural combina
tions in order to expand the music’s potential 
for growth.

This is not an original conception on Brax
ton’s part, since it has its roots in the an- 
tiphonal choirs which Renaissance and Ba
roque composers used for dramatic effects. 
The idea of spatial modification of music, or 
in Braxton’s terms “multiple orchestra activ
ity,” has been used in various ways by such di
verse composers as Gabrieli, Bach, Mozart, 
Bartok, and especially the contemporary 
American composer Henry Brant. But there is 
also the tradition of “big band battles,” not to 
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mention New Orleans parade music, and the 
peripatetic nature of Sun Ra’s aggregations 
and the Art Ensemble of Chicago.

Braxton, of course, is familiar with all of 
these sources, and has assimilated them into a 
composition which. I feel, succeeds both con
ceptually (on paper) and musically (in the 
ear). The closest aural analogy I can come up 
with would be a cross between Stockhausen's 
multiple orchestra works such as Carre and 
Gruppen and the liquidly dense harmonic 
modulations of Schoenberg’s Five Orchestral 
Pieces, but this is still a simplistic example 
which doesn’t suggest the scope or depth of 
Braxton's attempt.

In its complete realization, For Four Or
chestras is nearly three hours long. Of course, 
a recorded performance loses quite a bit of 
physical immediacy, and the limitations of the 
recording medium and economic and time 
factors forced modifications of Braxton’s 
original conception of the work, so that this 
set stands as a documentation of what Braxton 
calls "an excellent version of the ‘essence’ of 
the piece.”

Whether or not the communicative compo
nents of the piece could have been reduced 
into a more succinct, more easily digested 
composition is hard to say. Certainly, the un
compromising length and complexity of the 
music defies a great deal of intellectual per
ception without having a complete score to 
follow as the music unfolds; in any event the 
mind simply cannot retain and relate all of the 
thousands of intricate details within the total 
length of the musical experience.

The overall contour of the piece is trace
able, however, and one absorbs a feeling 
about it in addition to recognizing occasional 
specific details. There is a notable growth and 
development of intervallic themes which 
begin pointillistically and are handed from 
instrument to instrument, each adding a dif
ferent color and timbre, until the texture 
thickens into a cloudy harmonic hazing of 
unison passages on side two. Despite the num
ber of participants, Braxton has ordered his 
material into a transparent, chamber music lu
cidity which allows an interior view of the de
velopmental design of the music’s fabric. The 
various episodes of activity and stasis form a 
consistently evolving variety of coloristic 
guises, dynamic ranges, spatial maneuvers, 
timbrai juxtapositions, and levels of intensity 
which ultimately define Braxton’s individual 
solutions to Klangfarbenmelodie (or melody 
created through a constantly shifting series of 
tones and colors), a technique originated by 
the Second Viennese School composers 
(Schoenberg, Berg. Webern).

Side three introduces flurries of triplets in a 
context of brass fanfares and aggressive per
cussion. This leads to the work's first real cli
max, and the sparse and haunting passage fol
lowing the cacophony dovetails into a section 

alternating articulated clusters of notes and 
string glissandi like a drawn out sigh. The 
music continues to expand and contract in a 
scries of tense, coherent gestures until the end.

There are problems throughout the piece. 
The length is certainly a handicap—it is in 
fact longer than any classical symphony, even 
the gargantuan behemoths of Bruckner and 
Mahler. The basic pulse of the piece and the 
speeds of the various episodes are not of a 
contrasting enough nature for maximum va
riety, and the shifts which do occur are spaced 
so widely apart that the evenness of tone 
threatens to lull the listener into compla
cency. The fact that this is probably his first 
orchestral composition which he had heard 
manifests itself in Braxton’s inexperience in 
scoring for maximum effect and diversity. His 
palette should increase and become more 
flexible as he is given further opportunities to 
hear his orchestral conceptions performed.

Nevertheless, this is a remarkable release, 
one which gives evidence that Anthony Brax
ton is at the forefront not only of instrumen
talists, but of composers of every classifica
tion. No longer can he be pigeonholed as a 
“jazz composer.” Arista is to be praised for 
paying what must have been a considerable 
bill for this project. Let us hope that sales are 
enough to warrant that it not be an isolated in
stance. —art lange

DUKE ELLINGTON
AT FARGO, THE CRYSTAL BALLROOM, 

1940—Book of the Month Club Records: The 
Mooche; Sepia Panorama; Ko Ko; There Shall Be No 
Night; Pussy Willow; Chatter Box; Mood Indigo; Har
lem Airshaft; The Ferryboat Serenade; Warm Valley; 
Stompy Jones; Bojangles; You Took Advantage Of Me; 
Rumpus In Richmond; The Flaming Sword; Never No 
Lament: Clarinet Lament, Slap Happy; Sepia Pano
rama; Boy Meets Horn; Way Down Yonder In New Or
leans; Oh Babe, Maybe Someday: Five O’Clock Whis
tle; Rockin' In Rhythm; Sophisticated Lady; Cotton 
Tail; Whispering Grass; Conga Brava; I Never Felt This 
Way Before; Across The Track Blues; Honeysuckle 
Rose: Wham; Stardust; Rose Of The Rio Grande; St. 
Louis Blues. ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

DUKE ELLINGTON 1940—Smithsonian Collec
tion R 013: Jack The Bear; Ko Ko; Ko Ko; Morning 
Glory; Conga Brava; Concerto For Cootie; Me And 
You; Cotton Tail; Never No Lament; Dusk; Bojangles; 
Portrait Of Bert Williams; Blue Goose; Harlem Air
shaft; At A Dixie Roadside Diner; All Too Soon; Rum
pus In Richmond; Sepia Panorama; Sepia Panorama; In 
A Mellowtone; Warm Valley; Warm Valley; Pitter 
Panther Patter; Body And Soul; Sophisticated Lady; 
Mr. J. B. Blues; Mr. j. B. Blues; Flaming Sword; Across 
The Track Blues; Chloe; I Never Felt This Way Before; 
Sidewalks Of New York.

DUKE ELLINGTON, FARGO ENCORES, 
1940—Jazz Guild 1006: It's Glory; Sheik Of Araby; 
Sepia Panorama; Ferryboat Serenade; There Shall Be 
No Night; Chloe; Sidewalks Of New York; Caravan; 
Cotton Tail: I Never Felt This Way Before; Across The 
Track Blues; Honeysuckle Rose; Wham; Warm Valley; 
God Bless America; In A Mellowtone; Chatter Box; St. 
Louis Blues.

★ * ★ ★ Vz
Collective Personnel: Wallace Jones, Cootie Wil

liams, Ray Nance, Rex Stewart, trumpets; Joe Nan- 
ton, Lawrence Brown, Juan Tizol, trombones; Barney 
Bigard, Johnny Hodges, Otto Harwick, Ben Webster, 
Harry Carney, reeds; Ellington, piano; Fred Guy, gui
tar; Jimmy Blanton, bass. Sonny Greer, drums; Ivie 
Anderson, Herb Jeffries, vocals.

One could not have picked a better time to 
begin an acquaintance with Duke Ellington 
than the last 12 months. Last year came the 
Ellington Carnegie Hall concert of 1943 on 
Prestige, and now comes the only other re
corded work in Ellington’s epic career that 
could possibly surpass it: the definitive Victor 
sessions of his most fully realized orchestra
tions, and an amazing series of beautifully re-



Before they hit the
charts, they hit



The Many Places 
of Jazz...

Harvey Mason 
Groovin'You

Harvey Mason/GROOVIN' YOU
The renowned drummer, 
arranger, composer and 

performer is movin' you and 
soothin' you on the most excit

ing album he's ever recorded.

Pierre Moerlen's 
Gong/DOWNWIND
On the heels of their critically 
acclaimed EXPRESSO 11, one of 
Europe's most acclaimed bands 
moves in new rock directions.

Blue Montreux

Bernhardt 
Michael Brecker Randy Brecker 

Mike Mainieri 
plus other artists, with special guest: 

Larry Coryell __

BLUE MONTREUX
The Brecker Brothers, Mike 

Mainieri, Larry Coryell, Warren 
Bernhardt and a host of other 

jazz stars make this live record
ing one of the year's hottest.

NEXUS
FOR DUO AND TRIO

John Klemmer 
Carl Burnett 
Bob Magnusson

John Klemmer, Carl Burnett, 
Bob Magnusson/NEXUS 

Unadorned Klemmer, brilliantly 
blowing his way (with top sup

port from sidemen Burnett and 
Magnusson) through eight new 

versions of jazz classics.

Warren Bemhardt/FLOATING
Romantic, lyrical solo piano 
music—an album you'll fail in 
love with, from an acclaimed 
virtuoso.

And these great new releases: 
Ben Sidran/LIVE AT MONTREUX 
An electrifying session, recorded 
live at last year's Montreux Festi
val, Ben Sidran's newest features 
his great songs and fiery piano work. 
Michael Gregory Jackson/GIFTS 
On GIFTS, young guitarist 
Michael Gregory Jackson emerges 
from the ranks of’ new music" 
—with a highly accessible album 
of daring jazz and fusion.
Oliver Lake/SHINE!
Saxophonist-composer Lake 
scores another astonishing new 
music milestone, with two original 
pieces for quartet and strings 
and a pair of trio improvisations. 
HenryThreadgill/X-75 VOLUME I 
Air member Threadgill's first 
Arista/Novus album spotlights 
his brilliant composing, playing, 
and arranging, in unique new 
instrumental frameworks.

On Arista Records.
ARIStA The Arista Jazz Fàmiiy: 
On Arista Records and Tapes, and Arista/Novus Records.

corded live performances of many of the same 
pieces. If you listen to these performances se
riously and are not drawn into an appreciation 
of the extraordinary and unique world of 
sound Ellington built, then you probably nev
er will be—for this is a 20th century marvel at 
the summit of its power.

The Ellington band of 1940 was that rarest 
of all musical breeds—an indecipherable en
semble sound that refused duplication by any 
group of musicians other than the ones Elling
ton had somehow gathered around him. It was 
an arranger’s band, that is true; but such codes 
can be broken. The secret of the sound was far 
more elusive than notes on paper. It was 
buried in the individual sounds and styles of 
15 one-of-a-kind players. But it all came to
gether when Duke Ellington lifted his hand.

The Fargo collection by Book of the Month 
Club Records catches the band on one of the 
thousands of forgotten one-nighters it played 
in the backwaters of America, far from the 
pomp and circumstance of Carnegie Hall or 
the high visibility of the Savoy or the Broad
way Cotton Club; an utterly unimportant date 
in an unimportant town. But how it played! 
Furthermore, the source material is unique 
among the deluge of pre-war live recordings 
available today on so many small labels. It is 
not an air check. Two enthusiasts, Jack Towers 
and Dick Burris, actually brought a disc re
corder and mikes to the site and recorded 
from the bandstand. During the course of the 
evening’s 44 numbers, nine were broadcast 
over a local non-network radio station, but we 
are allowed to continue listening long after 
the announcer packs up and goes home for the 
night. And because these performances con
tain none of the distortions of on-air transmis
sions, the sound is near perfect; literally di- 
rect-to-disc. It gives the most vivid and inti
mate aural picture of the band that I know of 
anywhere, including the more perfectly real
ized Victor recordings. BOMCR has pro
grammed the titles in the order they were 
originally played, although seven have been 
needlessly dropped along the way. Among the 
missing are Sheik, Chloe, Caravan and an 
extraordinarily swinging Sidewalks Of New 
York in which “Tricky Sam” Nanton floats 
out to sea on an ocean of rolling, gorgeously 
undulating saxes (recorded more brilliantly 
here, by the way, than on the original Victor 
record made a month later.) But no harm 
done, since all the deletions of the BOMCR 
version can be picked up on the Jazz Guild 
LP. plus a few added titles from a Chicago 
date about the same time and a superior set of 
liner notes by Jerry Valburn.

The Smithsonian collection gathers togeth
er certainly the best collation of 1940 Elling- 
tonia on Victor ever issued, and accompanies 
it with detailed annotations by Larry Gushee 
which praise and damn freely and take us 
through each piece bar by bar. Several alter
nate takes reveal the formality of structure 
Ellington apparently preferred. Ko Ko has no 
major solos aside from some bass breaks by 
bassist Blanton which change hardly at all 
from one version to the other; Sepia Panorama, 
which Duke adopted as his theme when the 
1940 ASCAP embargo against the radio net
works barred him from using East St. Louis, 
differs only in subtle areas of emphasis and 
feeling, not in substance or ideas; and the two 
Warm Valley's (an Ellington title that, accord
ing to one musician, is gynecological and not 
geographic in its reference) are a Hodges set 
piece, virtually identical.
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The rigidity of the solo routines becomes 
even more evident when we turn back to some 
of the counterparts on the Fargo program, 
played in the context of a much less demand
ing occasion. Compare even Ben Webster’s 
solos on Bojangles or Cottontail. There are key 
phrases which do not change, and in almost 
no case is a chart actually “opened up” to ad
ditional choruses as frequently happened in 
the Basie and Goodman bands. Across The 
Track, is a notable exception in its leisurely 
opening.

But this is not to say there are not differ
ences. There are differences in feeling and 
ambience. The Fargo Conga Brava, for exam
ple, is far more biting and intense than the 
relatively sedate studio version, although 
many of the notes and phrases in Webster’s 
solos are the same. And Sonny Greer seems to 
swing the band harder, perhaps stirred by 
Webster. The band may not have been a col
lection of improvisers, but it had its ways of 
compensating for that.

Although the perennial Rockin’ In Rhythm 
appears only on the Fargo LP, it offers a typi
cal example of the more relaxed atmosphere 
prevailing in the ballroom setting. Catch 
those clinkers from the brass section right 
after Nanton’s driving, hell-bent-for-leather 
solo. And note the playful flourishes Webster 
blows, apparently for himself, before Duke 
pulls things together for Sidewalks, which was 
still an incomplete arrangement. The Victor 
version reveals that several more orchestral 
sections were put into place during the four 
weeks between Fargo and the recording date.

Although the Jazz Guild is available in bet
ter record stores, Smithsonian and BOMCR 
albums are sold only by mail order. The 
former is $11.48 from Smithsonian Record
ings, Box 10230, Des Moines, Iowa 50336. 
The latter is from Book of the Month Club 
Records, Camp Hill, Pa. They are all well 
worth acquiring. In fact, they are essential, 
among the most important dozen or so jazz 
albums in existence today. —medonough

THE DANISH RADIO
BAND with THAD JONES

BY JONES, I THINK WE’VE GOT IT—Metro- 
nome MLP 15629: Tip Toe; Kids Are Pretty People; 
New York City; Ebbe Skammelson; Day Dream; Danc
ing Girls.

Personnel: Jones, leader, cornet; Jasper Thilo, so
prano, alto saxes, clarinet, Hute; Per Carsten Peter
sen, soprano, alto, flute; Bent Jaedig, tenor and alto 
saxes, flute; Uffe Karskov, tenor and alto saxes, flute, 
clarinet; Flemming Madsen, baritone sax, bass clari
net, clarinet; Benny Rosenfeld, Palle Bolvig, Idrees 
Sulieman, Allan Botschinsky, Perry Knudsen, trum
pets and flugelhorns; Vincent Nilsson, Erling Kroner, 
Richard Boone, Ole Kurt Jensen, Alex Windfeld, 
trombones, bass trombone and tuba; Ole Kock Han
sen, Fender Rhodes piano; Bo Sylven, guitar; Niels 
Henning Orsted Pedersen, contrabass, electric bass; 
Bjarne Rostvold, drums; Ethan Weisgard, congas, 
percussion. ★ ★ ★ ★

Thad Jones had been leading and perform
ing with the Danish Radio Band for more than 
a year before he recently made the association 
more or less permanent. On this recording 
with the Danes it’s hard to say where Jones’ 
influence begins and ends. As a leader of the 
Jones-Lewis orchestra his presence has always 
been a dominant one, but during that long 
association he was doing much of the arrang
ing and writing for the band.

Here he contributes two compositions, 
leaving the rest of the arranging and writing to 
the European musicians. This results in an in
teresting mix of musical ideas, ranging from 
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traditional ballads like Duke Ellington’s Day 
Dream to Niels Henning’s rock inspired Danc
ing Girls, which features electric trumpet and 
electric guitar—voices that weren’t much 
heard in the Thad Jones-Mel Lewis band.

Putting comparisons aside, this band is an 
excellent and often exciting one; the soloists 
are universally excellent and the rhythm sec
tion, perhaps the key to any big band’s person
ality, is explosive and swinging.

The first two charts, Tip Toe and Kids, are 
Thad’s, and they are prime examples of how 
he likes to use a band as a collection of small
er units, taking the woodwinds, for example, 
through a difficult chorus then bringing in the 
soloist—in this case Sulieman—to work with 
the rhythm section and the saxes, followed by 
the trombone section playing the same pas
sage. From here the whole arrangement opens 
up to bring in the full band as single unit, an 
approach always effective and often dramatic.

The ballads on the album are Jones’ Kids, 
with a warm Nilsson trombone solo accom
panied by Pedersen’s bass, and Ellington’s 
Dream with principal soloist Jasper Thilo 
sounding very much like Johnny Hodges.

Bo Sylven’s arrangement of Jeff Kent’s New 
York City is driven relentlessly by Rostvold on 
drums and Weisgard’s congas, while Idrees 
Sulieman contributes a blistering solo.

If there is anything missing from this di
verse big band performance it is the sound of 
Thad’s cornet—he plays only a brief passage 
on Kids—and the sound of an acoustic piano. 
There are moments when the Rhodes doesn’t 
have the percussive keyboard sound to cut 
through the collective force of a 20 piece 
band. Thad hasn’t yet made this big band his 
own, but it’s an expert group he’ll have to 
work with. —nolan

JACKIE McLEAN
MONUMENTS—RCA AFL1-323O: Monuments; 

On The Slick Side; They All Seem To Disappear; Gotta 
Get A Piece Of Your Soul; Long-Time Lover; Dr. 
Jackyll And Mister Funk; The Molimo.

Personnel: McLean, alto saxophone; Clifford Car
ter, keyboards, Minimoog, Oberheim polyphonic 
synthesizer; Hiram Law Bullock, guitars; Will Lee, 
bass; Mark Egan, bass, (cut 2); Steve Jordan, drums; 
Sammy Figueroa, congas, percussion; vocals on 3-6; 
brass on 3, 5 and 7.

★ ★ ★ ★

After several years of solid if not exciting 
records on the Danish Steeplechase label, 
Jackie McLean has returned to domestic pro
duction with a vengence. He has signed with a 
corporation not generally known for a sus
tained jazz output, and emerges, in this his 
third career phase, on a funk-flavored date 
supported by a cast of session players you are 
likely to encounter on every other album on 
Billboard's Jazz Top 50 chart.

Listeners distraught with Sonny Rollins, 
Donald Byrd, Herbie Hancock, Freddie Hub
bard, Stanley Turrentine and other former 
Blue Note artists struggling more or less suc
cessfully to transfer their neo-bop roots to a 
contemporary environment may frown at this 
release in a pessimistic “here we go again” 
prophesy. But true Jackie McLean fans have 
nothing to worry about: Monuments is a sur
prising record, and while not up to the alto- 
ist’s best Blue Notes, it is certainly among his 
best in the ’70s, brimming over with the in
spirational bursts and intensity that one ex
pects the album planners were hoping for.

Much of the credit for the quality of the al
bum must go to its producer, arranger and sole 
provider of material, Mitch Farber, who 
among other things has a hardcore jazz back

ground as a producer for Muse Records and 
who is a self-professed Jackie McLean fan. 
Farber has directed the contemporary sound 
and electric setting for McLean with sensitiv
ity and good taste; only Dr. Jackyll And Mister 
Funk is blatantly disco codified, but charac
teristically enough, even this number pro
vokes McLean to some of his hottest soloing 
in a long time.

It is undoubtedly Mr. Farber’s skill as pro- 
ducer/arranger that is behind Will Lee’s and 
Steve Jordan’s unusually cushioned and re
sponsive accompaniment, Clifford Carter’s 
space-expanding touches and fills, and the 
discreetly effective female vocals added on 
several cuts. The result is a combo coherence 
as organically communicative as a conven
tional jazz group, but as rhythmically compel
ling as a contemporary funk band. Jackie Mc
Lean answers the challenge, performing with 
the decisive attack and bite he once was fa
mous for, even reaching, on Long-Time Lover, 
the long lost tone of dreamy élan, which is the 
other side of his musical personality. Long- 
Time Lover, a dedicatory composition by Far
ber to McLean and his wife Dollie, is the high 
point of the album, complete with a Gil 
Evans-like orchestral backdrop advancing in 
almost military fashion to mesh with Mc
Lean’s alto in a very promising moment that 
one would like to see explored on any future 
McLean-Farber collaborations.

Calling this album the beginning of a new 
period for Jackie McLean may be premature. 
Many of the LP’s aspects here have gone un
mentioned, such as the very melodic themes 
and the nuances of the unison passages be
tween McLean and Clifford Carter, but it re
mains to be seen whether Monuments is a one- 
shot injection in the saxophonist’s career, or 
whether indeed McLean will be able to ad
vance from here. The groundwork, at any 
rate—to a new monument—is laid. —gabel

TONY WILLIAMS
THE JOY OF FLYING—Columbia JC 35705: 

Going Far; Hip Skip; Hiltin’ On 6; Open Fire; Tony; 
Eris; Coming Back Home; Morgan's Motion.

Personnel: Williams, drums; Jan Hammer, key
boards (cuts 1,2,6,7); Herbie Hancock, keyboards 
(3,5); Brian Auger, keyboards (4); Cecil Taylor, 
acoustic piano (8); George Benson, guitar (2,7); Ron
nie Montrose, guitar (4); Paul Jackson, electric bass 
(2,7); Stanley Clarke, electric bass (3,5); Mario 
Cipollina, electric bass (4); Michael Brecker, tenor 
sax (2); Tom Scott, Lyricon (3,5); Ralph MacDon
ald, percussion (2); Randy Brecker and Jon Faddis, 
trumpets (2); Barry Rogers, trombone (2); Dave San
born, alto sax (2); Ronnie Cuber, baritone sax (2).★ ★ ★ ★

This is an all-star album, similar in concept 
to the one “Johnny” McLaughlin put out a 
year ago, with eight wildly diverse cuts chosen 
to show the range and versatility of the origi
nal jazz-rock drummer: Tony Williams. What 
can you say about an album that revolves be
tween commercial funk with George Benson 
and Herbie Hancock, hard rock with Ronnie 
Montrose and Brian Auger, and finally an 
esoteric acoustic duet with Cecil Taylor? Tak
ing the positive tack, you’d promise something 
for everyone, of course. But realizing how the 
growing schisms within jazz tend to breed in
tolerance, we’d be remiss not to warn various 
sect devotees that The Joy Of Flying may take 
off in too many directions for some tastes.

There are three quartet alignments at work 
here, plus or minus a few studio extras, and 
two more potent duets. Jan Hammer, now 
leading a Hendrix-influenced rock group and 
wearing a portable keyboard strapped across
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his shoulders, supplies the strongest fusion 
clout on the album. Going Far opens with a 
fairly simple synthesizer motif kicked along 
by excellent Roto-Tom accents from Wil
liams, but Eris goes further in its pursuit of 
high energy excellence. Against a majestic 
backdrop of electronics, this latter piece ex
plodes into a two-man jam that sees Hammer 
cooking on all burners (multi-tracking the 
Moog, Oberheim and Polymoog synthesizers 
at his home Red Gate studio), and Williams at 
his manic best on the drumkit. They’re both 
all over their respective instruments and the 
tune is white hot.

Weakest of the two near-jazz groupings has 
to be George Benson/Paul Jackson with a par
tially shackled Hammer and some glossy 
horns. Hip Skip gets reasonably funky after 
Minimoog and guitar solos, but Brecker’s 
tenor spot, while technically soulful, doesn’t 
send the tune any place unique. Williams gets 
in a couple of quick licks, but the big produc
tion has a dampening effect. Coining Back 
Home, a Hammer composition, avoids sweet
ening and gives Benson more room to operate, 
but remains lightweight compared to the tunes 
surrounding it.

Herbie Hancock fares better with Tom 
Scott and Stanley Clarke, his warm syn
thesizer mix announcing Hillin' On 6—then 
he throws a funky Clavinet into gear. When the 
Lyricon solos late in the action, the compli
ance between Scott’s rhythmic backers gets 
rather tasty. Tony begins as a pretty ballad, 
with Hancock switching between electronic 
fills and acoustic statements, then falls into a 
mildly funky groove that’s quite pleasant. 
Nothing epochal, though.

The oft-MORish tendencies of Williams’ 
jazz cronies are not shared by the straight 
rock quartet featuring Montrose and Auger. 
Recorded live in Tokyo before a huge crowd. 
Open Fire blasts its way into high speed sensa
tionalism and hefty volumes. Tony’s slow
down drum solo contains a hint of poly
rhythmic genius, and the whole band returns 
for a heavy finale. Because some of Williams' 
Lifetimes have turned out just short of awful, 
we’d think twice about encouraging him in 
this metallic vein ... but Open Fire is one of 
the stronger cuts on the record.

And yet. it’s the album closing duet with 
Cecil Taylor that is sure to cause the greatest 
critical stir. Only drums and piano are fea
tured on Morgan's Motion, but it’s sheer 
molten explosiveness between these two 
volatile jazz giants. From the first note, Tay
lor seems totally involved with the introverted 
mind and muscle of his music, and things in
tensify from there. Williams joins in with 
muffled bass drum expletives that sound 
something like an angry neighbor pounding 
on the apartment wall. As Taylor begins to 
pummel towards his climax, Williams con
tinues to feed off of the pianistic attack, ex
tending each keyboard riff into a cubistic 
patchwork of drum bursts and silences. His 
empathy for Taylor’s brand of convoluted 
soloing is both surprising and impressive, and 
by keeping his usual cymbal flash in reserve, 
Williams is able to play the skins for their 
darker tonalities. It’s a remarkably cohesive 
duet, with potent internal dynamics.

Overall, Williams proves at least partially 
successful in each of these sonic ventures, but 
sacrifices part of his power to the Hancock- 
Benson syndrome. Williams is best when he 
sticks his neck out, in one direction or an
other, and just lets all that rhythm come to a 

boil. The pairings with Taylor and Hammer 
are cases in point. —henschen

TOMMY FLANAGAN and
HANK JONES_____________

OUR DELIGHTS—Galaxy GXY-5113: Owr De
light: Autumn Leaves: Robbins Nest: Jordu; Confirma
tion: A Child Is Born; Lady Bird.

Personnel: Flanagan and Jones, acoustic grand 
pianos.

HERBIE HANCOCK and 
CHICK COREA

AN EVENING WITH HERBIE HANCOCK 
AND CHICK COREA—Columbia PC2 35663: 
Someday My Prince Will Come; Liza; Button Up; 
February Moment; Maiden Voyage: La Fiesta.

Personnel: Hancock and Corea, acoustic grand 
pianos. ★ ★ ★ ★

What a contrast these two releases provide! 
Both were recorded last year, but they are a 
quarter of a century apart in most respects. 
They represent two generations, two styles 
and two eras of jazz.

Tommy Flanagan and Hank Jones are not 
really of the same generation (Flanagan is 49 
and Jones 61), yet they play so much alike that 
it is difficult to tell them apart. Flanagan’s 
solo lines tend to be a bit more boppish and 
convoluted, but there are plenty of passages 
where even this does not hold true. Oddly, the 
backup work is- more idiosyncratic than the 
solos are. Jones' accompaniment is smooth 
and steady, like a guitar quietly strumming 
along with a walking bass, while Flanagan's 
accompaniment is choppier, punchier.

This music has aged well. The tunes are old 
friends and the solos old hat, but the music is 
delightful in spite of its familiarity. Old 
friends can be a comfort and old hats a pleas
ure. Take Confirmation. Flanagan takes the 
lead and the first solo. He plays two spirited 
choruses while Jones comps gently under
neath. The texture immediately thickens with 
Jones' solo, largely because of Flanagan’s 
busier comp style. The musical energy reaches 
a peak during the last two choruses when the 
pianists trade fours, each man pushing the 
other to dizzier heights.

Except for Thad Jones' lovely ballad A 
Child Is Born, all the tunes (even Autumn 
Leaves) are taken at toe-tapping tempos, and 
there is hardly a dead beat on the entire al
bum. Jones and Flanagan perform impeccably 
throughout. There is nothing fancy about the 
arrangements, but there is plenty of fancy fin
gerwork, and the rapport between the two 
pianists is remarkable. Like two dazzling dan
cers, they know when to step out and when to 
lend support, when to walk and when to fly. It 
is a masterful demonstration of mainstream 
jazz at the piano.

The Hancock/Corea release is so different 
from the Flanagan/Jones album that it could 
almost be a different idiom. It's not that Her
bie and Chick are all funk and fusion. On the 
contrary, there is barely a trace of their elec
tric styles here. Instead we hear their conser
vatory side, a black tie and tails style that 
owes as much to the salon as to the jazz 
lounge.

The double album, recorded live in concert, 
begins with two standards; but even here the 
Corea/Hancock approach is very different 
from that of Jones and Flanagan. For one 
thing, in Someday My Prince Will Come the 
melody is nearly smothered beneath the gar
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lands of ornaments and runs, something which 
never happens with the melodies of Our De
lights. For another, both Chick and Herbie 
could take some comping lessons from the old 
pros. Their bass lines walk with a limp. But 
there are some healthy differences, too. In a 
Flanagan/Jones duet it is always clear who has 
the lead and who has the accompaniment. 
Corea and Hancock do not always maintain 
this strict division of labor. In Someday there 
is a wonderful two chorus embrace where you 
can't tell the dancer from the dance. In the 
other standard, Gershwin’s Liza, Chick and 
Herbie trade a few conventional choruses, but 
then they go loco and take Liza places she’s 
never been before. They discard everything 
but the beat and leave Liza breathless.

Sides two and three are taken up by two 
loosely structured pieces performed with both 
virtuosity and self-indulgence. The corner
stone of Button Up is a rhythmic drone which 
is not really much of a foundation. The 
dynamic duo seems to have fun building struc
tures around it, but few architectural marvels 
emerge. Here again neither pianist has “the 
lead;” true to the ’70s, both are free and equal 
partners. This demands extraordinary concen
tration and inventiveness, which Corea and 
Hancock do not always sustain. When they 
are both there, it is very exciting, such as in a 
passage about midway through. Herbie ham
mers out a chordal ostinato in the bass while 
Chick sends up a flurry of upper register 
sparks.

February Moment is a Hancock solo. Her
bie’s ideas on this side seem to derive more 
from impressionists like Debussy and Scriabin 
than from jazz. There are flashes of pianistic 
brilliance, but most of it is too meandering to 

mean much. There are some beautiful colors 
but not enough design.

Side four’s a jewel. On Hancock’s classic 
Maiden Voyage both pianists play fine solos to 
equally fine accompaniment, although the 
double solo which follows doesn’t fare as well 
as others on the album. Then the tempo drifts 
away, and the two men trade Bartokian licks 
before bringing back the theme, soft and 
tinkly as a morning breeze. Corea's La Fiesta 
begins with a fiery display of virtuosity, most
ly from Chick, who then plays a long imagina
tive solo. Herbie’s splashy solo is driven by 
Chick’s relentless accompaniment to a stun
ning peak.

The differences between these two releases 
is not one of artistry but of refinement. The 
Flanagan/Jones album and half of the Han- 
cock/Corea (sides one and four) are fully de
veloped. But the latters’ sides two and three 
are more like works-in-progress than finished 
products. The ideas there are still rough, and, 
like unpolished stones, they would be more 
valuable if they were tumbled around some 
more. —dark

GIORGIO GASLINI 
SESTETTO

GRAFFITI—Dischi Della Querica 2Q 28005: 
Graffiti Suite (Black Out, Soul Street. Ballo Popolare 
Sui Navigli, Black Night, Black Light, Tastiere, Mexico 
City Free); Alle Fonti Del Jazz; La Ballata Del Pover 
Luisin.

Personnel: Gaslini, piano, electric piano, spinetta; 
Gianni Bedori, tenor and soprano saxes; Gianluigi 
Trovesi, alto and soprano saxes, bass clarinet; Paolo 
Damiani, bass; Gianni Cazzola. drums; Luis Agudo, 
percussion. * * * ★ y2

It has been said that European jazz musi

cians will never be able to match the superior
ity of their American counterparts—“in terms 
of swing and ecstatic intensity: i.e., the black 
tradition” is how Joachim Berendt puts it— 
and perhaps this was true up until the early 
'70s, when Berendt wrote those words in his 
Jazz Book. Instead, he and others have pointed 
to the “coolness” of Scandinavians like Jan 
Garbarek; the rockish (Keith Tippett, Elton 
Dean and John Marshall) or avant-though- 
non-swinging (Evan Parker/Derek Bailey) 
Britishers; and the electronic musings of peo
ple like Jasper Van t’Hof, Wolfgang Dauner 
and Terje Rypdal.

If the Europeans were a bit slow in picking 
up on the energy of ’60s visitors like Braxton, 
Cherry, Shepp and the AACM, at least one 
group (certainly among many) is directly 
wired in: the Giorgio Gaslini Sestetto. Taking 
off from Coleman, Dolphy and Shepp, Italian 
keyboardist Gaslini leads his highly compe
tent and deviously swinging sextet with fire, 
humor and freedom, grounded with a solid ur
gency and an attention to detail that holds the 
proceedings together. And if some of Gaslini’s 
jumping off points seem passe—Ferlinghetti’s 
Black Night, Black Light and Kerouac’s Mexico 
City Blues—the treatments, though derivative, 
are fresh and exhilarating.

Gaslini’s six part Graffiti suite comprises 
three sides of this two LP set, recorded live at 
Milan’s Teatro Lirico in November of 1977. 
Throughout, the band shows a predilection for 
angular though ballsy ensemble playing 
(Black Out), buffered by an innate melodicism 
(Soul Street) and exceptional solo and unison 
work. Soul Street and Ballo Popolare display 
the sextet’s different approaches to the blues: 
the former a Coltrane-like reading with a 

Produced by Helen Keane. On Warner Bros Records and Tapes.

Bill Evans and Toots Thielemans 
have something in common.

Affinity.
An album of intuitive invention.

The world’s most unique harmonica 
player, Toots Thielemans^ whose 

work spans Benny Goodman to
Paul Simon, joins the master 

pianist for another ground-breaking 
performance. 

Also featured are Larry Schneider, 
saxes, flute: Marc Johnson, bass;

and Eliot Zigmund, drums.
Bill Evans. “Today considered the 
father of contemporary jazz piano 

playing.” (James Lincoln Collier,
Wew York Times)

Bill Evans. Affinity.
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tinge of Texas in Trovesi’s alto, the latter a 
more twisted, vocal, Dolphy-esque exercise 
with deep-toned bass clarinet. Black Night, 
Black Light exhibits the considerable facilities 
of Cazzola, Agudo and Damiani, who displays 
a richly singing, sonorous tone.

Gaslini himself is featured on Tastiere 
(“Keyboards”), building multi-tiered lines on 
what sounds like a harpsichord, then switch
ing to electric piano and finally to his ro
mantic acoustic. A stilted though sensuous 
dialogue between Trovesi (alto) and Bedori 
(tenor) adds to the richness of this segment. 
Mexico City Free ends the suite with allusions 
to La Cucaracha, humorously spirited.

Allé Fonti Del Jazz deals with Eastern 
themes and motifs, as Bedoni’s (or is it Tro
vesi’s?) playful soprano takes on the nasal 
tones of the musette. The delicately swinging, 
Brubeck-like La Ballata ends the perform
ance—one that should, if it were available on 
this side of the sea, convince us of the vir
tuosity and “ecstatic intensity” of which our 
European friends arc capable. —zipkin

DAVID ROSENBOOM and 
DONALD BUCHLA

COLLABORATION IN PERFORMANCE— 
1750 Arch Records S-1774: And Out Come The Night 
Ears; How Much Better If Plymouth Rock Had Landed 
On The Pilgrims, Section V.

Personnel: Rosenboom, composition and perform
ance, electronic voice; Buchla, instrumentation, or
chestration and electronic voices.

★ ★ ★ 1/2
Here are two strikingly divergent ventures 

into machine music, both in their own ways 
addressing the perennial musical problem of 
balancing diversity against order; both, with 

Limited 
Production.

differing degrees of success, confronting a 
problem unique to electronic music: how to 
infuse technology with human values and 
musical meaning.

The first of these pieces, And Out Conies 
The Night Ears, is improvised by Rosenboom 
on an electronically prepared piano. By inter
facing the piano’s several registers with sound 
sensing and modifying devices which the play
er can key in by touch switches, Rosenboom 
and Buchla transform a standard Steinway 
into a flexible, potent electro-acoustic hybrid. 
Freely improvised, And Out begins with jag
ged bass plunges foiled by metallic, vibes-like 
sounds in the upper register, seasoned with 
electronic glisses and swept filter effects. 
There’s little legato here, for the electronics 
accentuate the piano’s naturally percussive at
tack. More interesting, though, than the indi
vidual sonorities is the way this chancy, dis
organized piece gradually becomes more ac
cessible—more orderly disorganized—as it 
progresses. It’s difficult to tell whether this 
process of organizational discovery occurs in 
the listener’s mind or results from the soloist’s 
grasping the logic of the instrument’s elec
tronic network and of his own improvisation.

In How Much Better if Plymouth Rock the 
principle musical problem again involves 
seeking diversity and humanistic values in a 
structured, machine-like context. Donald 
Buchla’s synthesis equipment has always been 
strong on sequencing (Subotnick’s Silver Ap
ples Of The Moon, realized on Buchla equip
ment, is a good case in point). Used here is the 
Buchla 300 Series Electric Music Box. Assist
ed by a computer, this device generates syn
chronized melodic variations on a series of 
preselected pitches, playable through four dis

crete synthesizer voices. The result? A kind of 
“improvised tapestry” of changing timbres, 
envelopes and registers, all minimally varied, 
a fabric of shifts from electronic to pseudo
acoustic events which drone on, raga-like, in a 
dizzying circularity of sound. Dynamics, 
though, are monochromatic; and coupled with 
the clocklike rhythms created by the music 
box/computer interface, the piece becomes 
more and more like one of those white on 
white paintings: conceptually provocative but 
uneasily contemplated for any length of time.

—hall eras

JIM HALL and 
RED MITCHELL

JIM HALL/RED MITCHELL—Artists House 
AH 5: Big Blues; Beautiful: Waltz New; Fly Me To The 
Moon; Blue Dove; Osaka Express.

Personnel: Mitchell, bass; Hall, guitar. 
★ ★ ★ ★ ★

Jim and Red. Red and Jim. No leader—just 
companionship, empathy, and beautiful 
music. It was Red, Jim, and Carl (pianist Per
kins) back in the mid ’50s on the West Coast 
in one of the coziest drumless trios ever 
formed. These soulmates are here reunited 
after Mitchell’s long self-exile to Sweden, and 
the celebration is quietly jubilant, fervently 
dancing, mutually inspired.

“Playing music with Red is a liberating ex
perience,” says Jim on the jacket. “Jim is the 
perfect band,” counters Red, a colorful gent.

Intimate feeling and impeccable playing 
back up the bouquet-throwing. Red’s grand 
but agile singing, via his resonant 1760 Ger
man bass tuned in fifths, wraps you up like a 
bear hug. while Jim’s warmly familiar guitar 
breezes more daringly and playfully than you 
can imagine. There is risk and adventure to 
their music, for all its hush and geniality. Just 
this and that side of 50, Hall and Mitchell re
write the book on togetherness after a genera
tion’s separation.

Artists House continues John Snyder’s su
perb production record from A&M Horizon. 
An eight page booklet includes scores and 
composers’ solos on Hall’s intricate Waltz 
New and Mitchell’s simply Beautiful, as well as 
nearly complete discographies of both musi
cians prepared by Jim Gicking. Attention to 
detail in printing and recording (at Sweet 
Basil, a Hall hangout) show as much care, 
love, and genius as the performance does.

—fred bouchard

The World’s Finest Drumsticks.
We know some of your favorite Pro-Mark models are not 

readily available. But we’re working night and day to keep 
up with the increased demand. At Pro-Mark, we will never 
lower our quality just to sell more drumsticks.

There's still only one way to make a Pro-Mark Handmade 
Drumstick ... and that takes time ... Time to select the quality 
Japanese white oak. Time for the exclusive Wood Treatment 
Process for reduced warpage. Time for the unique Sanding 
and Lacquer Process for Pro-Mark’s better look and feel.

ppomapk The Drumsticks with time built in.
10710 Craighead, Houston, Texas 77025

A division of REMO, Inc.

GEORGE BENSON
LIVIN’ INSIDE YOUR LOVE—Warner 

Brothers 2BSK 3277: Livin' Inside Your Uwe; Hey 
Girl; Nassau Day; Soulful Strut; Prelude To Fall; A 
Change Is Gonna Come; Love Ballad: You're Never 
Too Far From Me; Uwe Is A Hurtin' Thing; Welcome 
To My World; Before You Go; Unchained Melody.

Personnel: Benson, guitars, vocals; Earl Klugh, 
acoustic guitar; Phil Upchurch, rhythm guitar; Ron
nie Foster, electric piano, Yamaha CP30, Minimoog, 
Polymoog; Jorge Daito, acoustic piano, Clavinet, 
electric pianos; Greg Phillinganes, electric piano (cut 
7); Will Lee, bass; Stanley Banks, bass (8, 11); Robert 
Popwell, Jr., bass (5, 7, 10); Steve Gadd, drums; 
Ralph MacDonald, percussion; Mike Mainieri, vibes 
(5). * ★

Much has been already said about George 
Benson ascending to commercial recording 
fame while rather guiltlessly disassociating 
himself from the modern jazz hierarchy (to 
which he once belonged). His vocal success 
with This Masquerade (from the 1976 Breezin’ 
LP), which earned him a Grammy award, has 
resulted in consecutive pop efforts in hopes of 
at least equaling that achievement. Last year’s 
On Broadway came close and so may the many
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such attempts—especially the covers of Love 
Ballad, Hey Girl and Unchained Melody—on 
this two-record package. But, as has been his 
problem recently, little is heard from that 
blazing guitar Benson rode in on and this is 
Livin' Inside Your Love's major tribulation.

Since Masquerade each successive album 
has contained additional vocal numbers, fea
turing Benson’s now stylized sugary, scatting 
tenor. On 1977’s In Flight, four of the six tunes 
were sung. The number reached six on last 
year’s double, live Weekend In L.A. and, pre
dictably, rose to seven with this release. At 
this point, my argument does not so much 
concern his vocal capabilities (or lack of); I 
merely question the amount of recording time 
availed to pop pursuits at the obvious expense 
of his once revered guitar playing. Apparent
ly, Benson is star struck and will not let up un
til he’s universally recognized as a heralded 
balladeer. Thus, it’s no small wonder that he 
can’t find the time to play.

I don’t expect this debate would rage so ve
hemently had Benson proven himself as a po
tent vocal force. Indeed, if he had, we could 
have accepted as consolation for the lost gui
tarist the discovery of a true male jazz voice 
for our times. Unfortunately, that has not been 
the case.

Benson adds virtually nothing to the vocal 
dimensions of song. On Love Ballad, his chief 
method is displayed—a scat style marked by a 
pronounced waver in tone intended to evoke 
the jazz spirit a la Mesdames Vaughan and 
Fitzgerald. Actually it is cheap and preten
tious, a device calculated to engender the 
greatest emotional response from the soft 
hearted. Torrents of strings and a persistent 
disco rhythm confirm the song’s clearly ro
mantic design.

It is worth noting, however, that Benson’s 
guitar’n’scat solo during the above-discussed 
rendition is well taken and should be further 
explored on future dates. Why he features this 
impressive technique—first popularized on 
Masquerade—so infrequently here has prob
ably most to do with his own vocal priorities.

Instrumentally, only two of the five non
vocal tracks are of any significance. Soulful 
Strut (originally recorded by Young-Holt Un
limited in 1968) is undoubtedly the swinging- 
est piece on the set and Benson should be con
gratulated for uncovering it. A couple of Ron
nie Foster compositions (Nassau Day, Prelude 
To Fall) offer Benson a funkier framework for 
some momentarily-straight-from-the-gut- 
bucket pickin’ while his own You're Never Too 
Far From Me, a brisk and bouncy number, is 
simply very pretty music and just may be the 
best cut on both discs.

Still, I’ve always regarded such tunes as ex
ceedingly pleasant filler while awaiting the 
more ambitious projects to follow. They 
don’t, for Livin' is a particularly unambitious 
musical effort. The layer of strings that hovers 
like a massive cloud cover taints any gems 
that might be included. Plus, whatever once 
possessed Benson to select early ’70s classics 
like War’s The World Is A Ghetto and Donny 
Hathaway’s Valdez In The Country (both on In 
Flight) is missing here. Instead, he and pro
ducer Tommy Li Puma have chosen from the 
scroll of early '60s golden oldies and come up 
way short. For Benson, who writes a minimum 
of his own material, this is the whole ballgame, 
and he blew it.

1 can’t say I didn’t expect it, but, yes—Livin' 
Inside Your Love is a great disappointment.

—sieve bloom

ABBEY 
LINCOLN

". . . PEOPLE IN ME ... is o compel
ling collection, not just for Miss 
Lincoln's frequently moving perfor
mances but for the imaginative lyrics 
she has written.

—John Wilson, N.Y. Times

"Miss Lincoln is nothing less than an 
absolute delight throughout. . . . Her 
voice and vocal style have matured 
and mellowed into an affecting and 
richly expressive instrument. ... A 
wonderful vibrant quality that steams 
with sensuality in gracefully shifting 
moods that glide over calypsos, 
gospel, bluesy hues and straight
ahead soul-shouting, foot-stomping 
contemporary jazz. . . . Overall, Miss 
Lincoln's brew of sophistication and 
sensuality makes almost all chort- 
busting pop singers sound infantile."

—Owen McNally, Hartford Courant 
"This is a dynamic album, one of the 
best vocal releases to come in years. 
. . . This album has given me some 
new faith in American recording 
companies. _r Bruce Do|d

Illinois Entertainer

"Her rendition of Coltrane's "Africa" 
is a masterpiece—from matter of fact 
calm to ironic realization, grim 
resolve, ond thundering SCREAMS of 
defiant fury. ... to quiet, tender, 
resilient determination. One may get 
the feeling of wonder, wisdom, joy, 
bitter tears, indignant wrath, and 
deep love—all at once: Beautifully 
thorough, like a full breath."
■ —Michael Hopkins,

Cleveland/Akron Jazz Report

". . .a strong black wind, blowing 
gently on ond on."

—Nikki Giovanni
"I look at her and I wonder where 
does it come from—all that fire ond 
that bed-rock strength?"

—Alex Holey
". . .a gifted composer and writer.

ABBEY LINCOLN
People In Me
IC 6040

INNER CITY 423 West 55th Street
New York, N.Y. 10019
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The notes were always there.
The Electro-Voice 

S18-3 Stage Keyboard System 
now lets you hear them!

Unless they were willing to spend 
$2,000 or more for a sound system, most 
keyboard and synthesizer artists were 
never able to hear the full range of 
sound their instrument was producing.

Electro-Voice has changed this!The 
40 Hz note a synthesizer puts out can 
now be heard. The upper harmonics that 
sounded muddy because they were 
squeezed through a lead guitar speaker 
sound muddy no longer. That "honky” 
sounding midrange won’t sound “honky” 
anymore.
The S18-3 Stage Keyboard System sells 
for under $1,000, and was specifically 

designed forthose applications that 
require an accurate sound over a wide 
frequency range-exactly the performance 
required by keyboards and synthesizers.

Electro-Voice uses the famous EVM- 
18B loudspeaker in an optimally vented 
enclosure to achieve frequency re
sponse and high acoustic output that is 
virtually flat to 40 Hz. The ST350A 
tweeter not only is flat to 16,000 Hz, but 
radiates its output overasolid 120' angle. 
Gone is the “beaminess” at high fre
quencies that restricts' the audience's 
ability to hear the highs or the artist's 
ability to hear himself accurately. The 
VMR (vented cone midrange) couples 
a 6-inch cone driver to a 16 lb magnet 

structure in an integral vented enclosure. 
The result - the clarity of a cone driver 
without sacrificing the efficiency of a horn.

It's conceivable that mar y keyboard 
artists don’t even know how good their 
instrument can sound. If you are one 
of these artists, prepare yourself for an 
emotional experience. Audition the 
Electro-Voice S18-3.

Ey Eleclrol/bice
agultoncompany 

600 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49107
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1. JOANNE BRACKEEN. Dreamers (from 
AFT, Muse). Brackeen, composer, piano; 
Ryo Kawasaki, guitar; Clint Houston, bass.

I think it was Chick Corea on piano; and the gui
tar player sounded like John McLaughlin. I couldn't 
figure out who the bass player was. But I thought 
the playing was very good, very supportive, good 
solos. The composition sounded like something 
Chick would write, in the way the changes move.

I think it was well performed. The mood was 
really nice. The group kept a certain continuity of 
feel throughout; everyone was playing off one an
other really nicely. Just for that alone I would give 
it three stars. And the composition I would also 
give three stars. Overall, three and a half stars.

2. JANE IRA BLOOM. Braxton Bop (from We 
Are, Outline Records). Bloom, soprano sax, 
composer; Kent McLagan, bass.

I think the saxophone was maybe Joe Farrell ... 
the tone reminded me a lot of him, and the fluidity. 
He really plays soprano saxophone well. The bass 
player—this must not be my day for bass players, 
that's really difficult. I'll just take a guess: Charlie 
Haden. The solo was very melodic in approach, 
and a lot of space, and I know Charlie Haden does 
utilize that concept a lot.

The composition was really interesting, and in
tricate, too, for them to play right together, phrase 
exactly alike on two instruments that are really far 
apart in terms of tonality. I'll give it three stars.

3. MARY LOU WILLIAMS. J.B.'s Waltz (from 
My Mama Pinned A Rose On Me, Pablo). Wil
liams, piano; Buster Williams, bass.

I'll have to think about who the piano player was 
for a few minutes. The bass player I would say was 
very young, Ron Carter-influenced. Might be 
Ron.... The harmonic concept and the solo fla
vored the kind of lines that Ron might play ... Ron, 
or Ray Brown, somebody that is really a prominent 
voice on bass.

The piano player stumps me. I just couldn't put 
my finger on it. Reminded me of a lot of different 
people—not one enough to make me think it was 
somebody that I really knew well.

I would say the performance was good but, in a 
way, timid sometimes and kind of inconsistent. 
Sometimes it would be right in the pocket and 
they'd really be playing very fluidly; and some
times they'd get stumped—maybe technically; it 
didn't sound like musical problems, like they were 
running out of ideas necessarily. But it may be due 
to a person who is either very young, or who has 
been playing a while and hasn’t really been playing 
a lot, consistently.

But the composition was good, and the bass 
player and pianist complemented each other very 
well, just from a musical standpoint. I would give it 
two and a half stars.

4. BOBBI HUMPHREY. My Destiny (from 
Freestyle, Epic). Humphrey, flute; Ralph Mc
Donald, composer, percussion; Richard Tee, 
keyboards; Eric Gale, guitar; Anthony Jack- 
son, bass.

I’m not sure about this; I would say the flutist 
could be Bobbi Humphrey. I’m just going mainly on 
the approach to the solo and the sound. But some
times on records the sound can be deceiving. But 
I'll say it sounds like Bobbi... on better days. And 
that’s not a putdown to her, it's just that that's one 
of the better solos that I've heard.

I think the rhythm track was good, but it wasn’t 
really tight, so it tended to sound kind of busy. It's 
real important in doing music of that nature ... the 
mix is crucial and it didn't sound like as much at
tention as could have been spent in really balanc
ing the rhythm instruments was spent.

The composition wasn't anything special for me; 
just sounded kind of like a lot of other stuff that I’ve 
heard. And everybody did what you usually do 
when you play that kind of beat, I guess. Nothing 
special, but it was okay. I'd give it two stars, al
though it's kind of hard to rate, because the per
formance was rather shaky.

5. JOANNE GRAUER. Longing (from Joanne 
Grauer, MPS). Grauer, piano, composer; 
Paulinho Da Costa, percussion.

I liked it; that was really good. Hmm, can’t say 
who that pianist was, but it was excellent. The solo 

was very good, and the composition was very 
nice. I didn't recognize it, so maybe it’s an original. 
I liked the way the tune started, quietly, and built to 
a climax and came back down. The percussionist 
was very sensitive also. I would give this four 
stars just for the performance. I'm sure it must be 
some people that I like.

6. MARIAN MCPARTLAND. I'll Remember 
April (from Now's The Time, Halcyon). Mc
Partland, piano; Vi Redd, alto sax; Mary Os
borne, guitar; Lynn Milano, bass; Dottie Dod
gion, drums.

The tune is I'll Remember April, and I think the 
alto saxophonist sounded good; they were swing
ing really hard, almost sounded like they were 
singing. The sound, and just the approach, re
minded me of my friend Vi Redd, bluesy and with a 
lot of feeling.

The rhythm section? I draw a total blank, I really 
don’t know. Sometimes it seemed like the tune 
was kind of running away from them, but still I got 
that feeling that they were really into it.

I would say, just for the energy, two stars; and I 
really liked the alto soloist, whoever that was. The 
pianist could have been Marian McPartland.

7. BARBARA CARROLL. Lazy Love (from 
From The Beginning, United Artists). Carroll, 
piano; Ben Lanzarone, arranger, composer.

The pianist, believe it or not, sounds like John 
Lewis, because of the light touch and the type of 
lines; it has a little bop feel. But I know the context 
is a bit different from what he might be doing.

The pianist showed a lot of maturity. They could 
have brought up a little more in the mix. I'll take a 
stab at John Lewis. I could be totally wrong, but 
that sound is familiar to me.

The composition is fair. It was well done; the or
chestration, the arrangement really helped the 
composition have a little more depth; it kept it 
from getting boring, introducing the different col
ors with the strings and some of the horns, be
cause the composition wasn’t something real spe
cial. But then maybe it wasn't supposed to be, so 
they could show off the soloists. Two and a half 
stars.

8. TOSHIKO AKIYOSHI/LEW TABACKIN. 
Elegy (from Kogun, RCA). Akiyoshi, compos
er, arranger, piano; Tabackin, tenor sax; 
Britt Woodman, trombone.

That’s great; five stars, no question! Excellent 
performance, great solos. Mainly because of the 
second saxophone solo, that sounded like Lew 
Tabackin to me. I would say Toshiko and Lew, their 
band. And that last trombone melody, that sounded 
like Britt Woodman.

It’s been a long time since I heard Toshiko play, 
so I wasn’t quite sure; but that second sax solo did 
it.

LF: That was an all-female Blindfold Test. All the 
leaders were women.

PR: Wow! ... yeah ... that really surprises me. 
Not so much about Joanne Brackeen, because I 
know she's been very influenced by Chick. And the 
one I thought was Joe Farrell, that really threw me; 
she's excellent.

LF: Joanne Grauer was the pianist you liked so 
much.

PR: I wouldn't have guessed that. And Mary Lou 
Williams, that threw me. But like I said, it sounded 
like the person was young or an established player 
... because musically it was all together; so it had 
to be someone who was very, very gifted but 
hadn't been playing for a while, so maybe their 
chops were down.

LF: It never occurred to you that it was an all-fe
male set?

PR: No, it didn't. It really sounded good, and I 
guess that’s a test—if it sounds good, it sounds 
good. You couldn't just say, "Oh, that sounds like 
women playing ...” you know, how do women 
sound? Good, bad and indifferent—like men.
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PROFILE
JOHN HICKS

BY JOEL HERSON

PA ianist John Hicks’ brilliant work with Bet
ty Carter over the past five years is startlingly 
reminiscent of Art Tatum, the standard bearer 
of keyboard excellence. Born in 1941 to a St. 
Louis preacher, Hicks began his musical edu
cation at the age of six with lessons from both 
his mother and the Union Memorial Church 
organist. While in elementary school he 
played in the Church’s “Celestial Chorus” and 
fondly remembers performing the Nathaniel 
Dett composition. Juba Dance.

Hicks’ affection for choral music persisted 
through his years at Sumner High School 
which found him singing in the school choir 
while classmates Lester Bowie and Oliver 
Lake played in the marching band.

The first money gig arrived at age 17 with 
blues singer Little Milton. “That was a good 
job for learning to play in all the keys,” Hicks 
recalls. “The piano was so flat nobody could 
tune up to it, so if the song was in E Hat 1 auto
matically had to play it in E.”

Hicks refers to his experiences at Lincoln 
University in Jefferson City as a period of 
“serious musical development.” He switched 
his major from government to music in his 
second year and with fellow student Julius 
Hemphill played “any kind of gig we could 
find to get our meal ticket money. Those gigs 
were my first dealings with the quintet format, 
the trumpetAenor front line. I was buying a lot 
of Bud Powell, George Shearing and Oscar 
Peterson records back then. And Art Tatum, 
but at that time I couldn’t really deal with 
what Tatum was doing.”

After Lincoln University Hicks headed for 
Boston. At the Berklee School of Music he 
played in ensemble groups with Chick Corea, 
Gary Burton, and the 14 year old Tony Wil
liams. A Boston after hours joint called The 
Pioneer Club provided opportunities to meet 
and sit in with Sonny Stitt, Lucky Thompson, 
Kenny Dorham, and the late Israel Crosby, 
who had played such formidable bass for 
Ahmad Jamal.

In 1963 Hicks entered that hallowed hall of 
learning known as Art Blakey’s Jazz Mes
sengers and stayed for two years.

“Art was pretty heavy on piano players. 
There were tons of tunes to learn and Art 
wouldn’t allow any music on the bandstand. 
He said you were supposed to remember it.” 
Hicks claims to have been unprepared at first 
for the extensive solo work Blakey demanded 
of him. “Art just sort of pushed me out there 
and said, ‘You got it.' Of course once 1 got 
into it I saw how great it was.”

Pianistic influences during this period were 
Hank Jones, Tommy Flanagan and Jimmy 
Rowles, the common denominator for Hicks 
being their great clarity. The association with 
Blakey resulted in Hicks’ first record date, 
‘Smake It, originally released on the Mercury 
label featuring Blakey, Lee Morgan, John Gil
more, Curtis Fuller, Victor Sproles and 
Hicks.
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Hicks has always enjoyed the special, subtle 
art of comping. Stimulated originally by Red 
Garland, Wynton Kelly and Bill Evans in 
their work with Miles Davis, Hicks has 
evolved an outstanding comping style, always 
energetic, never intrusive. Perhaps the most 
vivid display of his skill in this area has been 
in the demanding musical contexts of Betty 
Carter.

Hicks had heard Betty Carter’s classic LP 
with Ray Charles back in St. Louis but his 
first glimpse of her in action was in 1966 at 
the Five Spot. “I said, ‘God, I’d sure like to 
play with her!’” It just so happened that Betty 
needed a piano player and Hicks was recom
mended by Jack DeJohnette. (Hicks had been 
playing in a quintet with DeJohnette that in
cluded Charles Tolliver, Gary Bartz and Cecil 
McBee.) Hicks worked with Carter for two 
years, playing both the Five Spot and Wells, 
the Harlem chicken-and-waffles house.

In 1968 Hicks went on the road with 
Woody Herman’s band for two years and then 
turned professor in 1970, teaching music at 
Southern Illinois University, only 30 miles 
from the home turf of St. Louis.

In '73 there was a call from Europe. Tol
liver wanted Hicks to play a jazz festival in 
Holland with Reggie Workman and Alvin 
Queen. The performance was recorded and re
leased in Europe by Strata East.

The next two years brought work with the 
old taskmaster, Blakey, both in New York 
with Eddie Henderson, Carter Jefferson and 
Mickey Bass, and at Ronnie Scott’s in Lon
don, where Bass was replaced by Stafford 
James.

Hicks was badly frightened during the first 
few months of 1975, having suffered an auto
mobile accident that injured his right hand. “I 
had the cast cut back a taste so I could deal 
with four fingers. My doctor was a piano fan. 
He kept telling me it was a good time to work 
on my left hand.”

In April the cast was removed and Hicks re
joined Betty Carter in a collaboration that be
comes more exhilarating with each successive 
performance. Ms. Carter praises, “Hicks’ en
ergy level and his ability to retain so much for 
so long makes me feel that he’s one of the best 
piano players around. Especially the energy



level. He never lets the audience down, he 
never lets himself down, and he never lets me 
down.”

Kenny Washington, who has been providing 
impeccable service to Betty on traps says, 
“John isn’t scared of any tempo! No matter 
how fast he’s playing, and he plays fast, it al
ways comes out clean.”

Hicks shrugs off his piano virtuosity as “just 
the work I put into it. The longer I play the 
more 1 realize there’s all this other stuff to 
work on. That’s something you always have to 
deal with—you can’t ever relax on it. But you 
get into this habit of learning and if you keep 
that happening, sometimes you surprise your
self.”

During his occasional time off from Betty 
Carter, Hicks plays his own gigs, frequently 
supported by the tasty drums of Clifford Bar
baro. The tenor players Hicks likes to play 
with are “the ones who like piano players, like 
George Coleman, Junior Cook and Harold 
Vick.”

Hicks’ own album will be showing up in the 
record stores presently on the West 54 label. 
He is featured in solo, duo and trio contexts 
accompanied by Barbaro and Walter Booker. 
Right after the recording session that pro
duced this album Hicks “suddenly had tons of 
ideas” and plans to execute them on wax this 
summer. Intrigued by the writing of Ernie 
Wilkins, Frank Foster and Slide Hampton, 
Hicks anticipates using four or five saxo
phones on this date. Playing with another 
pianist, perhaps Albert Dailey, is a further 
possibility he finds attractive.

Not one to torment himself over creating 
new forms, Hicks feels, "If you just keep play
ing and concentrate on doing it right, your 
concept will change naturally as you change.”

Pressed to articulate a kind of ultimate goal, 
Hicks allowed that “there is a sound that’s al
ways in the back of your head and you try to 
work toward that. There are certain people 
who’ve done it. Trane, Charlie Parker, Louis 
Armstrong. It's a sound that transcends the in
strument.” db

JOHN EATON
BY JERRY DE MUTH

f A^he audience that filled the Carmichael 
Auditorium of the Smithsonian Institution for 
a solo piano performance of songs by Gersh
win and Arlen last January erupted into 
cheers when it was announced that the per
former, John Eaton, would be leaving the 
Prime Rib restaurant for an open-ended en
gagement in the new lounge at the Embassy 
Row Hotel.

Eaton, a prominent fixture on the Washing
ton, D.C. jazz scene for more than two dec
ades, was more than pleased.

“What it means,” he told down beat, “is 
people want to hear someone play in a sensi
ble setting and not where the music is inciden
tal to the restaurant.”

For most of the past eight years Eaton has 
been playing solo piano in piano bars, six of 
those years at the Carriage House restaurant. 
Before that he played in various settings, be
ginning with a stint with a dixieland group at 
the Bayou around 1957. Then from 1958 to 
1961 he led his own trio, with bassist Billy 
Taylor and drummer George “Dude” Brown 

at the Mayfair. His first piano bar expe
riences, at the Silver Fox and the Madison 
Hotel, followed. Next he moved to the famed 
Blues Alley where, from 1968 to 1971, he was 
the house pianist, leading a trio that included 
Taylor and drummer George Brown. It was 
here that he finally began to attract attention. 
But it was a summer back at the Mayfair that 
he remembers as a special experience—four 
months when he was joined by violinist Stuff 
Smith.

“Stuff had gone to Europe with Oscar Peter
son and Ella Fitzgerald for Norman Granz,” 
as Eaton explained their meeting which oc
curred in 1959. “He got as far as Paris where 
he got drunk or something and was fired. 
Somehow he found his way to Washington 
and ended up playing at Blues Alley with us.”

Eaton recorded with Stuff on an album for 
Verve. It was Eaton’s only recording until 
four years ago when he recorded the first of 
two solo piano LPs for Chiaroscuro Records.

At Blues Alley, Eaton, who is not to be con
fused with the Philadelphia jazz pianist John 
Charles Eaton, also played with Clark Terry, 
Wild Bill Davison, Vic Dickenson, Zoot Sims 
and Maxine Sullivan.

“Working with her was a great experience,” 
he says.

Eaton thinks there is something special to 
be gained from working with a singer. “It 
gives you a feeling for the song you can’t get if 
you’re working only from a jazz perspective,” 
he explains.

Eaton’s playing draws from every important 
pianist from James P. Johnson to Teddy Wil
son to Art Tatum without ever being imitative. 
He integrates the trademarks of these pianists 
into a new and fresh whole, applying this style 
to original reworkings of a variety of jazz and 
pop standards in a manner that makes them 
stand apart from “definitive” versions by 
others. His two solo albums include jazz tunes 
by Fats Waller, Willie “The Lion” Smith, 
Duke Ellington and John Lewis; pop stan
dards by Rodgers and Hart, Walter Donald
son and Alec Wilder; contemporary songs by 
Lennon-McCartney, Simon and Garfunkel 
and Stevie Wonder; a couple originals, and 
even such off-the-wall choices as the theme 
from M.A.S.H. (Suicide Is Painless), Old Mc
Donald (Had A Farm) and Dixie, all done at 
slow tempos.

Such variety in choice of material is partly a 
product of years of playing at piano bars, an 
experience Eaton has used to grow artistical
ly, not shrink as so easily could have been the 
case. Eaton strongly defends his piano bar 
playing, and not just because it has meant 
steady, well paying work for him.

“One of the best experiences is to work in a 
solo piano bar,” he commented one evening 
between relaxed sets. “You don’t have to do 
sing-along but you have to be flexible.

“Working at the Carriage House for six 
years gave me a great deal of confidence. The 
difficulty is not lack of confidence, it’s wheth
er or not you’re reaching someone. If you can
not reach people some way, then you should 
be doing something else. It’s not only a ques
tion of what you play, but when you play it.

“Good music is difficult to listen to,” he ad
mitted. “But it’s always accessible if you give 
it time.”

Despite all his solo playing in clubs and 
concerts and on records the past eight years, 
Eaton performed with a bassist, Tommy Ce
cil, during the 1 1 months he was at the Prime 
Rib.
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Besides feeling strongly about Cecil as a 
bassist—“He listened to what I did and gave 
more than just bass lines”—Eaton thinks all 
solo pianists should occasionally play with 
bassists, and in a variety of other settings.

“Anything that can make you hear differ
ently is good,” he explains.

“My theory is you should go back and forth 
between playing solo and playing with a bass 
player because they tend to interact in an in
teresting way. There’s some adjustment to be 
made. You hear the instrument very different
ly when you work with a bass player. You 
can’t pedal the same way. You have to use 
more tone with your right hand. This is the 
only way you can get a blend with the bass so 
it sounds like one thing instead of somebody 
fighting somebody else.

“Also, working with a bass player, particu
larly someone as good as Tommy, you begin 
to feel more free with rhythm again. But all in 
all, I think my future lies in playing alone.”

Eaton says there is both a discipline and a 
freedom that exists in solo playing. The dis
cipline comes from having to carry it all your
self. “The freedom comes from the ease with 
which you can suddenly decide to end a tune 
after one chorus and shift into something else. 
You can also suddenly change keys or 
rhythms.”

Being so devoted to solo piano, it is not sur
prising that his favorite pianist is Art Tatum, 
although he also holds special Fats Waller, 
Willie “The Lion” Smith and Oscar Peterson. 
But he feels that Tatum did not play as well 
with other musicians as he did solo, that 
something was lost.

“Tatum always thought like a pianist and 
the things he did orchestrally with his left 
hand were essential to his style and when he 
had to sacrifice that to work with a bass player 
or guitar player or whatever, something went 
out of his playing. Somehow it seemed shal
low.”

Eaton obviously feels as strongly about past 
traditions as he does about the current scene, 
if not more strongly. And he prefers older 
pianists not only stylistically, since they don’t 
forget about their roots, but also technically. 
“They are more pianistic; they exploit the 
sound quality of the instrument.

“You can’t do without sources but tradi
tions are being sloughed off by many mu
sicians today,” he declares. “Any music that 
goes into an isolation booth can’t be alive.”

Thus although he will praise Keith Jarrett 
for “incredible ability” and for generating 
much of today’s interest in solo piano, he also 
criticizes Jarrett for neglecting his roots, for 
self-indulgence and for too much of an “it 
starts with me” attitude.

Still, Eaton says he has “heard things of Jar
rett’s 1 like very, very much.” Eaton also finds 
Bill Evans “a little too doctrinaire, there’s a 
sameness,” although he likes Evans “very 
much.”

Of other contemporary pianists, he likes 
Chick Corea as much for his humor and sense 
of swing as for his technical ability and last 
fall, during a rare vacation, Eaton was im
pressed with George Cables whom he heard 
with Dexter Gordon. “He broke into five min
utes of Earl Hines—tremolos, cross hands— 
during one solo. There were no gimmicks. It 
was the real thing. I thought it didn’t exist any 
more.” Eaton also praises Ellis Larkins and 
Dave McKenna, both solo pianists who regu
larly play piano bars.

“McKenna is incredible,” he enthuses. 
“He’s kind of a post-Tatum solo pianist. He’s
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quite unique and can always adjust his con
ception whether he’s playing solo or with a 
bassist or whoever.”

Larkins, Eaton observes, plays solo with an 
element of surprise.

As for himself, he says, “All the things are 
working favorably. The reaction to my rec
ords, the Smithsonian things, Embassy Row.”

His five concert series—one Sunday a 
month—at the Smithsonian sold out. He fea
tured two different composers at each one— 
Cole Porter and Jerome Kern, George Gersh
win and Harold Arlen, Richard Rodgers and 
Irving Berlin, Vincent Youmans and Duke El
lington, Fats Waller and Jimmy McHugh. 
Previously he had played only occasional, iso
lated concerts at the Smithsonian. The popu
lar songwriters series, which was Eaton’s idea, 
probably will be repeated next season, with 
the focus on different composers.

A year ago Eaton was featured on a PBS 
jazz program backing a vocalist. There is also 
a possibility that PBS will tape some of his 
popular song performances for broadcast.

“If PBS did that it would be a helluva 
break,” he commented glowingly.

Washington always has been John Eaton’s 
home and because he has a family there (in
cluding a flute playing 15 year old daughter 
and a 13 year old guitar playing son) he 
chooses to remain in the nation’s capital. A 
PBS series then would also be a break for oth
ers, enabling them to enjoy his playing. At 45, 
John Eaton may finally become known out
side a circle of Washington, D.C. fans and a 
group of fellow musicians. db

CAUGHT!
SECOND ANNUAL 

WOMEN’S 
JAZZ FESTIVAL

MEMORIAL HALL. KANSAS CITY, KANSAS: 
CROWN CENTER HOTEL, K.C., MISSOURI

This year’s Women’s Jazz Festival repre
sented an advance on the inaugural 1978 bash: 
there were more events, attendance was up 
sharply from last year, and the good vibes re
mained. Again credit was due to the two in-



“The Leblanc has a fat sound.”

Leblanc Duet No. 4, featuring Pete Fountain

LeBIancM

It’s prior to show time at Pete 
Fountain’s new bistro in The Hilton 
on the River in New Orleans. We’re 
relaxing at a table near the stage, 
and Pete’s describing what he 
enjoys doing when he’s not here. 
Fountain: I love to fish. I have a 
small fishing boat, and go out on it 
a lot. Around home, my hobby is 
just tinkering with my cars. I have 
twelve antique cars, including a 
'36 four-door convertible like 
Roosevelt’s. Could be his, because 
it has an oversize trunk, maybe for 
the wheelchair. I enjoy my Rolls, too. 
My Rolls and my Mercedes. Those 
two cars I run a lot. And I started 
collecting trucks. Have a half dozen 
of 'em. I’m really interested in old 
planes, too. The biplanes. And I 
love race cars. Got into motorcycles 
for awhile, too, and still have my 
Harley 1200cc. Big Harley. 
I kick it, and it kicks 
me back. It’s tough.

That’s one of the 
things I like about 
my clarinet, too. 
My Leblanc.

It takes more of a beating and more 
of a workout than any instrument I 
played before. I started on a Regent, 
then a Pensamore, and then some 
others. But the Leblanc’s keys are 
harder. They'll take more of a 
beating. And that's especially im
portant in my work. It's twenty years 
since I began playing Leblancs, 
and to show you how great they are, 
this is only my second one. This 
one’s two years old, and has 
about five albums under its 
belt. The other one, 
which still plays, 
I recorded 
43 albums 
with. I’m so 
proud of my 
instruments!''"

Leblanc:
What kind of 

sound do you like 
out of a clarinet?

Fountain: Well, I don’t 
like a high, screechy 

sound. I like it more mellow, 
z like Irving Fazola was known for. 
I have his clarinet, you know, but I 
can’t play it too often. When Faz 
died, his mother put it away in the 
case, and then left it there for 
possibly six years. V/ell, I got it and 
sent it to Leblanc, and I said, "Could 
you just recondition this, because 
it’s my idol's." Well, after they sent 
it back, I started playing it, and when 
the wood gets warm you’re reminded 
that Faz used to like his garlic. This 
garlic comes out, and it grabs you 
by the throat, and, I tell you, it fills 
up the whole bandstand. So we 
always say, "Fazola still lives every

time somebody plays his 
clarinet.”

Anyhow, as I said, I don't 
like a high, screechy sound. The 
Leblanc has a fat sound. They say 
it’s my sound, but it's got to come 
from the instrument.

Pete’s instrument is the Leblanc 
1611, an 18/7 fork Bp, with articu
lated Gi. Made of the finest 
selected grenadilla, with gold- 
plated keys. It can be your instru
ment, too.

Ask us about it. Just call, toll- 
free, (800) 558-9421. Or write to 
Leblanc, 7019 Thirtieth Avenue, 
Kenosha, Wisconsin 53141.
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domitable local women who dreamed up the 
concept, a disc jockey named Dianne Gregg 
and the singer/pianist (and db correspondent) 
Carol Coiner.

Except for the big concert on the third and 
final night, all the events took place in various 
areas of the Crown Center Hotel, a big urban 
redevelopment project that provided a hand
some though uncomfortably overcrowded set
ting for the jam sessions (in a bar), and the 
“Big Apple Women In Jazz" evening, orga
nized by Cobi Narita and members of her Uni
versal Jazz. Coalition (held in a large open 
area surrounded by the many shops and cafe
terias of the International Cafe). A gospel 
mini-marathon with choirs from the K.C. area 
also was held in the Cafe area.

The jam sessions in the bar were hampered 
by the presence of the regular group working 
there, a trio headed by the flamboyant Roy 
Meriwether, who offers pianistic impressions 
of a thunderstorm. He was, however, replaced 
from time to time by various sitters in, among 
them Amy Duncan, a pianist and singer from 
Boston who ran down the entire Lambert- 
Hendricks-Ross version of Miles Davis’ Four 
quite effectively. Barbara London played lyri
cal flute and sang a wispy vocal on Meditation.

The Narita-sponsored evening was per
formed by a delegation of volunteers from New 
York, here mainly for the exposure, and the 
experience of seeing their sisters presented in 
the major concert. The talent ranged from 
clearly amateurish (not all the women were 
full time pros) to very competent, under the 
musical direction of the splendid bassist Car
line Ray.

Perhaps not surprisingly, the music was 
mainly bebop, the lingua franca of jazz after 
all these years. Joy Spring, a vocal quartet, 
sang the Clifford Brown tune of that name as 
well as Miles Davis’ old Little Willie Leaps. 
The show closed with the entire company 
singing or blowing on a mixture of Anthropol
ogy and Oleo.

The surprise hit of the evening was a satiri
cal quasi-blues sung by Evelyn Blakey, Put On 
A March For My Dime. A paramedic who spe
cializes in pediatrics, she is Art Blakey’s 
daughter and plans soon to take her own 
group. Celebration, to Europe. With her sten
torian voice and entertainment-oriented song 
she had the crowd in her pocket.

Carline Ray also sang in her customary 
throbbing, super-deep contralto. Jane Ira 
Bloom, a 23 year old Yale graduate, played 
impressive soprano sax with a rhythm section 
that included Amina Claudine Myers, piano, 
and Paula Hampton or Barbara Merjan, 
drums. Jill McManus sat in all too briefly on 
piano later in the evening.

The only predominantly male event of the 
festival was a high school and college band in
vitational. The four bands read their parts 
well and showed a generally commendable 
sense of dynamics and shading, but only one, 
the University of Kansas Jazz Ensemble 1, 
from Lawrence, Kansas, directed by Jim 
Barnes, showed real creativity and promise 
among the soloists.

In another part of the hotel, during a six 
hour span on Saturday, clinics and workshops 
were held. Catching Carol Kaye’s bass class 
and Joanne Brackeen’s advanced piano class, 
1 was most impressed by Brackeen’s relaxed 
rapport with the students. Other workshop
pers were Sue Evans, percussion, Monette 
Sudler, guitar, and Dr. Karen Fanta Zum- 
brunn, improvisation.

Finally, across the river at Memorial Hall

Carline Ray

in Kansas City. Kansas, the main concert at
tracted about 2200 lo a 3000 seat hall (but for 
organizational foulups it might well have been 
a capacity attendance). Though 1 spent a little 
time onstage emceeing, it was not hard to 
judge the performance level and to conclude 
that despite many moments of innovation and 
excitement, the overall impact did not quite 
reach that of last year’s show, which had con
cluded with a triumphant set by the Aki- 
yoshi/Tabackin band.

The WJF introduced a new element this 
year, a combo contest for which applicants 
sent tapes. The judges did well in selecting 
Aerial as the winner. This New York based 
quartet is led by Nina Sheldon, a pianist 
whose work was strong, very imaginative har
monically, and swung ferociously. Her blend 
with Barbara London's flute on such tunes as 
Cedar Walton’s Ugetsu set the style for the 
combo, but it was Carline Ray’s vocal on a 
song called Tomorrow's Woman that symbol
ized the spirit of the entire festival. With Bar
bara Merjan on drums (the youngest of the 
group; she’s a student al Ithaca College), the 
impact of Aerial was startling and should as
sure these women of a record deal.

Urszula Dudziak and Michal Urbaniak 
lived up to their electrifying electronic repu-



tation. Backed by Kenny Kirkland, piano; 
Marcus Miller, bass, and Richie Morales, 
drums, Dudziak’s voice and Urbaniak's violin 
(he only played Lyricon very briefly, appar
ently dissatisfied with the sound system) took 
this Midwestern audience by storm. Most 
amazing of all was Dudziak’s unaccompanied 
vocalese foray; her use of the Echoplex was 
masterful, or rather mistressful, on Future 
Talk.

Marian McPartland's duo set was notable 
for her two beguiling originals. Time And 
lime Again and Silent Pool, for her customary 
harmonic brilliance, and for Brian Torfrs as
tonishing bass work.

The attempt to mount an all-female “Jazz 
Festival All Stars” group failed to come off, 
mainly because the rhythm section didn't jell, 
with Dr. Zumbrunn too heavy handed at the 
piano and Sue Evans, known mainly as a per
cussionist, playing drums, along with Sudler’s 
guitar and Carline Ray’s bass. Saxophonist 
Jane Ira Bloom and Sudler offered some ex
emplary solo work in a Sudler original, Trans
ition, after which both of them disappeared, 
along with Zumbrunn and Evans. One won
dered why they were brought so far to play 
one number.

Melba Liston, just in from the West Indies 
(she has been a teacher for the past five years 
at the Jamaica School of Music) played the 
rest of the set, backed by McPartland, Ray 
and Merjan. She approached the trombone a 
little gingerly, like someone renewing ac
quaintanceship with an old friend (she has 
hardly played during her teaching years), but 
soon provided evidence that her chops are 
back in splendid shape. She played Donna Lee 
at a pleasingly laid-back tempo, then had the 
crowd offering mid-solo applause in her read
ing of the Mary Lou Williams blues, What's 
Your Story Morning Glory. After shifting into 
a more technically demanding Night hi Tuni
sia, she closed on a relaxed note with Come 
Sunday. It was good news that this distin
guished Basie-Gillespie-Quincy Jones-Randy 
Weston alumna plans a permanent return to 
the U.S. this year.

Carmen McRae is almost beyond criticism: 
suffice it that her set was notable for a splen
did choice of songs (The Night Has A Thou
sand Eyes, Autumn Nocturne etc.) and of in
strumental helpers (Marshall Otwell, piano; 
Ed Bennett, bass; Frank Severino, drums). 
Carmen, as usual, accompanied herself on the 
piano for the last two numbers.

Joanne Brackeen closed—a mistake, since 
her name is not strong enough, and hundred of 
walkers-out (assuming nothing important 
could follow McRae) thus deprived them
selves of the chance to listen to a pianist who 
is surely destined for great things. Though she 
had time for only three pieces before the mid
night curfew, there was ample evidence of her 
wealth of chordal and modal cerebration, her 
incisive control, and the superb empathy 
among her and Eddie Gomez and Billy Hart 
(the latter was her teammate in the Stan Getz 
rhythm section). Her set was composed of 
well crafted original works.

Despite the errors in programming and pac
ing, the WJF was able this year to establish it
self as one of the more valuable festivals, and 
one that is now receiving belated media cov
erage (this time around both CBS and NBC 
were on hand with cameras). With possibly a 
little more help at the production end. Comer 
and Gregg next year may be able to mount the 
smooth, sold-out event this could and should 
be. —leonard feather
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I Please RUSH FREE information on the new Road PROFESSIONAL STANDARD Mixing
1 Consoles.

NAME ADDRESS

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- (---------)----------------------------------------------------------------
CITY/STATE/ZIP PHONE DB

UÂoaò Electronics • 11631 W. Exposition Blvd- • Los Angeles, CA 90064
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Lee Loughnane of the group

Lee Loughnane performs 
exclusively on Getzen’s 
900S W/T trumpet and the 
895S fluegelhorn.

THE COMPLETE AND 
ORIGINAL GETZEN FAMILY 
OF FINE BRASSES

chooses Getzen instruments for 
top performance aqd sound

GETZEN
ELKHORN. WISCONSIN 53121

SUMMER AT HARTT/JACK ELLIOTT INSTITUTE
July 2 - July 14.1979

Two weeks of intensive training in commercial music 
ARRANGING and PERFORMANCE

JACK ELLIOTT
Hollywood composer, conductor, and arranger

GUNTHER SCHULLER
Special Lecturer
FRANK HUNTER

Arranging
JAZZ WORKSHOP

Arranging and Supervision
JACKIE McLEAN

Jazz Ensemble
JAKI BYARD 

Jazz Piano Improvisation 
STAGE BAND

University Housing and/ Food Service Available

HARTT
College of Music

For information write:
Douglas Jackson. Director Summerterm
Hartl College ol Music. University of Hartford
200 Bloomfield Avenue. West Hartford. Conn 06117

UNIVERSITY
■ HARTFORD

AMERICA'S OLDEST AND LARGEST 
EXCLUSIVE PERCUSSION CENTER

H Complete stock of famous name brand percus
sion instruments and accessories

Owned ond operated by Maurie Lisbon 
18 Years staff percussional CBS-WBBM Chicago

226 S. Wabaih Ave. Chicago, III. 60605
922-8761 922-1300

Lead Alto Players
Own the finest Custom Made Mouthpiece!
Ernie Northway Alto Sax Mpc. now choice of top studio 
and jazz players in L.A , Las Vegas. Lifetime FREE 
Adtustments' Made to order. Hand faced Hard rubber 
Superior chamber Fast service. Personal consultation

Money back guarantee. Send "or free details 
NORTHWAY MUSIC ENTERPRISES

Dept. D. 1946 E 4675S. Salt LakeCity. Utah 84117 
Phone (801) 272 3158 Bank Cards Accepted

ALEXANDER LEPAK
Stage Band

LEO ROBINSON
Arranging

PERFORMANCE LABS

Books by Adolph Sandole
best seller!

JAZZ PIANO LEFT HAND 
Music Primer (for beginner) 
Jazz Improvisation I

40 pp
48 pp

222 pp

$ 3.95
2.95

14.95
progressions, turnbacks, dorian mode, blues, appli-
cation to tunes, and more.

Piano solos, each with 12" LP record

Jazz Improvisation II 232 pp 14.95
related dominants, chord substitution, Phrygian, ly
dian, mixo-lydian, aeolian, and locrian modes, and 
more.

Reflections For Piano 40 pp 6.95
Poems Of Granada 40 pp 6.95

The Art Of Songwriting 32 pp 3.95
Jazz Tunes (originals) 32 pp 3.95
Veni, Vidi, Non-Vici 80 pp 55

(a personal philosophy)
Allow 30 days for delivery. If immediate mailing is de
sired. send M.O. instead of check. Overseas, add 10% 
for ma:rng by boat. Stores, write for discount rale.

Pay in advance by check or M.O. Payable to: 
ADOLPH SANDOLE

1619 Broadway Room 605 New York. NY 10019

DAVID N. BAKER
presents classes in jazz improvisation. Imme
diate registration is available for both class 
and private instruction. Strings welcome. For 
information contact:

COLIN STUDIOS
315 W. 53rd St., N.Y., NY 10019 

212/581-1480

MULLIGAN continued from page 13 

grams organized so I can always let them 
know enough in advance to be able to block 
out the periods I need .. . then, of course, 
when we're in New York they can do what 
they want.

“What 1 try to do with my band, especially 
when we’re traveling, is to focus our enthusi
asm for music and keep a positive attitude 
toward life going as an antidote to what can 
happen if the band becomes bored and unen- 
thusiastic. The attitude musicians bring to the 
band is a very important part of their personal 
makeup to me. A musician’s attitude in the bus 
takes on an importance, as well as his abilities 
as a musician.

"1 don’t like to have the band out for longer 
than five or six weeks at a time, because then 
the negative aspects of prolonged traveling 
start to affect them. The band could be riding 
on excitement the first few weeks and then, for 
whatever reason, hit a slump. It’s similar to 
sport teams. And you have to suffer through 
this. It could be days or weeks, because a kind 
of fatigue sets in. I'd rather go out for shorter 
periods and come back home so 1 can write 
and everybody can recharge their batteries.

“The only drawback of the Kool tour for 
the band is there’s not enough playing time to 
keep it at the peak of enthusiasm. It’s not an 
easy thing for a band—especially a young, en
thusiastic band like mine—to play only 40 
minute sets every night. And there’s usually a 
day in between this tour's shows; I like to have 
the band play every night. When you’re play
ing the same 30 to 45 minutes a night, you 
don’t get to play much material. So after a 
tour like this I’m hoping to get the band into 
rehearsal just to get back into the book 
again."

At the Carnegie Hall sound check three 
hours before the Kool tour concert, Mulligan 
used every minute he had for rehearsing. “I 
want more definition—not so soft,” he told 
the band. “And start fuller so the fourths and 
seconds come through. ... Beautiful. Let’s 
play the sax chorus without the rhythm. ... 
You're playing those notes wrong, man.”

He sings it: “Ba doo ba de doo ... It’s still 
not right, but okay, let’s go ahead.”

Later he’s seated at the piano, talking to the 
pianist; “What I want is this.” He plays chords 
descending stepwise going through the circle 
of fifths. “Everyone in the band goofs it.” 
Mulligan is lucky he has any time at all for re
hearsing while on tour, with all the traveling, 
appearances and interviews involved.

It’s hard enough to be able to rehearse off 
the road. “Rehearsing is a function of music 
that has been practically lost sight of, because 
the cost is too great for a professional band to 
be able to do it,” he says. “The [union re
hearsal pay scale] rulings about rehearsal 
money were made for radio and TV stations, 
to make sure the musicians get paid for re
hearsals. Bul if the same scale of rehearsal 
cost is applied to a jazz band, the quality of 
music is going to fall apart, and 1 think to a 
great extent our music has suffered. A good 
many musicians in my band had spent a good 
part of their lime in New York going from one 
rehearsal band to the other, because they 
want to play: it’s the only way to learn, to de
velop as a player, and it’s the only way writers 
get a chance to function.”

Most of the lengthy answers Mulligan gives 
are about things that disturb him, and reveal 
him to be a middle aged orphan in the foster 
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home of today’s music world. He is a child of 
the big band era and early ’50s cool who 
refuses to grow up.

“For the first time, there’s a generation gap 
among musicians,” he says. “I hesitate to say 
how I feel about rock because if they [young 
people] don’t like what you say, they turn you 
off.”

With a sense of alienation, he talks about 
the advent of records and death of the big 
band era.

“Records are not forthcoming as they were 
in the ’40s and ’50s, and even the ’60s. But it’s 
the existence of records that destroyed the ‘in 
concert’ market. If there weren’t any records 
there’d be an awful lot of traveling going on. 
Other things in our society have been destruc
tive to live music and dance bands, the big 
band era. The big band era had a lot of help in 
being killed. There was the 20% tax the gov
ernment levied during WW II on places where 
there was dancing. So places stopped having 
dancing and by the time we got into the ’50s 
people were out of the habit of dancing. There 
were once ballrooms all over the country for 
bands to play in. Folks’ habits changed, and 
by the time the tax had been removed the 
bands were gone; they could no longer sup
port themselves. Gas rationing also helped 
kill the ballrooms.

“The recorded music business has ultimate
ly harmed our music. A great deal of the music 
of the past 20 years has been manufactured by 
businessmen, not artists—manufactured mu
sic, in imitation of whatever happens to be 
successful at the moment. Most of it can’t tru
ly be called music because the musicians don’t 
ever meet in the studio. It seems to me there 
are some human qualities necessary for it to 
be music. At least the musicians should be in 
the same room at the same time. I’m a holdout 
for humanity. I’m not trying to be subtle. ... 
Anyway, that’s a halfway decent ending.”

erry Mulligan phones me a few days af
ter the interview because he feels he hasn’t 
spoken enough about his band. “The reason it 
took me so long to get warmed up was that I’d 
rather talk about my band than myself. It gets 
tiresome talking about myself, anyway,” he 
says.

He was most brusque on personal questions 
in the interview, but many questions I now ask 
over the phone about the band will trip booby 
traps.

He experimented in a recent sextet with 
electric piano, guitar and bass. Would he con
sider using them in his big band?

“Now wait a minute,” he says angrily. 
“You’re back away from what I’m talking 
about. That’s why I got angry in the first 
place. You ask me questions 1 don’t want to 
talk about. I’m not interested in giving easy 
answers to people to tell them what to do with 
their music. Let ’em find out for themselves.” 
Andallatamileaminute.

But in a later tirade he contradicts this. “I 
don’t know if it occured to you, but most of 
down beat’s readers are students. The reason 
I’m willing to do an interview in the first place 
is because you’re dealing with the educational 
market.”

Later he again explains his dislike of the 
first interview: “I seemed to be doing yet an
other biography interview, which I can hardly 
stress how strongly I don’t want to do.”

The musician blows hot and cold, but the 
music stays cool. db

CAP
Contemporary Composing & Arranging Program
You write and arrange new charts every week, then 
hear them played by an ensemble conducted by you

You attend classes in such subjects as film scoring, 
orchestration and counterpoint

You participate in 20 guest seminars with instructors 
like Henry Mancini. Nelson Riddle. Lalo Schifrin and 
Tom Scott.

You see these same men in action as you attend their 
sound track sessions, pre-records and rehearsals

These are just highlights of the two programs. There's much, much more. 
Enrollment is open now for a limited number of places in CAP and PIP for 1979.
Write for full details on CAP and PIP, and receive free DICK GROVE’S GIANT 
CATALOG with 54 pages of classes, books, charts, workshops, and home study 
courses.

Is your music worth
You've put a lot of years into your music. If you’ve set your sights on a career as a 
professional, then the Dick Grove Music Workshops invites you to spend one more 
year.., with us. We offer two programs—one for composers/arrangers called CAP, 
the other for instrumentalists called PIP—that teach what you need to succeed in 
the music industry. Both are full-time, forty-week, career-oriented courses that 
combine specially designed classes, guest clinics, field trips and plenty of 
supervised lab work. The Music Workshops is world renowned as the finest 
vocational school for contemporary musicians, and CAP and PIP are the best two 
programs we offer. Write us and see what you'll be doing next year.

a year of your life?
Please specify your instrument and whether you're interested in CAP or PIP.
Dick Grove Music Workshops/12754 Ventura Blvd., Suite D-9/Studio City, CA 91604

So when you choose cymbals, choose 
the cymbals they use to make gold.

Avedis Zildjian Company. Cymbal Makers Since 1623. Longwater Drive. Norwell. Mass. 02061 USA

Most gold records 
are made with our bronze

The best cymbal sounds in your record 
collection are made on Zildjians. 

The super-greats, the near-greats, the 
___ future-greats-they all choose 

Zildjians over all other 
makes combined.

They choose 
Bk. Zildjians for the

same reason the 
top percussionists in 

every field have always 
chosen Zildjians: Zildjians 

unmatched cutting power. It’s the result 
of hand craftsmanship and a special 

alloy that’s been a Zildjian family secret 
for 355 years.

PIP
Professional Instrumental Program

You play an average of 10 hours each week, using 
actual studio charts

You get extensive instruction tn eartraining, 
sightreading and improvisation

You play and learn in 20 special sessions with guests 
like Bill Watrous. Pete Christlieb. Roger Kellaway and 
Ray Brown

You observe these professionals in recording studios 
and rehearsal halls on field trips
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JAZZ AIDS
NEW ITEMS

□ LISTENING TO JAZZ by Jerry Coker. New paperback $3.45
□ THE ARTISTRY OF JOE HENDERSON. 7 original songs and

transcribed solos from 2 classic Blue Note albums. Ex-

□
cellent book in Bb key $4.95

□
CANNONBALL ADDERLEY'S COMPLETE JAZZ FAKE BOOK. 
152 songs made famous by Cannonball. C key .. $6.95 
PATTERNS for IMPROVISATION by Oliver Nelson. Treble

□ clef book of 81 different patterns & songs $8.00

□
ENCYCLOPEDIA of IMPROVISATIONAL RHYTHMS & PAT
TERNS. Treble clef. Good sight reading book ... $15.00 
DAVID BAKER COMBO SERIES scored for trpt., alto, ten,
bone, rhy. Write for list $7.00 ea. arr.

1 JAZZ IMPROVISING for the ROCK/BLUES GUITARIST by Paul
Lucas. Melodic jazz soloing book $5.95

□ MONK MONTGOMERY ELECTRIC BASS METHOD edited by
David Baker. Bass line construction $16.00

□ FIVE TROMBONE ARRANGEMENTS w/rhythm sections. 9
New original charts from Nashville by Barry McDonald et
al. Write for catalog and prices

□ LOOKOUT FARM—A case study of improvisation for small 
jazz groups. By Dave Liebman & group. Two sound sheets
and transcribed solos. Excellent book! $9.95

□ WEATHER REPORT book. Contains BIRDLAND. HARLE
QUIN. HAVONA. THE JUGGLER. PALLADIUM, A REMARK 
YOU MADE. RUMBA MAMA & TEEN TOWN Concert key
and tenor/soprano part $6.95

□ THE BRECKER BROS. 18 tunes in sketch score form- 
concert key. Includes Some Skunk Funk & Sneakin' Up Be

□
hind You $6.95
CHUCK MANGIONE 2 tunes in sketch score form and 6 pi
ano score—concert key. Bellavia, Chase the Clouds

□
Away, Soft, etc. $5.95

□
TEXTBOOK of DRUM SET EXERCISES. 25 charts of differ- 
ent phases of jazz drumming. Complete notation $3.95 
A MUSIC NOTATION PRIMER—MUSIC CALLIGRAPHY by 
Glen Rosecrans. Shows how to copy music ... $4.00

□ WES MONTGOMERY JAZZ GUITAR SOLOS off record. 22
transcribed solos $5.95

□ TECHNIQUES 8. THEORY for POP KEYBOARD PLAYERS by

□
Preston Keys. Thorough hook, Int/Adv $5.95
DAVID BAKER ADVANCED EAR TRAINING BOOK with
CASSETTE

□
$12.00

TAKE THE LEAD by Stan Seckier A basic manual for Lead
Altoist in jazz band $5.00
THESAURUS of SCALES 8< MELODIC PATTERNS by 
N. Slonimsky. Large hardbound book, 243 pages. Treble

□
& bass clef exercises $25.00
INTERPRETING POPULAR MUSIC at the KEYBOARD by Jen

□
Southern. Excellent book, spiral bound $9.95
NEW CONCEPTS IN LINEAR IMPROVISATION by Ray Ritker. 
Textbook study of scales/chords. Treble clef .... $7.95

□ WORKBOOK tor NEW CONCEPTS IN LINEAR IMPROVISA-

□
TION w/cassette practice tape. Workbook has chord pro
gressions in concert key for the practice tape .. $9.95 
ED THIGPEN—RHYTHM ANALYSIS & BASIC C00RDINA-

□
TION for DRUMS. Good primer book $4.95
AUTOBIOGRAPHY of a YOGI by Paramahansa Yoganada.

□
Paperback of life as it really is $1.95
CHARLIE PARKER OMNIBOOK for Eb instruments. 60
transcribed solos $7.95

□ IMPROVISING JAZZ by Jerry Coker (paperback) Excellent

□
introduction to jazz theory $3.45
THE JAZZ IDIOM by Jerry Coker (paperback) A must (or 
teachers! This book can give you a noost once you've be-

O
gun to improvise $2.45
PATTERNS for JAZZ by Jerry Coker et al Excellent book 
for daily practice. Treble clef Teaches you to play in all
keys and really helps develop your ears! $14.00

□ SCALES for JAZZ IMPROVISATION by Dan Haerle. 21 
scales in all twelve keys in treble & bass clef ... $6.95 

□ JAZZ TRUMPET TECHNIQUES by John McNeil. Special 
book designed to help solve certain problem areas of jazz
trumpet playing. A much needed book $2.95

□ PENTATONIC SCALES for JAZZ IMPROVISATION by Ray 
Ricker. Study of Pentatonic scales in modern jazz com
plete with many exercises and licks. Portions of solos by 
Corea, Hancock, Farrell, Henderson, Jarrett, and Shorter 
..................................................................................... $7,95

□ TECHNIQUE DEVELOPMENT in FOURTHS by Ray Ricker 
An advanced book of the treatment of fourths in modern 
jazz. Loads of exercises and patterns with chord symbols 
for direct application in playing situations $6.95

□ LYDIAN CHROMATIC CONCEPT by George Russell. An ad
vanced book dea'ing with the application of scales & me
lodic concepts t sed by the jazz masters.......$30.00

□ BIRD LIVES by Ross Russell. Hardbound reading book of 
the life of Charlie Parker Outstanding book with an
inside view of Bird's life $10.95

□ C. PARKER MONOGRAPH by D. Baker in depth study of 
"Bird". Includes 4 transcriptions........................$5.95

□ THE ART OF MUSIC COPYING by Clinton Roemer. The mu 
sic copyist Bible for composer, arranger, student.
teacher Large paperback $11.95

□ STANDARDIZED CHORD SYMBOL NOTATION by C. Roemer
& C. Brandt. Uniform system for musicians ......... $3.95

□ THE PROFESSIONAL ARRANGER 8< COMPOSER by Russ

□ 
□ 
□

Garcia. Standard text for big band writing 
NU-ART technique exercises, treble clef by 
PAUL DESMOND—20 solos with chords ...

$9.95
$2.95
$6.95

□
D. BAKER'S MODERN JAZZ DUETS, Vol. 1, Cookin' Tre
bleO BassO; Vol. 2, Smokin', TrebleO BassC ea. $3.95 
THE JAZZ CLINICIANS QUARTET “PLAY for YOU" featuring 
Jamey Aebersold, alto and tenor; Dan Haerle, piano; Ru
fus Reid, bass and Charlie Craig, drums. An album show
casing these outstanding musicians/clinicians. Chord
progressions and two solos provided $5.95

by Jamey Aebersold and Others
□ GUITAR, Jazz Styles 8, Analysis transcribed & annotated by 

Jack Petersen. 78 solos from 64 guitarists, spiral bound
.........................................................................................$9.95

□ DIFFERENT DRUMMERS by Billy Mintz. A unique, in depth 
study into the styles of the great drummers of our time.

COMBO ARRANGEMENTS

□ COMBO ARRANGEMENTS by JAMEY AEBERSOLD. Scored 
for trpt., alto, tenor (bone opt.) and rhythm section.

And an important instruction record $4.95
□ BRUSH ARTISTRY by Philly Jo Jones. For all drummers 

............................................................. $3.50
□ ITS TIME FOR THE BIG BAND DRUMMER. By Mel Lewis &

Clem DeRosa $9.50

PIANO BOOKS
JAZZ IMPROV. FOR KEYBOARD PLAYERS by Dan Haerle. 
Creating melodies—use of left hand—soloing and much 
more.D Basic Concepts $3.95;D Inter. $2.95;i 1 Adv. $3.95; 
D 3 Vol. completd-LSpiral bound................................. $9.95.
□
□

CHICK COREA: 16 tunes including Spain, 500 Miles High, 
La Fiesta and You're Everything........ $6.95
BILL EVANS a 1 6 transcribed songs—Interplay, Time Re
membered, Very Early, etc...................... $2.95
BILL EVANS <2 5 transcribed solos and 1 song—Funny

□
□

O

Man, Orbit, etc. $3.95
BILL EVANS »3 5 transcribed solos and 15 songs off rec
ords—Peri's Scope. Elsa, Peace Piece, etc . $3.95
HERBIE HANCOCK: Over 45 of his greatest hits such as 
Cantaloupe Island, Maiden Voyage, Toys, One Finger
Snap. Watermelon Man, Chameleon, etc. $7.50
HORACE SILVER: 53 transcribed songs exactly as record-
ed by Horace ... S. Sadie, N. Dream, etc. $6.95

□ THE ERROLL GARNER SONGBOOK 21 songs based on re
corded versions. Just like Erroll plays—two hands $6.95

□ JAZZ/ROCK VOICINGS for the CONTEMPORARY KEYBOARD 
PLAYER by Dan Haerle. A must for any keyboard player
who needs new voicings! $4.95

□ A STUDY IN FOURTHS by Walter Bishop. Jr New book 
dealing with the interval of the perfect fourth in jazz. In
cludes 5 originals for two hands. Taken off record $4.50

JAZZ 8OLOS-TRANSCRIPTIONS
□ C. PARKER—14 solos □ Concert □ Eb .. 
□ MILES DAVIS—11 solos □ Concert □ Bb .. 
□ T. MONK—8 tunes 8c solos (concert key) ... 
□ DJANGO REINHARDT—16 solos (great book!) 
□ BUD POWELL—6 transcribed solos ..............

ea. $5.95 
ea. $5.95 

$5.95 
...$5.95 
...$5.95

□ C. CHRISTIAN—transcribed solos, concert key .. $5.95 
20 of WORLDS GREATEST JAZZ SOLOS: Books for
□ SAXE TRPTi BONEn GUITAR □ PIANO □ FLUTE. Excel-

□

□
□
□

□ Horizontal—Modal Blues
□ Bossi Novi De Jazz
□ Sumis«—Easy JazrRock

□

□ □
□

□ Blue Note—Med tempo jazz
□ Beatitude—Latin Rock
□ Hot Shot—Easy Rock ea. $4.00

SUPER SAX ARRANGEMENTS off record. 7 charts of ad
vanced difficulty. Original Charlie Parker solos trans- 
cribed/scored for 5 saxes, trpt. (bone opt.)/rhy.
Be-Bop □ Lover Man O Groovin' High □ Salt Peanuts 
Cool Blues □ A Night in Tunisia □ Blue 'N' Boogie 

ea. $10.00
HORACE SILVER 4 combo arr. off record $5.00

A NEW APPROACH to JAZZ IMPROVISATION

lent for sight reading. Solos have been written to fit the 
range of each instrument (not necessarily in recorded 
key). Specify instr, when ordering! .... Each book $4.95
28 MODERN JAZZ TRUMPET SOLOS transcribed by Ken 
Slone and edited by Jamey Aebersold Brand New!! An 
outstanding collection of modern jazz trumpet solos by 
15 jazz greats Solos are in Bb key with chord symbols 
above each measure.. Solos by Miles Davis, Clifford
Brown, Dizzy Gillespie, Freddie Hubbard $4.95
CHARLIE PARKER SOLOS FOR Bb and C keys. 9 solos tran
scribed off records w/piano accompaniment.........$3.95 
DIZZY GILLESPIE SOLOS for Bb and C keys. 14 transcribed 
solos off records by Dizzy with piano accomp. $4.95 
LOUIS ARMSTRONG SOLOS in Bb key only. 20 beautiful
solos by Louie exactly as on records $3.95

□ JAZZ STYLES 8. ANALYSIS for TROMBONE by David Baker 
History of the trombone via trans, solos. 157 solos in 
bass cleft off records by known trombonists $15.00

□ JAZZ STYLES 8< ANALYSIS for ALTO SAX by Harry Miedma 
and David Baker 125 transcribed and annotated solos
by 103 famous alto saxophonists $12.50,

□ JAZZ RHYTHM 8. the IMPROVISED LINE by John Mehegan.
Solos from all jazz periods in concert key.............$7.95

BASS BOOKS

□ THE EVOLVING BASSIST by Rufus Reid. An indispensable 
aid to developing a total musical concept for jazz and
symphonic bass players. Spiral bound $14.50

□ EVOLVING UPWARD—Bass Book II by Rufus Reid— 
BRAND NEW! Shows how to approach and execute in-
thumb position for acoustic bass. $7.50

□ NO NONSENSE ELECTRIC BASS by Joe Cacibauda This 
book is a beginning method book for the students who 
may not always have a teacher to consult Covers tuning, 
picking, music notations, counting rhythms, etc. $4.95

O WALKING ON CHORDS FOR STRING BASS by Richard 
Davis. 20 bass lines with chord symbols just as Richard
would walk them

OAVIO BAKER BOOKS

$5.00

□ JAZZ IMPROVISATION by David Baker A practical theory 
book aimed at performance. Comprehensive method of
study for jazz players. Spiral bound $15.00

□ ARRANGING 8< COMPOSING for the SMALL ENSEMBLE by 
David Baker. Shows how to arrange & compose for jazz, 
rhythm & blues & rock for the combo...............$15.00

□ JAZZ IMPROVISATION for STRINGS VOL. 1 by D. Baker.

□
Comprehensive jazz study for Violin & Viola.........$12.50
JAZZ IMPROVISATION for STRINGS VOL. 2 by D Baker
Same as above. For Cello & Bass $12.50

□

□

EAR TRAINING for JAZZ MUSICIANS book with 2 cassettes 
by D. Baker. Designed to aid the jazz player in improving 
his hearing, his recall and his ability to respond rapidly

by Jamey Aebersold
$8.95 per volume (includes LP & Booklet) 

A senes of books & LP stereo records which allow you to 
learn to improvise at your own pace Can also be used for 
classroom teaching Each volume contains a stereo record 
and accompanying booklet Booklet includes parts FOR 
ALL INSTRUMENTS: trebel & bass clef. Bb & Eb parts in 
each book Special stereo separation lor rhythm section 
players Lett channel has Bass 8 Drums, right channel has 
Piano 8 Drums The back-up rhythm section on records is 
outstanding1 Makes you want to play The most widely 
used improvisation method on the market.

□ VOLUME 1 “A NEW APPROACH"—Revised 5th edition of 
book ...bigger, more info—Beg./lnt. level. Contains Dorian 
minor tracks, Blues in F & Bb. 24 measure song. Cadences, 
Cycle of Dorn. 7th's & one II/V7 track. Scales are written in 
measures and chord tones are notated. Chapters on 
Melody, Blues scale, Time Modes, Exercises, Chords.
□ VOLUME 2 "NOTHIN' BUT BLUES" -Beg Int. level 11 dif 
ferent Blues in various keys and tempos This volume is tru
ly fun to play with Rhythm section on LP grooves! Scales 
and chord tones are written.

VOLUME 3 “THE II/V7/I PROGRESSION" Int level Prob 
ably the most important musical sequence in modern jazz 
A must for all jazz players! Supplement includes 11 pages 
of II V7 I exercises to be applied with LP 8 tracks to impro 
vise with and practice in all keys

VOLUME 4 "MOVIN' ON"—Int Adv level A Challenging 
collection of Aerbersold & Dan Haerle tunes Book contains 
melodies and needed scales/chords for all instruments 
Only for the brave!
: . VOLUME 5 "TIME TO PLAY MUSIC"-Int level Similar to 
Vol 4 except the songs are much easier Modal Voyage. 
Killer Pete. Groovitis. etc Next logical Vol after Vol. 1 or 3 
Lots of variety
□ VOLUME 6 "ALL BIRD"—Adv level 10 songs written by 
Charlie Parker Ron Carter, bass; Kenny Barron, piano; Ben 
Riley on drums Record has excellent Bebop feel! Best way 
to learn these famous tunes.- Now's the Time. Yardbird 
Suite. Donna Lee. Confirmation Billie's Bounce. Dewey 
Square. My Little Suede Shoes. Thriving trom a Riff. Orni
thology <S Scrapple from the Apple

□ VOLUME 7 “MILES DAVIS"—Eight classics written by 
Miles Davis. Int/Adv level. Unique way to learn 8 of the 
most popular songs of the Fifties ... Four, Tune Up, Vierd 
Blues, The Theme, Solar, Dig, Milestones (old Milestones), 
Serpent's Tooth.

: VOLUME 8 "SONNY ROLLINS"—Nine classic jazz origi
nals written by Sonny Rollins. Int/Adv level. Contains 8 of 
Rollins’ most famous tunes, in their original keys ... Doxy, 
St. Thomas (latin, then swing), Blue Seven, Valse Hot (one of 
the first 3/4 jazz tunes). Tenor Madness, Solid, Pent Up 
House, Airegin, Oleo.
□ VOLUME 9 “WOODY SHAW"—Eight jazz originals written 
by Woody Shaw. Int/Adv. level.Little Red's Fantasy, Blues for 
Wood. Moontrane, Tomorrow's Destiny, Beyond All Limits 
(Bossa Nova, slow), Beyond All Limits (Swing, up tempo).
□ VOLUME 10 "DAVID BAKER"—Eight beautiful originals by 
David Baker. Int/Adv level. One of the most prolific compos
er's in jazz today. Tunes offer a wide variety of styles and 
tempos. Includes Aulil, Le Roi, Kentucky Oysters, Passion, 
Black Thursday, Bossa Belle, Soleil d' Altamira, Le Miroir Noir.

□ VOLUME 11 "HERBIE HANCOCK"—Eight of Herbie's 
greatest songs. Beg./lnt. level. Maiden Voyage. Cantaloupe Is
land, Watermelon Man. Dolphin Dance. Jessica. Eye of the Hur
ricane. Toys. And What If I Don't Rhy. section is Ron Carter, 
bass; Kenny Barron, piano; Billy Hart, drums.
□ VOLUME 12 "DUKE ELLINGTON"—Nine all time favorites. 
Int. level. Satin Doll. Perdido. Solitude. Prelude to A Kiss. So
phisticated Lady. Mood Indigo. I L.et A ¿¡ong Go Out of My 
Heart. In A Sentimental Mood. "A" Tram. Rhy. section is Ron 
Carter, bass; Kenny Barron, piano; Ben Riley, drums.

~ VOLUME 13 "CANNONBALL ADDERLEY”-Eight songs 
made famous by Cannonball; Work Song. Del Sasser. Unit 7. 
Jeannine. This Here, Scotch & Water. Saudade. Sack of Woe. 
Rhy. section—S. Jones, L. Hayes & R. Mathews.
□ VOLUME 17 “HORACE SILVER"—Eight songs. Song for My 
Father. The Preacher, Sister Sadie. Jody Grind, Peace, NutviUe. 
Silver's Serenade. Gregory is Here
□ VOLUME 18 "HORACE SILVER" Eight songs Int./Adv level. 
Strollin'. Room 608. Nica's Dream, Mayreh, Ecaroh, etc. R. 
Carter, K. Barron, Al Foster.

TO ORDER

to musical stimulus. A MUST! Spiral bd. $20.00
CONTEMPORARY TECHNIQUES for TROMBONE by D 
Baker An excellent method of study for any trombonist. 
Sometimes called the Arban book for bone . $25.00

Send check or M.O. Free postage in the USA for 4 or more 
items; add 75c postage for 1 to 3 items. Canada add $2.25 
per LP/BK set; 75c for books. Foreign add $2.50 for one 
book & LP set; 60c each additional set. No C.O.D. USA 
funds only.

JAMEY AEBERSOLD 1 211-D AEBERSOLD DR., NEW ALBANY, IN 47150



LEWIS continued from page 15

would be good to have other people write lor 
the band.”

Mosca mentioned, “We got Bob Brook- 
meyer and some of the good young cats 
around town like Bob Mintzer, Dave and 
Kenny Berger writing some stuff.”

Lewis said, “If Thad did come back, I'd say, 
‘How 'bout some music? Got some ideas you’d 
like to lay on us? Who else is going to play 
your music better than us!”’

Mosca confided, “It’s hard for me to think 
that he won’t be back with us. I know we can 
make it without him; it's not a question of 
that. Thad is just the kind of cat who makes 
any band better."

Perry, the tenorist: "No one writes for the 
saxophone like Thad. The saxophone section 
is hard to write for and make it sound right. In 
a lot of people’s writing the lead alto and bari
tone double, both playing the melody. Thad 
has five separate voices, each voice like a mel
ody unto itself. He doesn't write with limita
tions in mind.”

Discussion of the band’s charts prompted 
pianist McNeely to reveal, “Something I real
ly appreciate is that the piano is a very impor
tant instrument in this band compared to most 
other big bands. The piano gets to play a lot of 
different kinds of tunes, so it's a challenge. It's 
probably the hardest big band book.”

In order to keep a big band together, the 
cats have to be happy. John Mosca believes 
“cats have to have time to do their own thing. 
Study and play with small groups. Big band 
playing is really a sacrifice in terms of your 
ego. Even if you're the featured soloist, you’re 
only going to be soloing five per cent of the 

time you're up on the stand. The rest of it is 
ensemble playing. Cats like to have time off in 
town to shed and play with small groups.”

Mel has a plan. “I'm trying to work out a 
pattern where we’ll be on the road for five or 
six weeks at a stretch, and then come home for 
five or six weeks. Work out of New York, do 
weekends, the Vanguard. Let the cats do their 
own thing, so they can write, be with their old 
ladies, and do other kinds of gigs.”

Suddenly, our driver, Leroy Jackson, 
stopped for directions at a gas station. We 
were in Marlton but couldn’t find Cherokee 
High. Bass trombonist Jim ‘Jack” Daniels 
picked up the cue. “The hunt," he exclaimed. 
Lifting an imaginary trumpet to his lips, he 
sounded the call. The band responded with 
loud barking—a chorus of hunting dogs. So 
this is big band life on the bus!

But once they hit the high school stand it 
was all serious. Thad's arrangements are still 
dynamite. Standout soloists were in 
abundance.

Luckily, this band has just recorded, in digi
tal sound no less, making them the first big 
band to ever record digitally. Coming from 
Telarc Records, the album is called Au Natu
ral. The perfect wedding of computer and re
cording technology, digital sound offers un
canny sound reproduction, in this case of a 
smokin’, straightahead big band.

Mel Lewis and the Jazz Orchestra: Earl 
Garner, Larry Moses, Ron Tooley and John 
Marshall, trumpets; John Mosca, Lee Robert
son, Lolly Bienenfcld and Jim Daniels, trom
bones; Dick Oatts, Steve Coleman, Bob Rock
well, Richie Perry and Gary Brown on saxo
phones; Jim McNeely on piano; Bob Bowman 
on bass; and Mel on drums. db

KENTON continued from page 16

sumably, it will be met with more approval by 
its subject than Carol Easton’s 1973 bio, 
Straight Ahead: The Story of Stan Kenton (Wil
liam Morrow Co., out of print), which sug
gested among other things that Kenton was 
vaguely racist since there have been precious 
few black faces peering from behind the in
struments in his various bands.

“He detests the book,” writes his friend, 
long time producer-observer, Billboard staffer 
and former down beat editor Dave Dexter. 
“When fans bring copies for him to autograph 
he refuses, although he’ll sign any other item 
they offer.”

He will probably autograph any of the sev
eral Joyce LPs that have appeared in recent 
years, even though he didn’t authorize their 
release and dismisses them as inferior prod
ucts. They are made up mostly of air checks 
from the '40s, a period now of little interest to 
Stan.

For Kenton, current works mean almost en
tirely records on Creative World, the organi
zation he formed around 1970 to release and 
market his LPs in a way he felt Capitol no 
longer could. Capitol had been Kenton’s 
home almost from the beginning. He had re
corded with Gus Arnheim on Brunswick in 
1937 as a sideman and with his own band for 
Decca in 1942. It was a good band, distin-S? 
guished by arrangements full of quarter note g, 
sections played on the afterbeat, but not the & 
band upon which he would build his reputa- ° 
tion. For the most pan Kenton can be heard § 
growing to maturity and beyond on his Capi-1 
tols, which span 1943 through the late ’60s. 8

$1995
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

Get your act together now with these arrangements of great standards, 
plus professionally-recorded tracks to rehearse, audition, perform, even 
record with. Each kit available in two pop keys, high and low.

Make your own demo records, sing for friends, group- 
sing at parties — all with background music. And, of 
course, use the charts to perform “live” with groups.
Unique Teaching Tool
Vocal teachers are making them assigned material for 
their students.

One chart by a top arranger costs at least $250. You 
get six in each kit.
Fun To Use

A Repertoire of Great Standard Songs Specially Routined for Singers, plus Tailored 
Orchestrations and Recorded Rehearsal Backgrounds...
At A Price You Can Afford.

EACH KIT CONTAINS:
1.An LP or cassette of recorded rehearsal 

tracks and vocal demonstrations of six 
top standards.

2. Six vocal routines written by Phil 
Moore, with full orchestrations for 
piano, bass, guitar, and drums.

3. A book of practical know-how about 
singing and performing.

cpkii cMooko
FOR SINGERS ONLY 
is created by Phil 
Moore, noted 
arranger/composer 
who has used this 
system for years 
with top artists like 
Johnny Mathis, 
Frank Sinatra and 
The Supremes.

Want To Sing Like The Pros? Here’s Everything You Need!

> FOR SINGERS ONLYkit

Performers Say “Yes”!
Cleo Laine, Henry Mancini, Quincy Jones, Marilyn 
McCoo — all endorse these kits.
A Terrific Value
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ELECTRIC BASS
□ How To Play The Electric Bass by Carol Kaye

.................................................................................$ 3.95
□ Electric Bass Lines No. 1 by Carol Kaye ... 2.95
□ Electric Bass Lines No. 2 by Carol Kaye ... 3.95
□ Personally Yours (supp. to "How To Play") 3.95 
□ Carol Kaye Electric Bass Cassette Course 35.00 

(This course is identical to her private lessons. In
cluded are above 4 books, one 15-lesson course 
book, 3 cassettes—one is a play-along. Credit al
lowed on previously purchased books.)

□ Electric Bass Lines No. 3 by Carol Kaye ... 3.95
□ Electric Bass Lines No. 4 by Carol Kaye ... 3.95
□ Electric Bass Lines No. 5 by Carol Kaye ... 3.95
□ Easy Electric Bass by F. Carroll. ed. by Kaye 4.95
□ Carol Kaye Elec. Bass Picks................................... 15
GUITAR
□ Joe Pass Guitar Style ......................................... 6.95
□ Joe Pass Guitar Style Cassette ...................... 9.00
□ Jazz Guitar Solo by Joe Pass ........................... 3.95
□ Joe Pass Guitar Chords ..................................... 3.95
□ Joe Pass Chord Solos......................................... 3.95
□ Jazz Duets by Joe Pass & Herb Ellis ............... 4.50
□ Jazz Duets Cassette ........................................... 7.95
□ Laurindo Almeida Guitar Method..................... 6.00
□ Popular Brazilian Music (5 arrangements)

by Almeida............................................................. 5.95

HOW TO
VITALIZE INNER VOICES

BY DR. WILLIAM L. FOWLER

In both melody and harmony, action attracts attention. Along a melodic line, fresh notes fur
nish that action; along a harmonic progression, fresh chords do. And the more dormant either 
becomes, the more important to musical flow becomes the other. With no chord changes to re
fresh its drowsy repeated-note melody, for example, Liszt’s Love Dream likely would sound too 
insipid even for the most pastel of romantic images:

*** Electric Bass Lines No. 6 Coming Soon! ***

CLINICS with CAROL KAYE Available
In ballads especially, where slow tempos increase the actual time-span of note-values, re

peated or sustained melody tones invite a moving background, either as complete chord changes 
or as inner-voice activities:

All USA Orders: Add $1.50 Hand. & Postage;
Carol Kaye Course Air Mail is $5.00

FOREIGN: Add $2.50 Hand. & Postage; Air Mail; addi
tional $1.00 each item; Cassettes $2.00. Carol Kaye 
Course $7.00.

BOOKS FEATURING OTHER INSTRUMENTS ALSO AVAILABLE
Write for catalog

GWYN PUBLISHING COMPANY
P.O. Box 33308, Denver, Colo. 80233

Colorado add 6% sales tax; sorry, no C.O.D.'s
DEALERS, order from:

WARNER BROS. PUBL. (attn: Arnold Rosen) 
75 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, NY 10019

¿horÀ. Pro j rt. as ion
Lb* Ab*

btsjihj
Lani nenjhLar

.1 t - pasti ng

250% more volume 
Bright rich sound 
Ease of blowing 
Responsive 
harmonics 
Faster technique 
Less reed 
problems 
With cap & lig.

Because former How To's have already discussed chord-change backgrounds (db, March 1 1 
and 25, 1976), this one will focus on inner-voice activity. Here are two sample inner-voice lines, 
the first from a hymn, the second from a chorale:

in. Mt xl.

TkAorJ Choral*. 31 ■ Jt. Matthew j j 3th

I

Bobby

DUKOFF
Mouthpieces

“SUPER POWER CHAMBER”
Contemporary Sound 
SopranoAlto-Tenor

ALSO
ORIGINAL LARGE CHAMBER 

Darker rich sound (tenor only)

NOW No. 1 CHOICE OF PROS
See your local dealer or write:

Dukoff Mouthpieces 
P.O. Box 561002 

Kendall, FL 33156
World wide inquiries invited

Where the McKinney alto part plods along convenient chord-tones, merely fleshing out the 
harmony, the Bach tenor part forms an independent melody whose motion would itself furnish 
interest whatever the principal melody might do. To achieve such accompanimental inde
pendence, Bach employs anticipations and appoggiaturas, passing tones and neighbor notes, 
and all the other non-harmonic niceties which so often transform ordinary straightahead chords 
into suspenseful events. And though their musical styles might never resemble a Bach chorale, 
so do jazz harmonic masters. Three particularly clear examples of effective background motion 
are Bill Evans’ double-piano version of Emily (Further Conversations With Myself, Verve, 
V6-8728), Oscar Peterson’s accompaniment to the Ray Brown bowed-bass solo on Somewhere 
(West Side Story, Verve, V6-8454), and Chick Corea’s backgrounds in Spain (Light As A Feather, 
Polydor, PD 5525). And many orchestral accompaniments to vocal ballads, say to Ella Fitz
gerald’s Bui Not For Me (Verve, MG V-4024) or to Sarah Vaughan’s The Shadow Of Your Smile 
(Mercury, MG 21079), demonstrate similar finesse behind the melodic line. The French horn 
figure in Tchaikovsky’s Romeo And Juliet Overture, though, remains the classic example for us
ing upper neighbor notes (any recording). Whenever chord components are not being heard as 
melody notes, they become subject to activity through alteration:

42 □ down beat



Alternating notes may be single, double, or triple: 2 BRAND NEW 
PLAY-A-LONG 

Book & LP Record Sets 
from Jamey Aebersold

$8.95 per volume + postage (Includes LP & Book)Chromatic motion beautifies internal parallel fourths:

Cycle-of-fifth chord progressions, such as those that occur in All The Things You Are or Au
tumn Leaves or Bluesette or How High The Moon, make excellent practice exercises for concen
trating on some particular inner-voice motion type. For example:

Ju.rrou.M ¿i nq Hotel

□ Vol. 17—“HORACE SILVER". 
Eight all time jazz standards, 
beginning to intermediate lev
el. Song for My Father. Silver's 
Serenade. The Preacher. Jody 
Grind. Sister Sadie. Gregory Is 
Here. Peace. & Nutville Rhythm 
section on record is Ron 
Carter, bass; Kenny Barron, 
piano, Al Foster, drums. This is 
a classic play-a-long book & LP 
set!!! Really fun to play with.
□ Vol. 18—"HORACE SILVER". 
Eight of Horace’s more chal
lenging songs. Int./Advanced 
level. Strollin'. Summer In Cen
tral Park. Room 603. Nica's 
Dream. Ecaroh. Mayreh. Bar
bara, & Quicksilver Rhythm 
section is a cooker and repre
sents the best in Bebop and 
post Bebop music.
Send check or M.O. Free postage in the USA for 4 or 
more items; add 75c postage for 1 to 3 items. Canada 
add $2.25 per LP/BK set; 75c for books. Foreign add 
$2.50 for one book & LP set; 60c each additional set. 
No C.O.D. USA funds only._________________________

JAMEY AEBERSOLD
1211-D AEBERSOLD DR. 
NEW ALBANY, IN 47150

So that readers may make their own discoveries, here is a practice routine, a sustained melody 
line moving down through successive chord components at each repetition of its cycle-of-fifths 
harmony:

UMUHUb continued from page 8 

RIAA during my stay. I had to rely on their 
word for “gold certification.” Also, A Secret 
Place was not among those designated “gold,” 
as reported.

5. I am a resident of Philadelphia and not 
rural suburbs of Philadelphia.

As far as the pretentiousness with which my 
home is described, let me say this: I have a 
wife (the same one who, according to the arti
cle, “kicked me out of the house with the 
horn”) and two children, two companies 
which 1 operate from home, rehearsal studio 
space and areas to conduct other business and 
musical and personal needs.

Considering my longevity as a professional 
musician and, thankfully, the foresight we 
used to hang on to my earnings, il saddens me 
that my accrued assets (referred to in the 
opening paragraph) lay suspicion to my being 
“just another member of the growing force of 
black superstars.” [Italics are Washington’s]

Allow me also to take exception to all label 
designations (crossover, commercial jazz, fu
sion, etc.). These labels are probably not ill- 
intentioned, but are nonetheless unnerving, 
especially when my aim is to just play or write 
or produce good music that, hopefully, all 
people can find an appreciation for.

Again, thank you for the article and the op
portunity to clear up some points.
Grover Washington, Jr. Philadelphia

KENTON continued from page 41

But during the ’60s Capitol became under
standably enamored of the money-making po
tential of rock, especially the Beatles. Jazz be
came less and less important to the company, 
and was hardly promoted at all. Kenton felt 
he wasn’t getting the marketing support he 
needed. So he bought out his accumulated 
masters (many of which Capitol had dropped 
from its catalog) and used them as the corner
stone for the new Creative World catalog.

Creative World was much more than a boon 
to collectors. It became the platform for Ken
ton’s new music of the ’70s. Creative World 
has been financially independent of the Ken
ton orchestra from the beginning. The records 
do not subsidize the band, nor do the band re
ceipts subsidize the records. The Kenton em
pire was and remains a first class operation. A 
magazine (Creative World) was put out, 
packed with news not only of Kenton’s 
doings, but news of noble competitors and 
colleagues as well. The publishing activity 
alone cost nearly $70,000 annually.

But Creative World’s principal business re
mains records, and its reputation for quality 
products has been consistent and impressive. 
Kenton’s chief producer has been Kenton (al
though Bob Curnow is producer of record on 
many Kenton LPs). Kenton enjoys the flexi
bility and possibilities of modern multi-track 
recording and closely supervises not only the

DRUM INSTRUCTION
I’m Stanley Spector, 
and I can improve 
your drumming 
within six weeks. 
The musicians you 
play with will notice 
the difference. My 
students are among 
the most successful 
drummers in Ameri
ca. My revolutionary 
method is taught 
in Manhattan or 
through a tape re

corded home study course. For information and 
proof of success (including a 20-minute record
ing), send $2 to the:
STANLEY SPECTOR SCHOOL OF DRUMMING 

200 West 58th Street, Dept. 444
New York, NY 10019 Phone: (212) 246-5661

Reeds a Problem ?
End "reed blowout” on gigs! Ernie's LEED REED 
solves hassle. Finest brand cane! Hand-coated w/protec 
tive seal. Cane keeps nat. properties. Lasts 10X longer. 
No warping. Waterproof. Consistant Top pro quality 
only! Avail, saxes & clar. State horn & reed no. Send S2 
♦ .50 shipping^ Box of 10! S16 ♦ S1.50 S & H to:

LEED REED Dept. D. Northway Music Enterprises 
1946 E. 4675 S., Salt Lake City, UT 84117 
Call (801) 272 3158. Bank cards.

1979 SUMMER 
JAZZ CLINICS

21st annual BIG BAND Clinics 
7th annual COMBO/

IMPROVISATION Clinics
For complete information, write today!

J"SUMMER JAZZCLINICS
I P.O. BOX 221, SOUTH BEND, IN 46624 12 I

I Please send me free brochure with full details on 1979 I 
v | Summer Jazz Clinics ;

o> I Name I
S I Ic ■ Street___________________________________________ ■
£ I 0
§ a City_______________ State__________ Zip__________ _
S 1 I
§ ^Instrument_________________________Age|
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The 6th Annual 
Ramapo College 

Summer Jazz
Festival & Workshop

Featuring

and his Concert Big Band 
IN RESIDENCE

Instrumental and Vocal Programs 
Big Bands 
Combo 
Improvisation 
Master Classes 
Jan History 
Vocal
Theory & Arranpng
Evening Concert Senes including: 

Gerry Mulligan 
Gerry Niewood

July 2- 6, 1979 Westfield, Massachusetts Harold Lieberman
July 16 - 28, 1979 Mahwah, New Jersey Toots Thielemans

For information about the workshop, please complete and 
return this form to Professor Harold Lieberman, Ramapo 
College, 505 Ramapo Valley Road, Mahwah, NJ 07430.

Name---------------------------------------------------- - ------------------------

Address----------------------------------------------------------------------------

City_________________________ _State/Zip---------------------

Phone

bill crowden says,
“in

Chicago 
the pro’s drum shop is 

DRUMS LTD.”
downtown Chicago 

8th Floor
218 S. Wabash Ave. 

(312) 427-8480

JAZZ PLAYERS—ALL INSTRUMENTS
EMILE DeCOSMO HAS CREATED THESE BOOKS 

GUARANTEED TO MAKE YOU HEAR 
PROGRESSIONS. PLAY BETTER JAZZ LINES 

THROUGH THE POLYTONAL RHYTHM SERIES
□ The Cycle of Fifths .... $3.00
□ The IPV7 Progression .. $5.00 
□ The Blues Scale ............ $4.00
□ The Lydian Mode .......... $4.00
□ The Tritone Cycle........$4.00 
□ The Dorian Mode .......... $4.00
□ The Mlxolydian Mode . $4.00
□ The Byzantine Scale .. $4.00 
□ The Ionian Mode ............ $4.00
□ The Diminished Scale . $4.00 
□ The Aeolian Mode .... $4.00 
□ The Polytonal Guitar .. $2.50

IMPROVE
Your Playing 
1200%!!

Send check or money order to
EDC PUBLISHING DEPT. DB-214

1611 Kennedy Blvd. North Bergen, N.J. 07047 
Foreign Orders ADD $1.00 PER Book FOR Air MAIL

SAX HELP
Through ihe Master Teacher's eye Facts about 
Playing the Saxophone' Chapters on EMBOUCHURE, 
Intonation. Vibrato, Tonguing. Excellent for self help 
or reference. Direct. To the Point. PRACTICAL! 
Order "Guide to the Saxophone" by Sax Clinician, 
Ernie Northway. Send S7.50 (+S1.50 shipping) to:

NC&A PUBLICATIONS, Dept. D
1946 E. 4675 S . Salt Lake City, UT. 84117 

Tel. (80I) 272 3158

SUBSCRIBERS!
Please include a down beat address label 
whenever you write us about your subscrip
tion The numbers on your address label are 
essential to insure prompt and accurate ser 
v,ce CHANGEOFADDRESS

Please let us know six weeks before you move

KENTON continued from page 43

recording itself, but the many aspects of post
production and mixing. At least six outside 
labels have approached him for a direct-to- 
disc album; although he is impressed by the fi
delity that can be achieved by the process, he 
wonders whether, for all the improvements, it 
isn’t really a step backwards.

“That’s the way we used to do it,” he says, 
and Kenton is not a man who likes doing any
thing the way he used to. Playing his old ar
rangements bores him completely. Yet one 
can usually expect to hear Intermission Riff, 
Peanut Vendor, Artistry In Rhythm and at least 
some of the others at a typical concert. Ken
ton grits his teeth, smiles, and plays them any
way.

Another thing Kenton prefers to avoid is re
unions. Anyone who had led a band as long 
and worked with as many musicians who went 
on to become stars as Stan Kenton is frequent
ly called upon to roll back the clock and pre
tend like it’s 1948 or 1954 all over again. 
Woody Herman, Count Basie and Benny 
Goodman are other survivors of the golden 
age who constantly have to compete with their 
past.

Kenton is convinced, however, that the ar
rangements he plays today are too tough for 
the old-timers and are more effectively played 
by the young players with whom he prefers to 
surround himself. He feels there’s little to be 
gained in reunions with veterans like Shelly 
Manne, Maynard and the others. The sight 
reading of the younger players is superior, he 
insists, and so is their flexibility. The stars of 
his former bands have matured and found 
their own styles. There is no reason they 
should have to put aside their own growth and 
revert back to an earlier day. Most have 
grown rich in the studios anyway, and the 
younger players are surely less costly.

The Kenton troops of today are at liberty 
for an indefinite period, but not permanently. 
Stan could bring his band together very quick
ly, and three quarters of the 1977 personnel 
would probably report for active duty. Al
though his music has been controversial, he is 
not. Few band leaders seem to have won such 
consistent affection and respect from their 
sidemen as Kenton.

“He was so personal,” Shelly Manne once 
told George Simon, "always one of the fellows 
and yet nobody ever lost respect for him. 
And the spirit of the band was wonderful. It 
was such a clean atmosphere. You always felt 
that you were working for something that 
really mattered instead of just jamming Tea 
For Two or Perdido."

The Kenton concept is an arranger’s band, 
not an orchestra whose identity has been set 
by a nucleus of key soloists. Among the cur
rent personnel, reedman Roy Reynolds and 
percussionist Ramon Lopez are the senior 
members, even though their tenures only go 
back to ’71 or ‘72. There are no Freddie 
Greens or Harry Carneys to bring continuity 
to all the changes—only Kenton himself. But 
new musicians apparently invigorate him.

He relies almost entirely on the leading 
music schools for his players: Towson State, 
North Texas State, Berklee and a handful of 
others. If he needs a musician, he calls one of 
his faculty contacts and asks for a recommen
dation. He also asks members of his orchestra 
for names.

Kenton does not audition musicians. He 
hires on the recommendation of people whose 
judgment he trusts. His office receives a num

ber of audition tapes as well as unsolicited 
scores and arrangements, but none ever find 
their way into the Kenton fold. As for ar
rangers, he relies on a stable of writers such as 
Dave Barduhn, Hank Levy, Gene Roland and 
long time associate Bill Holman. With the ex
ception of some Chicago and Blood, Sweat & 
Tears material from the Plays Chicago album 
(ST 1072), Kenton, unlike his peers Herman 
and Buddy Rich, has avoided rock-derived 
music. It’s not to his taste, and he seems to 
have little interest in it, despite the accent on 
youth in his rank and file.

The summer clinics which Kenton is fa
mous for (see First Otorus) give the band its 
only chance to settle down and rehearse new 
material; otherwise, there is just no time. Ken
ton will not do untested material in front of a 
concert audience. He also feels he must actu
ally hear it. He cannot make a final judgment 
just reading a manuscript.

Until recently, Kenton has shown a great 
enthusiasm for the road. He would travel by 
bus with his men and stay in the same hotel 
with them, even though the facilities were not 
always what one would expect for a star of 
Kenton’s standing. But that may be changing. 
He’s grown to like the peace and quiet of 
home life in his native southern California 
during the last year of relaxation—his “vaca
tion,” he calls it. He is much less accessible to 
interviewers these days, for example, an 
understandable prerogative of a man who has 
served so long in the spotlight. It certainly 
must be a relief not to be under the financial 
burden of maintaining a traveling big band.

When it works, the band’s fees are nego
tiated by the Willard Alexander office: there 
is no set price. A contract always depends on 
the size of the expected audience, the loca
tion, how many other concerts can be lined up 
within a 50 or 100 mile radius and other fac
tors. But in order to maintain his Creative 
World staff of eight or nine, his accounting 
people and the band’s payroll, the orchestra 
must gross at least $15,000 a week from con
certs and dances, or about three quarters of a 
million a year.

Kenton on records starts with The Kenton 
Era (ST 1030), a superbly annotated and in
telligently assembled four LP composite of 
Kenton’s career from its first audition records 
of 1940 through the rise to initial popularity 
during World War II and the various experi
mental orchestras of the late ’40s and early 
’50s. Issued originally by Capitol in the late 
’50s and now available through Creative 
World, it is made up almost entirely of unis
sued takes, air checks and concert perform
ances.

Pre-war band buffs will note the influence 
of Sy Oliver in the early work of 1941-42. 
Kenton led an unpretentious dance band then, 
but the music was punchy and imaginative. 
Many consider it the best work of the entire 
set, although Kenton would probably dismiss 
such people as unreconstructed squares.

The first distinctive Kenton sound began to 
develop with the arrival of arranger Pete 
Rugolo, architect of Kenton's postwar pro
gressivism. Rugolo’s first chart. Opus A Dollar 
Three Eighty, is included. Aside from bad mik
ing which loses Art Pepper almost completely 
on Samana, the sound is remarkably good 
throughout. It is a Kenton treasure, and a vital 
chapter in the overall development of the big 
band in jazz. It is the best place to go for an 
understanding of the Kenton evolution, un
conditionally recommended. db
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CITY 
SCENE

LAS VEGAS
Sands: Mills Brothers (5/16-29); Bob Sims 

Trio/Charlie Shaffer Trio/Carol Stevens (lounge); 
call 735-9111.

Sahara: Helen Reddy (5/24-30); call 
735-2111.

Shy Clown (Reno): Asleep at the Wheel 
(5/28-6/3); call 358-6632.

Hilton: Paul Anka's Trombone Section
(5/15-28).

TBA (Tahoe); Asleep at the Wheel (6/4-17).
Tender Trap: Gus Mancuso Trio (house): jams/ 

surprises (Mon.); call 732-1111.

MIAMI
The Encore: Duffy Jackson‘s Jazz All Stars; Alice 

Day and the Frank Sullivan Trio (Tue.-Sun.); call 
446-4652.

The Jazzery (Parkway Inn): Billy Marcus Quartet 
(Tue.-Sat.); Alice Day and the Jazzy Workshop 
(sessions) (Sun. & Mon.); call 887-2621.

Les Jardins: Joe Donato <S Good Bread Alley 
(Tue.-Sat.); call 871-3430.

Bayshore Inn: Joe Roland/Lew Berryman Duo
(Tue.-Sun.); call 858-1431.

Bananas: Mike Gillis & Co. (Tue.-Sat.); McMul
len's Ragtime Band (Sun. & Mon.); call 446-4652.

Arthur’s: Jackie Davis (Tue.-Sun.); call 
371-1444.

700 Club (David Williams Hotel): Herbie Brock 
(Mon.-Sat.); call 445-7281.

Desert Inn: Guy Viveros Trio (Wed.-Sun.); call 
947-0621.

Rates: one insertion $1.50 per word ($21. minimum); three 
insertions $1.40 per word; seven inseriions $1.35 per 
word; 13 insertions S1.30 per word; 22 times $1.20 per 
word. Payment must accompany copy except when placed 
by accredited advertising agency. Word count: count each 
word, symbol or number in body copy and company name; 
street address or post office box as one word; city, state, & 
zip code as two words. First words set in bold caps at no 
extra charge. No illustration or db box number permitted 
All copy subject to publisher's approval. All advertisers 
must supply publisher with permanent address and tele
phone number. Deadline for copy and payment: eight 
weeks prior to cover date down beat/Classified, 222 W. 
Adams St.. Chicago. IL 60606.

_________________ BOOKS_________________
CADENCE JAZZ MAGAZINE. Sample $1.25, 1 year Sub. 
$11.00. Route 1, Box 345, Redwood, NY 13679.

A SYSTEM OF TONAL CONVERGENCE FOR IMPRO
VISORS, COMPOSERS AND ARRANGERS, $25.00. NEW 
APPROACHES TO JAZZ GUITAR, $12.50. THE 
INTERRELATIONSHIP OF CHORDS. SCALES AND FINGER
BOARD OF THE 12 TONALITIES OF THE GUITAR. $10.00. 
Information available. (M.O. only) DUNTE PUBLISHING CO.. 
P.O. Box 31. Kendall Park. NJ 08824.

ADVANCED BASS BOOK Etudes for the Bass Guitar. A 
modern method for the skilled bassist. S5.0O. Beyond Help 
Publications, 311 North St., Coffeyville, KS 67337.

_______________ ET CETERA_______________
GREAT CHARTS! Combo, Big Band, Vocals. Jazz, pop, dis
co, swing. Biggest Selection. Improvisation methods, 
books. International. FREE CATALOG: Meadow Creek 
Music. Dept D, P.O. Box 18262, Louisville, KY 40218.

CHARLIE PARKER T-SHIRTS! Also Ellington, Coltrane, 
Holiday, Dolphy. Monk, Miles. "Bebop Lives". Mingus, Bud 
Powell, Dizzy, Dexter Gordon. Original designs, 
satisfaction guaranteed. S-M-L-XL. $7.00. BIRD LIVES. 
P.O. Box 4583, Boulder. CO 80306.

1979 "JAZZ SHOWCASE" PHOTO COLLAGE CALEN
DAR—MINGUS • RAHSANN • DEXTER • JUG • ORNETTE • 
PRES • DIZZY • BEAN • BIRD • BAGS • JAWS • CANNON • 
BUHAINA • McCOY • ELVIN • SUN RA • PASS • SULLIVAN • 
McGHEE • STITT • FARMER • KONITZ • BARRY • MORE! 
$5.00 M.O. or Certified. Joe Segal, 933 W. Altgeld St., Chi
cago. IL 60614.

Unitarian Church: Ira Sullivan & Friends (Mon.);
call 667-3697.

Alley Club: Frank Hubbell & The Stompers
(Sun.); call 448-4880.

Village Inn: Ben Champion & Jazzberry Patch
(Sun. & Mon.); call 445-8721.

Climax Nite Club: Sessions (Sun.); call 
685-9447.

Royal Palm Dinner Theater (Boca Raton): Don 
Goldie & The Jazz Express (Mon.); call 426-2211.

Bubba’s (Ft. Lauderdale): Ira Sullivan/Eddie Hig
gins Quartet (Tue.-Sun.); call 764-2388.

Beowulf (Pompano Beach): Flip Phillips Quartet 
(Tue.-Sun.).

Village Lounge (Lake Buena Vista): Bubba Kolb 
Trio with guest star Red Norvo (5/7-19), James 
Moody (5/21 -6/2); call 824-2222.

Jazz Hot Line: (305) 274-3834.
P.A.C.E. Concert Information Hot Line: (305) 

856-1966.

SAN DIEGO
San Diego Stadium: KOOL Jazz Festival (6/8 & 

9); call 297-5665.
Catamaran: George Shearing (5/22-27); Sonny 

Rollins (5/29 & 30); call 488-1081.
UCSD: Five Centuries Ensemble (5/30); call 

452-3229.
Roxy Theatre: Mary Travers (5/10); The Police 

(5/16); Amazing Rhythm Aces (5/26); call 
488-1027.

Marquis Public Theatre: Solo jazz concerts 
(Mon.); 298-8111.

Sports Arena: Yes (5/27); Rod Stewart (6/19); 
call 224-4176.

LOS ANGELES
Concerts By The Sea (Redondo Beach): Willie 

Bobo (5/17-20 & 24-27); George Shearing 
(5/31-6/10); for info call 379-4998.

Parisian Room (Washington & La Brea): Milt 
Jackson (5/15-20); Morgana King (5/22-27); Ed
die Jefferson (5/29-6/3); every Monday, Cardel- 
la's Celebrity Nite; call 936-8704.

BLANK CARDBOARD RECORD JACKETS 12", 10 ”, 7".
Plastic lined inside sleeves 12", 10”. Opera boxes, 78 
sleeves, etc. Write CABCOD-2. Box 8212, Columbus, OH 
43201.

INSTRUMENTAL METHODS
ALTERNATE POSITION SYSTEM for Trombone by Tom 
Malone, $5.00. Synthesis Publications, 100 W. Houston St., 
New York, NY 10012.

NEW!! Principles of Harmonic Substitution (Dom Minasi), 
$7.95. Free Catalog. Sunrise Artistries, Box 125. Maspeth, 
N.Y. 11378.

INSTRUMENTS & ACCESSORIES

FAKE BOOKS & HORNS!
■ □ FREE directory: Jazz/pop books with order.
| O $2 with order: Improvising Jazz: Jerry Coker. 115 pgs I 

□ Big Red Best Fake Book: Pops & rock 318 pgs. $9.95 1
I □ Legal Fake Book: 700 standards pops / jazz $14 95 I 

□ 1,002 Jazz Tunes Giant Fake Book 587 pgs.. $19 95 ■
| □ 1,001 Standards Fake Book: 40's to the 70's $17 95 I 

□ Jazz/Rock Rhythms/Phrases. 64 pages....... $3 95 _
I □ 25 Top of Charts: S4.95 □ Disco Hits: $5.95 |

ID Soprano Saxes: $199 □ 9 Inch Trumpets: $159
□ Fluegelhorns: $179 □ Valve Trombones: $219 I

I Add 50c total postage for books. Money back offer .
■■ Imperial Creations, Box 66-DB, N.Y.. NY 10022 m J

LIGHTING
LARGEST MUSICIAN'S HANDBOOK. Dimmers, Spots, 
Color Synthesizers, Foot & minimanual controls. Strobo
scopes. Fog Kaleidoscopes.... Send $3.00 shipping: Roc- 
tronics, 22-DB Wendell, Cambridge. MA 02138.

RECORDS & TAPES
FAST RELIABLE JAZZ record service—foreign orders 
welcome—send for FREE LP sales list. Jaybee Jazz, Box 
24504, Creve Coeur, MO 63141.

JAZZ RECORDS FOR SALE. Free Catalogs. Efficient serv
ice. JAZZ HOUSE. Box 455. Adelaide. P.O.. TORONTO, 
Canada M5C 2J5.

JAZZ, BIG BANDS, DIXIELAND LPS. Monthly lists, auc
tions! LPs wanted. First Edition Records. Box 11380, Whit
tier, CA 90609.

DAYBREAK EXPRESS RECORDS. JAZZ IMPORTS FROM 
EUROPE. Free Catalogue. Write: P.O. Box 250 Van Brunt 
Station, Brooklyn, NY 11 215.

FREE JAZZ AUCTION LIST: 10' , 12”, LP s and 45's. Elm
wood Record Sales, Box 10232, Elmwood, CT 06110.

Sound Room (North Hollywood): Auracle, Moa- 
cir Santos, Lorraine Feather, Bill Mays, Ray Pizzi, 
others booked; for details call 761-3555.

Century City Playhouse (10508 W. Pico Blvd.): 
New music Sundays, including Lee Kaplan, Bobby 
Bradshaw, others; call 475-8388.

Jimmy Smith’s Supper Club: Jimmy Smith
(Thurs.-Sun.); 760-1444.

Donte’s (North Hollywood): Name jazz—Pete 
Christlieb, Art Pepper, Grant Geissman, Joe Diorio, 
Ron Eschete, et. al.; closed Sundays; for specifics 
call 769-1566.

Lighthouse (Hermosa Beach): Name jazz—Herb 
Ellis, Barney Kessel, Jeff Lorber, Joe Turner, et. al.; 
for specifics call 372-6911.

Baked Potato (North Hollywood): Don Randi 
(Wed.-Sat.); Roland Vasquez (Sun.); Pacific Ocean 
(Mon.); Karizma (Tue.); 980-1615.

Pasquale's (Malibu): Supersax, Don Menza, 
Freddie Hubbard, Pat Senatore, others; for spe
cifics call 456-2007.

Cellar Theatre: Les De Merle Transfusion, fea
turing Don Menza, Eddie Harris, others (Mon.); 
385-2759.

Onaje’s Tea Room (1414 S. Redondo Blvd.): 
New music regularly; call 937-9625.

MILWAUKEE
Milwaukee Jazz Gallery: New York Connection 

(5/18 & 19); Ira Sullivan (5/21 & 22); local and 
Chicago jazz (Tue.-Sun.); call 263-5718.

Bull Ring Ltd: La Chazz (5/18 & 19); jazz (Wed.- 
Sun.); call 961 -2616.

Bombay Bicycle Club: Buddy Montgomery 
Quartet (Mon.-Sat.).

Crown Room: Buddy Montgomery Quintet (Wed. 
& Fri., cocktail hour); Beverly Pitts Trio (Tue. & 
Thurs., cocktail hour).

Sheraton-Mayfair Hotel: Penny Goodwin Trio
(Wed. & Fri., cocktail hour); (Mon.-Sat. aft.).

A-Train (Kenwood Inn): Open jam sessions with 
the Bill Sargent Trio (Mon.); call 963-4796.

Ciro's: Pete Safir Trio (Fri. & Sat.).
John Hawk's Pub: Jazz (Sun. & Mon.) call 

272-3199.

JAZZ LP AUCTION over 500 mostly out of print titles. Free 
list from Jazzcords, 7809 Wellington Ave., Margate. NJ 
08402.

WHERE TO STUDY
DR. MAURY DEUTSCH: Nine volume arranging educa
tion—$15.00: private—correspondence lessons. 150 W. 
87th St., NYC 10024, (212) SC 4-4722.

JAZZ PIANO. IMPROVISATION all instruments. Private 
lessons, workshops, performance opportunities. Bob 
Barnes, Hillcrest Place, Locust Valley, NY 11560. 
516/676-1693.

DAVID N. BAKER presents classes in jazz improvisation. 
Immediate registration is available for both class and pri
vate instruction. Strings welcome. For information contact: 
Colin Studios, 315 W. 53rd St. N.Y., NY 10019. 
212/581-1480.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
RECORD DEAL DESIRED? Can you play? Send demo cas
sette to Spirit Productions, Box 2304-A, Palo Alto, CA 
94305. No advance fee.

a tuba*diary of Boyd Hunt Entarprmi

MUSICIANS!—N€€D A GIG?
Ilie are now registering 

Groups and Individuals FREE!
PROFESSIONAL MUSICIANS'

REFERRAL maintains the largest 
Nationwide listings of Groups 
seeking new members and Musicians 
looking for groups.

Call Toll-free (800) 328-8660 
(or 612-825-6848) and

JOIN TODAY!
PMR — o subsidiary of 

BOYD HUNT €NT€RPRIS€S
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Eight by David Baker. . .
□ arranging & composing For The Small En
semble: jazz/r&b/jazz-rock 184 pps., spiral 
bound...................................................... $15.00
□ jazz Improvisation, A comprehensive 
Method of Study for All Players 184 pps., spi
ral bound ............................................. $15.00

Techniques of Improvisation:
□ Vol. I, A Method For Developing Improvi
sational Technique (Based On The Lydian 
Chromatic Concept by George Russell) 96 
pp., spiral bound ................................... $9.00
□ Vol. II, The V7 Progression 76 pp.. $9.00 
□ Vol. Ill, Turnbacks 84 pps.............. $9.00

□ Jazz Styles & Analysis: Trombone 144 
pps., spiral bound.................................. $15.00
□ Jazz Stylos & Analysis: Alto Sax by Harry 
Miedema, edited by David Baker 104 pps , 
spiral bound.......................................... $12.50

Jazz Improvisation Method 
For String Instruments:

□ Vol. I, Violin & Viola 160 pps., $12.50 
□ Vol. II, Cello & Bass 152 pps , $12.50

Free Catalog — Free Postage

NEW SOUNDS IN MODERN MUSIC 
315 W. 53rd St., New York, 10019

Jamey Aebersold Play-a-long books & records Vol. 1 
to 18 $8.95 each □ #1 New Approach to Jazz Improvi
sation □ #2 Nothin But Blues
□ #3 II/V7/I Progression □ #4 Movin On
□ #5 Time to Play Music □ #6 All Bird-C. Parker
□ #7 Miles Davis □ #8 Sonny Rollins Originals
□ #9 Woody Shaw □ #10 David Baker Originals
□ #11 Herbie Hancock □ #12 Duke Ellington 
□ #13 Cannonball Adderley □ #17 0 #18 Horace 

Silver
C Don Sebesky Contemporary Arranger $30 
□ Wm. Russo Jazz Composition & Arr $10.95 
C Delamont Mod Harmonic Technique #1 S16
□ Vol 2 $18 □ Modern Arranging Tech $15 
□ Modern Melodic Tech #7 □ Modern 12 Tone Tech 

$5 □ Modern Contrapuntal Technique $6
□ Slonimsky Thesaurus of Scales $25
□ Russell Lydian Chromatic Concept $30
□ Cplt Encyclopedia of Scales Colin S15
□ Mancini Sounds & Scores w/records $15 
□ Lateef Flute Bk of Blues #1 $3.95 □ #2 $3.95
□ Oliver Nelson Patterns for Improvisation $8 
□ Niehaus Jazz Improvisation Method Sax $7.50 
□ Garcia Professional Arr Vol. 1 $9.95 □ #2 $9.95 
□ Ency. Improvisational Rhythms/Patterns $15 
□ Deutsch Improvis Concepts Jazz Patterns $12.50 
□ Stuart Ency of Basic Musicianship 8 bks $15 
C Deutsch Ency Musical Development 6 bks S12.50 
C Improvis for Saxophone Berklee method $8.50 
□ Dave Baker Ear Training for Jazz, 2 cassettes $20 □

Advanced Ear Training 1 cassette $12
□ Shelly Manne Drumming Technique $3.50 
C Modern Jazz Quartet Transcribed rec S4.95
□ Ornette Coleman 26 Transcribed comp S5 
□ Ency of Improvisation 6 bks in 1 $12.50 
□ Ency of Improvisation Bass Clef instr $1 2.50
□ Dave Baker Contemp Trombone Tech cplt $25
□ Colin Complete Modern Trumpet Method S15 
□ Viola Scale Studies Saxophone $8.50 
□ Viola Rhythms Studies Saxophone $8.50 
□ Viola Chord Studies Saxophone S8.50 
□ Viola-Wilson Chord Studies Trombone $8.50 
□ Viola-Kotwica Chord Studies Trumpet $8.50 
□ Colin Advanced Lip Flexibilities Trumpet $6 
□ Colin Advanced Lip Flexibilities Trombone $6 
□ Ency of Jazz Duets Treble 3 bks in 1 S7.50 
□ Ency of Jazz Duets Bass 3 bks in 1 S7.50 
□ Stuart Ency of Basic Piano Studies $4.95
□ Jerry Coker Patterns for Jazz $14
□ Charlie Parker Omnibook 60 solos $7.95
□ Jimmy Heath 31 Compositions $4.95
□ Chesky Contemporary Jazz/Rock Rhythms $3.95
□ Chesky Contemporary Jazz/Rock Duets S3.95
□ Dellalra Cplt Guide to Creative Arranging $15 
□ Mlles Davis Transcribed Solos $5.95
□ Thelonious Monk Transcribed Solos $5.95
□ Reinhardt Ency of Pivot System Cplt $25
□ Stuart Ency of Modern Jazz 8 bks in 1 $12.50
□ Charlie Parker 3 books in 1 $6.95
□ Miles Davis 3 books in 1 $7.50
□ Deutsch Symmetric Scales & Tonal Patterns $15
□ Hagen Scoring for Films hardbound, w/records $15
□ Jerome Callet Trumpet Yoga $15

NEW SOUNDS IN MODERN MUSIC 
315 W 53RD ST., NEW YORK NY 10019

Giorgi's: Jazz (Sat.); call 545-5040.
WUWM (90 FM): NPR's "Jazz Alive!” (Sat., 7 

pm); jazz daily.

KANSAS CITY
Radisson Muehlebach Hotel: Kansas City Jazz 

Olympics featuring Red Rodney, Carl Fontana, 
Jake Hanna, Al Cohn, Zoot Sims, Gary Foster, Doc 
Cheatham, and others (6/1, 2, and 3).

Country Club Plaza: Eight area jazz groups per
form at various locations (6/1, 11 am-1 pm).

Lawrence Opera House: Albert Collins Blues 
Band (5/18 & 19, 9 pm).

Mark IV: Jimmy McConnell Quintet (Mon.-Sat., 9 
pm-1 am); open jazz jam (Sun.).

Ramada Inn Central: Pete Eye Trio featuring 
Milt Abel (Mon.-Sat., 8:30 pm-12:30 am).

Nick's: Frank Smith Trio (Mon.-Sat., 9 pm-1 am); 
jazz jam featuring Claude "Fiddler" Williams (Sun., 
5-9 pm).

Signboard (Crown Center): John Lyman Quartet 
jazz jams (Fri. & Mon., 4:30-7:30 pm).

Concerts-in-the-Park: Name jazz acts perform 
free throughout summer (Sun.); call 921 -1212 for 
schedule.

BOSTON
Lulu White's: L.A. 4 (5/15-17); Illinois Jacquet 

Quartet w/ Slam Stewart (5/22-24); Carol Sloane 
& Jimmy Rowles (5/29-31 ); Ran Blake (6/3); Scott 
Hamilton (6/4-7); Woody Herman & Herd (6/17); 
Eddie Davis Ä Harry Edison (6/19-21 ).

Ryle's: Steve Veikley Quartet w/ Art Frank & 
Teddy Kotick (Fri.); Amy Duncan Trio (Sun. & Mon.).

DETROIT
Baker's Keyboard Lounge: Joe Pass, solo gui

tar (5/15-20); Milt Jackson and the Roy Brooks 
Trio (5/22-27); Yusef Lateef (5/31-6/10); call 
864-1200 for details.

Cobb’s Corner: Local jazz nightly with Lyman 
Woodard, Marcus Belgrave, Griot Galaxy and oth
ers; call 832-7223.

Downstairs Pub: Joe Chila and Friends; other 
local jazz groups (Fri. & Sat.); call 961-6108.

Punch & Judy Theatre (Grosse Pointe): Air 
(5/13); John Hammond (5/23); Don Cherry, Collin 
Walcott, Nana Vasconcelos (5/25); Ralph Towner, 
solo (5/26); Passport (6/1); Johnny Griffin (late 
June); call 343-0484.

Music Hall: Akiyoshi/Tabackin Big Band (5/16); 
call 963-7680.

Orchestra Hall/Paradise Theatre: Detroit Jazz 
Composers at the Paradise, with Teddy Harris and 
the Detroit Voices, Hastings Street Jazz Experi
ence, Jimmy Wilkins Orchestra (5/25); call 
871-3644.

Keyboard Cabaret: Bugs Beddow Jazz Quintet
(Mon.); call 563-7650.

Alger Theatre: Tommy Dorsey Orchestra (6/9); 
call 884-6500.

The Gnome: Charles Boles (Wed. & Thurs.); lo
cal jazz groups (Fri. & Sat.); call 833-01 20.

CHICAGO
Jazz Showcase: Dizzy Gillespie (5/16-20); Ira 

Sullivan and Joe Diorio, guitar (5/23-27); Milt 
Jackson and the Monty Alexander Trio (5/30-6/3); 
Art Farmer Quartet (6/6-10); Johnny Griffin Quar
tet (6/13-17); Dexter Gordon Quartet (6/20-24); 
337-1000.

Amazingrace (Varsity Theater, Evanston): Mc
Coy Tyner Sextet and Ralph Towner, solo (5/25, 
tent.); 328-2489.

Rick’s Cafe Américain: George Shearing with 
Brian Torff, bass (thru 5/19); Jay McShann, Claude 
Williams. Buddy Tate, Joe Morello (5/22-6/2); Al 
Grey-Jimmy Forrest Quintet (6/5-16); Barney Kes
sel-Herb Ellis Quintet (6/19-30); 943-9200.

Wise Fools Pub: Koko Taylor and Her Blues Ma
chine (5/17-19); Jump 'n the Saddle Band (5/20); 
Kahit El Jabar (5/22, tent.); Mighty Joe Young 
(5/23-26); Willie Dixon (5/27); Magic Slim Blues 
Band (5/30-6/2); Lonnie Brooks Blues Band 
(6/6-9); Judy Roberts (6/13-16 & 20-23); Roger 
Pemberton Big Band (Mon.); 929-1510.

Bulls: Sparrow Quartet (5/22 & 29); Ghalib 
Ghallab (Wed. & Thurs.); Billy Whitfield (Mon.); 
337-6204.

Orphans: Joe Daley Quorum (Mon.); Ears (Tue.); 
929-2677.

Gaspar's: Jazz Members' Big Band (Sun.); 
871-6680.

Jazz Institute Hotline: (312) 666-1881.
Chicago Blues Line: (312) 743-5505.

ST. LOUIS
Khorassan Room: Les Brown Band (5/22).
La Casa Club: National and local jazz; call 

534-5929 for details.
Mississippi Nights: National and local music; 

call 421 -3853 for details.
The Upstream: Jazz (Fri. & Sat.); call 421 -6002 

for details.
Midwest Big Band Society: Write to 33 High

wood Dr.. Belleville. HL. 62221 for details.

CLEVELAND
Cleveland State University: C.S.U. Jazz En

semble (5/27).
Chung’s: Larry Booty (nightly).
Fitzgerald's on Shaker Square: Dick Mone

(nightly).
Our Gang, Too! (University Hts.): Bill Gidney 

(Wed.).
Peabody's Cafe (Cleveland Hts.): Ernie Krivda 

and the Ron Godale Trio (Sun.).
The Theatrical: Hank Kahout (nightly); S. J. Men

delson (5/7-6Z2); Lite Rain (6/4-30).
Northeast Ohio Jazz Society: (216) 429-1513, 

from 9 am to 5 pm daily, for membership and infor
mation.

DENVER
Bentley's BBC: Local jazz; call 861 -7877.
Blue Note Club: Top-name jazz and blues; call 

443-6660.
Cafe Nepenthes: Occasional jazz and blues; for 

information call 534-5423.
Clyde's Pub: Denver's home of “pure” jazz, fea

turing top-name East/West Coast talent;, call 
425-1093.

Emerson St. East: Local jazz every night; call 
832-1349.

Rainbow Music Hall: Top-name jazz, blues, 
rock, folk, country talent; call 753-1800.

Tulagi’s: Top-name jazz and blues; dial 
443-3903.

Wall Street Jazz Cellar: Big-name and local 
jazz; for information call 442-6780.

Zeno’s: Queen City Jazz Band (Fri. & Sat.); 
623-2104.

KADX (105.1 FM): 24-hour jazz.
KCFR (90.1 FM): 25% jazz and blues in free-form 

format.

BUFFALO
Klienhans Music Hall: Dizzy Gillespie as guest 

soloist with the Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra 
(5/31), 8:30 pm.

Tralfamadore Cafe: Jazz and blues (Thurs.- 
Sun.); Mark Murphy (5/10-13); Ron Carter Quartet 
(5/18 & 19 tent.); Ernie Krivda (5/25 & 26); Chuck 
MahronikwWh Eliot Zigmund and Frank Tusa (6/1 & 
2); Pat Metheny Group (mid-June, tent.); Dave 
Friesen and John Stowell (6/22 & 23); Jeremy Wall 
Trio (Sun.); Milestones featuring Richard Kermode 
(Thurs.); live broadcasts of most jazz events on 
WBFO (Sat., 10 pm) and WEBR (Fri., 10 pm); call 
836-9678.

University of Buffalo: First Annual University of 
Buffalo Jazz Festival with: Phil Woods Quartet, 
Chuck Israels and the National Jazz Ensemble, Al 
Haig Trio, Don Cherry with Nana Vasconcelos and 
Collin Walcott: a multi-media presentation on the 
history of jazz in Buffalo with db's John Hunt and 
photographer Ron Wofford: workshops and lec
tures with Dan Morgenstern, Gunther Schuller, 
James Patrick (Festival Director), Edward Berger. 
All above groups will hold jazz clinics in addition 
to performances. Dates are June 4-15. Call (716) 
831 -3411 for more info.
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For nearly a century the 
Gretsch signature has been the 
hallmark of wood drum 
craftmanship.

The Gretsch dedication to 
the quality manufacture of 6-ply 

fine wood laminated shells is 
reflected in the unique sound of 
Gretsch wood drums.

Chosen by the world’s finest 
percussionists for sensitivity, 
accuracy and resonance —

Gretsch remains at the music 
forefront with
THAT GREAT GRETSCH SOUND!



(Vincent

For years, the greatest names in brass h; 
turned to Bach for tile finest in quality 
crafted instruments. The new SOB 3 in-line 
rotor trombone is a superb example why. 
Visit your dealer and put this 
new Vincent Bach Stradivarius 
to the test. You may discover 
talent you never thought ■


	CAUGHT!

	Hie chart doesn't lie

	The new King 2000 has more features than 5 leading professional trumpets.

	MME OF WHAT YOU WANT...F0R LESS.

	WHEN YOU’RE LOOKING FOR THAT RIG BREAK, HOHNER CAN RE INSTRUMENTAL.

	H-COU F

	BERKLEE COLLEGE OF MUSIC

	“T


	Music by Matrix. Sound by Bose.

	CHORDS AND DISCORDS

	A note from Manfred Eicher

	We really mean it, we’re serious, this is the last

	Two for Pat Metheny

	Grover Washington straightens the record


	POTPOURRI




	. Preacher., A stereo guitar.

	DISCOGRAPHY

	DUKE ELLINGTON

	THE DANISH RADIO

	BAND with THAD JONES

	JACKIE McLEAN

	TONY WILLIAMS

	SAVE $6.75 NOW!

	Subscribe to

	down bear

	for one year

	Only $9.00 for one year!

	subscribe today

	TOMMY FLANAGAN and

	HANK JONES	

	HERBIE HANCOCK and CHICK COREA

	GIORGIO GASLINI SESTETTO

	DAVID ROSENBOOM and DONALD BUCHLA

	JIM HALL and RED MITCHELL


	The World’s Finest Drumsticks.


	The notes were always there.

	The Electro-Voice S18-3 Stage Keyboard System now lets you hear them!

	Eleclrol/bice

	P

	JOHN EATON




	CAUGHT!

	SECOND ANNUAL WOMEN’S JAZZ FESTIVAL

	“The Leblanc has a fat sound.”

	Leblanc Duet No. 4, featuring Pete Fountain

	Lead Alto Players

	Books by Adolph Sandole

	CAP

	PIP

	by Jamey Aebersold and Others

	A NEW APPROACH to JAZZ IMPROVISATION





	HOW TO

	in. Mt	xl.

	TkAorJ	Choral*. 31 ■ Jt. Matthew	j j 3th

	JAMEY AEBERSOLD

	DRUM INSTRUCTION

	Reeds a Problem ?

	bill crowden says,

	Chicago the pro’s drum shop is DRUMS LTD.”


	SAX HELP

	LAS VEGAS

	MIAMI

	SAN DIEGO

	LOS ANGELES


	FAKE BOOKS & HORNS!

	MILWAUKEE

	Eight by David Baker. . .

	Techniques of Improvisation:

	Jazz Improvisation Method For String Instruments:

	KANSAS CITY

	BOSTON

	DETROIT

	CHICAGO

	ST. LOUIS

	CLEVELAND

	DENVER

	BUFFALO






